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Abstract Page

Title. PASSAGE- "Your Workplace and Job-Skills Information Newslettef

Project Number: 99-5011 Funding: $34.816.00

Project Director:_liemadene_Mangie_ Phone Number:1412) 869-7890

Contact Person: Bernadelte Mangie Phone Number: 1412) 869-7890

Agency Address: BCALMC. 400 Ninth Street. Suite A. Conway. PA 15027

Purpose: The 1994-1995 PASSAGE Newsletter was established to address State Section 353 Priority B-6 which lbcuses on

the production and dissemination of a special-interest newsletter. The newsletter was published 10 times a year, was eight

(8) pages in length, and was devoted to adult-basic education and literacy topics. To address this priority, the 1994-1995

PASSAGE newsletter project's main objective was to provide timely workplace and job-skins' information to

Pennsylvania's adult learners, unemployed/underemployed individuals, adult educators, career counselors/trainers, and

various resource/training centers. No other publication similar to PASSAGE was available on a regular schedule and was

specifically geared toward the educational/career-related needs of adult learners in Pennsylvania. Also, a publication that

complemented other services and special projects offered by the Pennsylvania Department of Education's Bureau of Adult

Basic and Literacy Education continued to be needed.

Procedures: In order to meet the goals/objectives addressed in State Section 353 Priority B-6 and to create an innovative

resource, the PASSAGE newsletter: highlighted a variety of topics (e.g., classroom skills used in the workplace, employer

expectations, job-search strategies, growing career fields, labor-market trends, and success stories); established a format that

was easy to read; maintained a hands-on approach that could be used by individuals or in whole-group settings; expanded its

network of educators, business professionals, and adult learners by initiating a reader survey, encouraging telephone

correspondence, and attending staff-development activities; utilized a professional staff of educators, job-search training

professionals, and writers; accessed up-to-date information from area and regional resource centers; established a.

production schedule; encouraged writer contributions; and utilized state-of-the-art computer equipment for layout/design.

Summary of Findings; Many factors including increased reader feedback and reader circulation of PASSAGE, high

unemployment, economic trends, employer demand for formal training beyond high school, a decrease in jobs with lower

SKIilS, and a large percentage of adults without a high school diploma continued to create the need for an innovative

publication that provided educatIonallcareer-directional/job-search information to Pennsylvania's adult educators and

students.

Comments: With the completion of the sixth year of publication, the PASSAGE newsletter was recognized as an

established and unique resource for adult students and educational training professionals in Pennsylvania. It complemented

the services and resources provided by the Pennsylvania Department of Education. In the 1994-1995 project year, the

publication met the needs of its target audience by providing customized information specifically geared toward their special

educational/career-related needs. All feedback from the readership indicated that the need for a publication that linked

workplace and education issues continued to be an extremely valuable State Priority.

Products: Ten (10) issues were prepared between July 1, 1994, and June 30, 1995. PASSAGE had a circulation of

twenty-eight hundred (2800). The first issue was distributed in September 1994, and the last issue was distributed in June

1995. Each issue was eight (8) pages in length. In addition to this final project report, an interim report was completed in

December 1994.

Descriptors: (To be completed only by Bureau staff)



Introduction

Purposes/Objectives

The 1994-1995 PASSAGE newsletter was established to address State Section 353 Priority

B-6. State Section 353 Priority B-6, as addressed in the Federal Adult Education Act

Section 353 Guidelines for Special Projects and Staff Development, focused on the

production and dissemination of a special-interest newsletter to be published 10 times a year

at a length of eight (8) pages or longer devoted to a single adult-education topic or with

each issue devoted to a particular topic of adult-basic education or literacy

For the 1994-1995 project year, the PASSAGE newsletter's main objective was to provide

timely workplace and job-skills' information to Pennsylvania's adult learners,

unemployed/underemployed individuals, adult educators, career counselors/trainers, and

various resource/training centers. To meet its goals and objectives of creating a customized

publication that featured educational/career-development/work-related information for

Pennsylvania's adult learners and educators, the PASSAGE newsletter:

Featured a variety of topics for adults in transition (classroom skills used in the

workplace, employer expectations, ,c,b-search strategies, growing career fields,

labor-market trends, and success stories).

Offered unique career-development resources/classroom materials for

instructors, counselors, job trainers, and libraries/resource centers. The

newsletter's design and purpose encouraged a hands-on approach that was

utilized by individuals and in classroom settings.

Promoted life-long education.

Encouraged reader feedback and guest writer contributions.

Established a look and personality that was accessible/easy to read.
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Expanded its network of educators, business professionals, and readers and

provided articles that focused on innovative programs, success stories, and

developing an awareness of the importance of pursuing an education to impeove

employment opportunities.

Complemented the educational, workplace, and job-skills' resource materials

available through the Pennsylvania Department of Education.

Distributed twenty-eight hundred copies of the newsletter each month (from

September 1994 to June 1995).

Rationale and Background

With factors such as high unemployment rates, increased educational and training

requirements for many career fields, and a high percentage of Pennsylvania's residents who

have not graduated from high school, the need for a publication that was written for the

adult learner and highlighted the importance of life-long education and how it applied to

the workplace continued to be necessary. Also, the need for a newsletter which provided

classroom materials that featured hands-on workplace and job-skills' information for adult

educators remained important. Research revealed that very few similar publications were

available on a regular basis. Based on these facts and the previous

educational/career-development/job-search training experience of the Beaver County

Labor-Management Committee's staff (formerly The Midland Center, Inc.), the

Pennsylvania Department of Education had approved the publication of the PASSAGE

newsletter.
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Time Frame

For the 1994-1995 project year, ten issues (each issue was eight paps in length) of

PASSAGE were mailed to educational/employment-related programs (-)r adults throughout

the Commonwealth. During the project year, PASSAGE had a monthly circulation of

2,800.

Staff/key Personnel

The Beaver County Area Labor-Management Committee utilized four staff members, on a

part-time basis, to organize and produce the 1994-1995 PASSAGE newsletter series. These

individuals had training and experience in educational/career-develoi;ment/job-search

instruction and in the areas of writing, editing, computer operations, layout/design, desktop

publishing, and outreach/communications. In addition, PASSAGE utilized volunteers for

proofreading and bulk mailing each issue. The positions needed to successfully operate the

project were:

Project Director: All funds to support this position were allocated from private-match

dollars. The Executive Director of the Beaver County Area Labor-Management Committee

served as the project director and supervised staff, monitored fiscal operations, and

presented project updates to the Executive Committee and Board of Directors of the Beaver

County Area Labor-Management Committee. A total of 185 hours during the 12-month

contract year were assigned to the project director.

Project Coordinator: All funds to support this position were allocated from federal dollars.

This individual coordinated monthly staff meetings, prepared fiscal and operational reports

for the project director, assigned project responsibilities, and proofread and edited the 10

issues that were published during the contract year. A total of 96 hours were assigned to the

project coordinator.

PASSAGE 94-95 353 Fmal Report Page 3



Writer/Editor/Desktop-Publisher: A combination of private and federal funds were

allocated to support the responsibilities of this position. This staff member was responsible

for writing/editing articles, adapting existing resources to suit PASSAGE's audience, editing

solicited materials from guest writers, formatting the newsletter, and coordinating the

research, word-processing, and bulk-mailing activities. A total of 1357 hours during the

contract year were assigned to this individual.

Researcher/Word-Processor/Bulk-Mailer: Federal funds were allocated to support the

time needed to conduct miscellaneous research activities, word-processing, and

bulk-mailing responsibilities. A total of 553 hours during the contract year were assigned to

this individual,

Volunteers: The PASSAGE staff recruited five volunteers from the community. The

volunteers, business and education professionals, assisted in proofreading, writing articles,

and bulk mailing the newsletter. These services were strictly voluntary.

Audience

The PASSAGE newsletter was targeted to adult learners/unemployed

individuals/underemployed individuals and educational/training professionals

(adult-education programs, job-search programs, and resource centers/libraries) across the

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
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Summary

Having completed six years of providing educational/career-directional/job-search

information, the PASSAGE newsletter remained a useful resource that complemented the

many services and materials offered by the Pennsylvania Department of Education. It

continued to provide much needed advice and guidelines to Pennsylvania adult learners

who were in the process of continuing their education and exploring career/employment

opportunities. Research and feedback indicated that this project should remain a priority

for the Pennsylvania Department of Education's Bureau of Adult Basic and Literacy

Educadon.

Additional Report Copies Persons interested in obtaining additional copies of this report may

contact:

Cheryl L. Keenan, Director

Bureau of Adult Basic and Literacy Education, Pennsylvania Department of Education

333 Market Stet, 12th Floor, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17126-0333

Clearinghouse Specialist

AdvancE

Pennsylvania Department of Education Resource Center

333 Market Street, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17126-0333

Western Pennsylvania Adult Literacy Resource Center

5347 William Flynn Highway, Route 8

Gibsonia, Pennsylvania 15044-9644
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A. Statement of the Problem.

Since the early 1980s, Pennsylvanians have dealt with high unemployment rates. Many

counties once flourished from the stability of abundant industries--which today have

downsized tremendously. Jobs that are more demanding will continue to emerge in

Pennsylvania and throughout the United States, and most cf these jobs will require formal

education beyond high school. In addition, many jobs requiring only lower skills will

continue to disappear. This situation continues to create a significant problem for

undereducated, unemployed, or underemployed individuals in Pennsylvania.

Far example...

Nearly half of the nation's 191 million adults lack a basic proficiency in English

and math skills. While the overall educational level of Americans has been on

the rise, the demands in the workplace have increased at a faster rate. (U.S.

Department of Education)

Half of all existing jobs will be eliminated in the next 20 years. These jobs will

be replaced by new jobs that require individuals who are educated to learn new

skills and to constantly adapt to the changing work environment. (U.S.

Department of Labor)

The Bureau of Labor Statistics found that as of October 1992, only 36 percent

of individuals who did not complete high school were employed within a year.

The unemployment rate for all individuals who have not completed high school,

those not working and actively looking for a job, was 39 percent. In contrast,

63 percent of high school graduates not enrolled in college were employed

within a year of graduation, and 19 percentnearly half the rate for individuals

not completing high school training--were unemployed. (U.S. Department of

Labor)
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Workers who need and receive training to get their jobs earn more annually

than those who reported not needing training. kcensus Bureau)

Many of the jobs that will grow the fastest in the years ahead require at least a

bachelor's degree. (U.S. Bureau of Labor and Statistics)

Today, more adults than ever have acquired a post-high school degree (25%; up

from 21% in 1984). (U.S. Census Bureau)

According to government data, the average American worker is expected to

change careers at least three times during his or her lifetime. Current high

school graduates have been told to expect to hold at least 10 or more jobs in

their working careers. A person's occupation and the amount of education

he/she receives in a lifetime affect this change. The Bureau of Labor Statistics'

research reveals that, on average, college graduates will stay in a particular

occupation for about eight years. Individuals without a high school degree stay

in one occupation for approximately five years.

These statistics reveal the importance of helping adult learners understand and practice

life-long learning. Also, this knowledge affects what steps adult learners need to take to

conduct a successful job-search campaign and to achieve their long-term career goals. In

the 1994-1995 project year, the PASSAGE newsletter addressed these difficult challenges

for adult learners. Since its first year, the publication has been custom-made for the specific

needs of Pennsylvania's adult learners and has utilized an established statewide network of

educators and business professionals to highlight information that assists adult learners with

their educational and career-related challenges. While a variety of resources are available

on this subject matter, no comparable publication made workplace and job-skills'

information its only focus and targeted this material specifically to Pennsylvania's adult

learners and the professionals who assist these individuals. Publications that address this

subject arca often fail to speak directly to the adult learner, to write for individuals who are

currently unemployed, and to present material at less difficult reading levels.
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B. Goals and Objectives With Which To

Explore The Problem.

The 1994-1995 PASSAGE newsletter addressed State Section 353 Priority B-6, as

presented in the Federal Adult Education Act Section 353 Guidelines for Special Projects

and Staff Development, that focused on the production and dissemination of a

special-interest newsletter to be published 10 times a year at a length of eight (8) pages or

longer devoted to a single adult-education topic or with each issue devoted to a particular

topic of adult-basic education or literacy.

To successfully meet the various goals and objectives defined in State Section 353 Priority

B-6, PASSAGE's sponsoring organization, the Beaver County Area Labor-Management

Committee, established measurable guidelines to monitor/ensure the effectiveness of the

newsletter project.

The goals and objectives for the 1994-1995 PASSAGE newsletter included:

1. Providing a timely, innovative publication that addressed the unique workplace and

job-skills' needs of Pennsylvania's adult learners, especially the unemployed and

underemployed. PASSAGE was designed to be different from other publications. For

example, no other publication similar to PASSAGE was available on a regular schedule and

wzs specifically geared toward the adult learner's educational/career-related concerns.

While various magazines, newsletters, and books featured workplace and job-skills

infonnation, these publications did not focus entirely on material for the adult learner. A

newsletter that complemented and enhanced other services and special projects offered by

the Pennsylvania Department of Education continued to be needed during the 1994-1995

project year.

PASSAGE 94-95 353 Final Report - Page 8
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The main subject areas covered in PASSAGE included:

Employer/Employee Expectations

Classroom Skills Used in the Workplace

Student-Success Stories

Job-Search Strategies

Exploring Career Fields

Successful Programs/Services

Counseling

Impact of Technology

Exploring Educational Training Opportunities

Labor-Market Trends

Special Needs of Adult Learners

STUDENTaccesspage/STAFFinfopage.

2. Producing a customized publication that provided unique resource/classroom materials

for instructors, counselors, job trainers, and libraries/resource centers. Instructors were

provided with hands-on exercises (STUDENTaccesspage and STAFFinfopage) that focused

on how basic skills learned in the classroom are used everyday in the workplace. A new

STUDENTaccesspage or STAFFinfopage appeared in each issue of PASSAGE. Also, two

special issues (i.e., Special Job-Search Issues--Part One and Two) were written specifically,

for adult educators, to be adapted into classroom materials.

3. Continuing as a networking tool for various programs across the Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania (ABE and GED programs and various job-training services). The newsletter

highlighted inspirational programs, services, and individuals; it also promoted awareness

and encouraged communication (i.e., The Job Bank).

4. Creating a publication that was accessible (layout/design) and was written at a reading

level which was appropriate for its audience. The format of the newsletter consisted of: two

(2) and three (3) columns, front-page table of contents, informational text boxes,

PASSAGE 94,95 353 Final Report Page 9



pictures/graphics (at least three per issue), lift-off quotes/excerpts, spacing

(interline/intercolurnn), a notebook format that encouraged the readers to save volumes for

future reference, and carefully selected styles of body text, titles, subtitles: and bullet

statements that increased readability. The 1994-1995 project year expanded upon the

current layout--a two-color process, up-graded quality of paper, and binding. This improved

the newsletter's professional appearance, readability, and durability for long-term usage. To

ensure that the reading level was appropriate, close attention was given to: the length of the

articles, sentences, and parLgraphs; personalizing each article; vocabulary development; and

the tone/personality of the publication.

5. Encouraging life-long education in an ever-changing and challenging work environment.

This philosophy was written into every issue of the newsletter.

6. Serving as a companion publication to PDE's 353 Special Project "What's the Buzz."

With different focuses, both newsletters complemcnted each other and provided timely

information on a regular basis to programs across the Commonwealth.

7. Complementing the educational, workplace, and job-skills' resource materials that were

available through the PDE's clearinghouses--AdvancE and the Western Pennsylvania Adult

Literacy Resource Center and through ERIC.

8. Distributing twenty-eight hundred copies of the newsletter each month (from September

to June) to educational/career-related programs across Pennsylvania. Ten (10) issues were

prepared between July 1, 1994, and July 30, 1995. Each issue was eight (8) pages in length.

9. Establishing accountability for the PASSAGE staff. The Beaver County Area

Labor-Management Committee was responsible for researching and developing information

that was accurate and appropriate for PASSAGE's audience. During editorial meetings, the

staff made certain that all articles were properly researched and that the material presented

was timely and had statewide application.

PASSA.311. 94-95 353 Final Report Page ID



C. Procedures Employed To Study or Explore

The Problem.

During the 1994-1995 project year, the PASSAGE staff used various methods and resources

to study/explore the problem. The six (6) areas that were given considerable attention and

contributed to the newsletter's success were the experience of the educational staff,

statewide networking, research, internal/external feedback, publication experience, and an

established time schedule.

Staff of Adult Educators

The PASSAGE staff and their associate staff of the Beaver County Area

Labor-Management Committee have extensive experience working with adult students

seeking to obtain their GED diplomas and with dislocated workers, single

parents/homemakers, and underemployed individuals exploring educational possibilities,

career-development information, and employment assistance. Having acquired years of

first-hand knowledge and having established a network of contacts, the Beaver County

Area Labor-Management Committee's staff was a valuable resource for producing a

newsletter that addressed the concerns of the adult learner.

Networking

The second area of importance was networking with educators and business professionals

from across the Commonwealth. This communication aided the staff in obtaining

infonnation, articles, and resources. Rather than rely on only their own experiences, the

PASSAGE 94.95 353 Final Report . Page 11
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PASSAGE staff encouraged educators' and business professionals' participation. These

individuals supplied first-hand knowledge of the educational requirements for various career

fields, of changes in the workplace, of effective job-search techniques, and of self-help

programs that were available. Their contributions added variety, credibility, and a unique

viewpoint for the readers.

Some examples included: Marshall J. Karp, MA, NCC, LPC, Career Counselor, New

Career; Susan Bowser, Case Manager, Easter Seals Centers; Roland Vendeland, Special

Populations Counselor, Community College of Allegheny County; and Mary Mehler,

Director, CITE (Philadelphia) . Networking was conducted through the newsletter (readers

were invited to call the 800 number), at regional workshops/staff-development functions, by

contacting professionals throughout the Commonwealth, at the Western Pennsylvania

Adult Literacy Resource Center, and through word of mouth.

Research

In addition to utilizing PASSAGE's experienced staff and networking with

educational/business professionals, PASSAGE conducted a great deal of research before

writing each issue. In order to provide timely and factual information, sources such as the

"Occupational Outlook Handbook," "U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics," and the "PA State

Data Center" were used when formulating articles. The Western Pennsylvania Adult

Literacy Resource Center and ERIC were valuable sources of factual/up-to-date information

during the 1994-1995 project year. Also, various publications that deal with conducting a

job search and preparing for an interview helped educate the PASSAGE staff on various

effective job-hunting techniques and on the expectations of the employer.

PASSAGE 94-95 353 Final Report - Page 12
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Internal/External Feedback

The PASSAGE staff encouraged reader feedback (through a reader survey and during

telephone inquiries) to better understand what information suits the readers'

educational/career-related needs and how the newsletter can be improved. Next, the

PASSAGE staff conducted monthly editorial meetings to evaluate the effectiveness of the

newsletter, to review reader feedback, and to make certain that all objectives were being

met in a timely manner. Lastly, the PASSAGE staff communicated with the Pennsylvania

Department of Education to make certain that all goals were being achieved.

Publication Experience

Having completed the sixth year of publication, the PASSAGE newsletter had become an

estatplished resource for adult learners and educators in Pennsylvania. During the first two

years of publication, a great deal of effort was spent creating a newsletter that was

uniquewhile trying at the same rime to learn more about the audience's needs. At the

start of the third year of publication, the staff had acquired many contacts and resources

and began to upgrade the newsletter. For the 1994-1995 project year, all aspects of

producing an effective newsletter were established and balanced.

The feedback during this project year, and over the last several years, indicated that the

newsletter was meeting its intended goals and was continuing to grow and increase

credibility. The experience obtained from producing this publication enabled the staff to

better understand the audience, to improve its content/appearance, and to adapt to changes

that occur with the audience and in the workplace.

PASSAGE 94.95 353 Final Report Page 13
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Time Schedule

To ensure that the newsletter would best serve the audience, the PASSAGE staff had to

make certain that the newsletter was written and distributed in a timely manner. Monthly

schedules for writing, editing, and distributing the newsletter were established and strictly

followed. The first issue of PASSAGE was delivered in September 1994, and the last issue

was delivered in June 1995. (See Procedure for the Distribution of the Findings and the

Product).
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D. Which Objectives Were Met and How?
NS 0, N V ,V WS VA SS IV 0 NS VS ,

AU goals and objectives highlighted in 1994-1995 project application were net. Specific goals and

objectives included:

1. Providing a timely, innovative publication that addressed the unique workplace and

job-skills' needs of Pennsylvania's adult learners, especially the unemployed and

underemployed. The PASSAGE staff made certain that each issue contained a variety of

topics that would be of interest to the readers and would meet all intended goals of the

publication. This approach ensured that all benchmarks for the 1994-1995 newsletter

project were met and reader interest was maintained. Utilizing a statewide network,

experience, and research, each issue of PASSAGE contained at least four (4) feature articles

(500 to 800 words) and at least five (5) short-interest articles (100 to 350 words). A total

of one-hundred (100) articles were written during the 1994-1995 project year.

Of the one-hundred (100) articles prepared during the 1994-1995 project year:

Twenty-five percent (25%) reported on job-skills' information of general

applicatioa.

Twenty percent (20%) focused on specific information about careers which have

been identified for potential growth.

Twenty-five percent (25%) reported on job-search strategies/tools.

Fifteen percent (15%) reported on specialty programs and services offered by

PASSAGE's associate workplace and job-skills specialists across the

Commonwealth.

Ten percent (10%) highlighted information on emerging technologies or

vocational practices.
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Five percent (5%) reported on miscellaneous topics such as success stories,

informational statistics, and quotes.

2. Producing a publication that provided unique resource/classroom materials for

instructors, counselors, job trainers, and library/resource center personnel. Ten (10)

specialty-exercise/activity lessons (STUDENTaccesspage or STAFFinfopage) were prepared

(one per issue). This supplement provided instructors with hands-on exercises that focused

on specific topics which related directly to classroom assignments (e.g., "Role Playing The

Job Interview", "Mapping Your Career Path", and "Developing A Job-Search Network").

3. Promoting the exchange of ideas and new approaches. Networking was promoted by

highlighting innovative programs and success stories from across the State. These special

services and/or individuals educate, inspire, promote awareness across the State, and

encourage communication (i.e., CITE). In addition, PASSAGE met with instructors,

volunteers, and program operators at various Regional Workshops and Summer Institutes

held during the 1994-1995 project year.

4. Continuing the new look and design for the publication during the 1994-1995 project

year. To improve the professional quality and to increase readability, PASSAGE used

two-colors of ink (instead of one), changed the color/quality of the paper, and upgraded the

layout/design. The format of the newsletter consisted of:

two (2) and three (3) columns

front-page table of contents

pictures and graphics

lift-off quotes and excerpts

sufficient white space (spacing interline/intercolumn)

appropriate usage of fonts and arrangement of body text, titles, subtitles, bullet

statements, and informational text boxes

a notebook format that encouraged readers to save volumes for future reference.
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In addition, the newsletter was written at a reading level that was appropriate for its

audience mil written specifically for its audience. Close attention was given to the length

of the articles, sentences, and paragraphs; personalizing each article; vocabulary

development; and the tone/personality of the publication.

5. Encouraging life-long education. This philosophy is needed in this

ever-changing/challenging work world and was written into every issue of the PASSAGE

newsletter.

6. Serving as a companion publication to PDE's Special Project "What's the Buzz." With

different highly defined focuses, both newsletters complemented each other and provided

timely information on a monthly basis to programs across the Commonwealth.

7. Complementing the educational, workplace, and job-skills' resource materials available

through AdvancE, the Western Pennsylvania Adult Literacy Resource Center, and ERIC.

The PASSAGE staff maintained contact with, utilized resources from, and supplied

information to these resource centers during the 1994-1995 project year.

8. Utilizing staff members/volunteers, establishing a production schedule, working with a

quality print shop, and having access to state-of-art computer equipment and software, the

PASSAGE staff distributed twenty-eight hundred copies of the newsletter each month

(from September to June) to educational/career-related programs across Pennsylvania. The

first issue was distributed before September 30, 1994, and the last issue was distributed

before June 30, 1995. Each issue was eight (8) pages in length.
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E. Which Objectives Were Not Met and Why?

All set goals and benchmarks established for the PASSAGE newsletter were met in a timely

manner. In fact, feedback received during the project year revealed that the newsletter

continued to be utilized by staff members and students of educational/

career-development/job-search programs across the Commonwealth. After six (6) years of

publication, awareness continued to increase on a steady basis.
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F. The Evaluation Instrument(s)/Technique(s)

Used and the Results of the Evaluation(s).
,

To properly evaluate the success/progress of the newsletter on a monthly, quarterly, and

yearly basis, the PASSAGE newsletter project utilized various internal and external

feedback measures.

The three primary evaluation techniques used during the project year included:

1. Establishirig Monthly Editorial Meetings (Internal). The purpose of the meetings was to

assign articles, review feedback given from readers/staff, and ensure that all guidelines in the

proposal were being followed. These internal evaluations served as a method to increase

efficiency/accountability and to create an organized system for producing and improving the

newsletter. PASSAGE's sponsoring organization, the Beaver County Area

Labor-Management Committee, was updated on a monthly basis. Input was received from

the Beaver County Area Labor-Management Committee's staff of adult instructors and

career-development counselors. These individuals assisted with the writing, proofreading,

and bulk mailing of the newsletter. Each issue of the newsletter was proofread by no less

than four individuals. Spell-check and grammar-check programs were also utilized for

reviewing and preparing the newsletter. All information presented in the newsletter was

reviewed and verified for accuracy and appropriateness.

2. Analyzing feedback from PASSAGE's readers (External). In the 1994-1995 project year,

a readers' survey was published in the January 1995 issue of PASSAGE. The survey asked

the readership what information or subject areas they would like to see highlighted during

the next project year, how their organizations use the newsletter, and how the newsletter

can better suit their educational/career-related informational needs. Also, throughout the

PASSAGE 94-95 353 Final Report Page 19



contract year, readers were invited to contact the PASSAGE staff. PASSAGE's Toll Free

800 Number made this a successful and convenient method of networking with the

audience and created a more personal and accessible service/product for the readership.

3. Corresponding with the Pennsylvania Department of Education (External). In addition

to interim, financial, and the year-end reports, contact was maintained with the

Pennsylvania Department of Education, on a regular basis, to discuss the progress of the

newsletter, to review survey results, and to receive feedback. This co .-act was essential to

improving the quality of the newsletter and to expanding the network of readers and

contributors. (Copies of survey results were submitted to PDE staff in March 1995.)

PASSAGE 94-95 353 Final Report - Page 20
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C. The Procedure for the Distribution of the

Findings and the Product(s).
...WO .W.W. W.W. %YAW N ,,,,,,, VANS, WOO:, A W....00,

For the 1994-1995 project year, ten issues (each issue eight pages in length) of PASSAGE

were mailed to educational/employment-related programs for adults throughout the

Commonwealth. During the project year, PASSAGE had a monthly circulation of 2,800.

The PASSAGE newsletter staff adhered to the following schedule to ensure that the ten

(10) issues were prepared and distributed in a timely and efficient manner. The schedule

began on July 1, 1994, and concluded on June 30, 1995.

During the months of July and August, the PASSAGE newsletter staff conducted research in

preparing for the new issues of the publication. Starting on August 1 1, 1994, the PASSAGE

newsletter staff:

Developed the editorial assignments (30 days before each issue was sent to th

printer).

Coordinated the editorial assignments (29 days before each issue went to print).

Reviewed the rough drafts (16 days before each issue went to the printer).

Proofread revised drafts (12 days before each issue went to print).

Desktop published the articles into the established designs and layouts (10 days

before each issue went to the printer).

Reviewed the camera-ready proof of the newsletter (4 days before the newsletter

went to print).

Prepared bulk mailing of the newsletter and sent the newsletter to the readership (on

or before the last week of the month).

Updated the mailing list (monthly basis).
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The PASSAGE mailing list was established from:

Networking with various programs across the Commonwealth (e.g., Regional

Workshops and Mid-Winter Conference).

Word of mouth from PASSAGE's readers (instructors, program operators,

counselors, and volunteers).

Advertising from PDE publications such as "What's The Buzz" and "Freebies for

ABLE." (During PASSAGE's start-up in 1989, the Pennsylvania Department of

Education and "What's the Buzz" provided many of the initial names and

addresses.)

The newsletter was developed, written, edited, designed, and formatted by the PASSAGE

staff. The Beaver County Area Labor-Management Committee's staff and volunteers

assisted with the bulk mailing and the proof reading. The camera-ready copies of the

newsletter produced by the PASSAGE staff were sent to a the Western Instructional

Support Center's print shop in Gibsonia, Pennsylvania, for mass production and folding.

To improve the timeliness and to increase efficiency, various software packages (Corel

Ventura Publisher 4.0, WordPerfect 6.0, RightWriter, ImageBase, and Marstek Scankit)

were used to write, edit, and design the newsletters.

The combination of an experienced staff, state-of-the-art software/hardware, a quality print

shop, an efficient data-base management, and a monthly schedule enabled PASSAGE to

distribute the product in a timely and efficient manner.
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H. Conclusion/Recommendations

The 1994-1995 PASSAGE project has met all set goals and has continued to expand its

network of readers and contributors, to improve its layout/design, and to respond to the

various needs of the audience. Upon completion of its sixth year of publication, the

PASSAGE newsletter continued to provide a unique product for its target audience of adult

learners, unemployed/underemployed individuals, adult instructors/counselors, programs

directors, and employment/career-guidance trainers in Pennsylvania. Lastly, PASSAGE

continued to complement the many programs and services funded and supported by the

Pennsylvania Department of Education's Bureau of Adult Basic and Literacy Education.

Based on the feedback from the 1994-1995 project year and from previous years, the

PASSAGE staff and the BCALMC board are confident that the newsletter has met and

often exceeded its intended goals.
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Counseling Job Hunters in Salary
Negotiation Tactics (Part One)

By Marshall J. Karp, finding someone
MA, NCC, LPC, who has the
Career Co un selor, appearance,
NeuP Career dependability, and

"How much does
this job pay?" is a
job hunter's usual
first question during
an interview. This is
also Item Number
One On the list of
employer turn offs. Item
Number Two in employer turn
offs is unrealistic salary
expectations.

In other words, the job seeker
being interviewed may say that
he/she wants ten dollars an
hour while, in reality, the job
might only pay half of that
anticipated amount.

When is all appropriate time to
bring up salary? Here are some
thoughts and ideas on how to
counsel and train people for this
important subject.

It is understandable that salaries
are often the first concern on job
seeker:: minds. After all, we
rwed money to buy food and
clothes and whatever.
lowever, this is Ow last thing

on an employer's mind. I he
emphlver's first concern is

skills to do the job.
Do you see the
contrast? The
employer wants
someone to fulfill
his/her needs. The
job hunter wants a
job money to

fulfill his/her needs. So, how do
you approach this issue?

Obviously, we will approach
this from the employer's
perspective. The employer is
the one in control of the job and
pay check. Joh hunters must
always learn to put the
employer's interests first until a
job offer is presented.

This is not as easy as it sounds.
For some job seekers, their
whole lives may depend on
getting a job. Nevertheless,
bringing up pay at the wrong
time, in the wrong place, and in
the wrong way could he the
reason for rejection. What
follows are two rules that will
simplify salary negotiation.

Rule One Do not bring up the
salary in an interview.

(..mrinued Pw.y -Two



"Counseling Job Hunters"...Continued From Page One

If the employer does not
bring it up, the job hunter
should not bring up the
subject.

At this point, job hunters
may say, "But I need to know
how much the job pays!"
That is correct. Also, job
hunters often say, "But I need
to know how much the job
pays before I start the job!"
Equally correct. "But if I
need to know how much the job
pays before I start, when do I
mention the salary?"

Wait for the job offer. That is
right. The job hunter should
wait until the employer says
something like, "You have the
job," or "We would like to offer
you the job," or "When can you
start?"

The first thing to do is to pin the
employer down and establish
that this is indeed an offer. The
job hunter needs to ask, "Are
you offering me the position?"
The employer will answer, if
true, "That is right." Now you
can discuss the salary.

Questions: Why wait until this
point, why not ask about salary
in an interview when the
opportunity presents itself to
ask questions? The reason: A
job hunter needs to invest 100
percent of his/her time, effort,
and energy to reach the point of
a job offer.

In other words, the job seeker's
attitude always must be, "Here
is what I can do for you, the
employer." Anytime a job
seeker asks about salary and
benefits, time and attention are
being focm,ed on what the
company can do for the job
seeker. It takes away from the

2

time, effort, and energy that are
better directed at getting the
offer.

Once a job hunter earns an offer,
it is now up to the employer to
sell the company to the
perspective employee. This will
be in the salary arid benefit
package. But, I emphasize, the
job hunter must EARN his/her
way to this point in the hiring
process.

Here is a more practical
explanation. What good is it in
knowing the salary and benefit
package if a job offer is not
presented? The answer: It is no
good at all. It is like the fish
that got away.

The following is a true story. A
job hunter came to a job-search
training instruction session with
stars in her eyes. She had just
completed an interview for her
dream job at a hospital. She
showed off a pamphlet on the
salary and benefit package and
talked, glowingly, about how
great the position, pay, and
benefits were.

In reality, the job hunter needed
to put the pamphlet away and
continue with the job search
until she received an offer from
the hospital. Sure enough,
several days later, much to her

r,

dismay, she received a
rejection letter. All that
was left to talk about was
how big the fish was and
how nice it would have
been to catch it.

A person needs to ask
about the salary when a
job offer is made because
this is vital, personal, and
professional information.
Too many tender-hearted

job seekers are too shy and/or
afraid to ask about the pay for
fear that the employer will pull
the job offer away from them.
This is an unfounded fear.

However, until a job offer is
provided, there is no
commitment by an employer to
hire this person. Bringing up
the salary, at the wrong time, in
the wrong place, and in the
wrong way, may cause the
employer to believe that the job
seeker is interested in the
money first and the position last.

After an offer is presented to the
job seeker, there is commitment
by an employer to a person.
Careful thought and a
decision-making process have
taken place. The employer is
not going to pull the job offer
back just because a person
wants to know his/her salary.
An employer understands that
a person has a need and a right
to know this information.

Part Two of "Counseling lob
Hunters in Salary Negotiation
Tactics" will appear in next
month's issue of PASSAGE and
will discuss steps job seekers should
_follow when an offer is made by the

employer



Ten Commandments
For Positive Thinking

1. You will never say no to an
idea because, "It's
impossible."

2. You will never block a
helpful thought because it
entails problems or wait to
begin until you find a
solution to every problem.

3. You will never oppose a
possibility because you've
never done it and can't
imagine how it could be
done.

4. You will never obstruct a
plan because it runs a risk of
failure.

5. You will never cooperate in
defeating a good suggestion
because you can see one
thing wrong with it.

6. You will never squelch a
creative idea because no one
else has ever succeeded in
perfecting it.

7. You will never declare any
constructive concepts to be
impossible because you lack
the time, money, brains,
energy, talent, or skill to
exploit it.

8. You will never discard a
plan or a project just
because it's imperfect.

9. You will never resist an idea
because you didn't think of
it, you won't get the credit,
you won't personally
benefit from it, or you may
not live to see and enjoy it.

10. You will never quit because
you've reached the end of
the rope. Tie a knot and

hang on.

simrce. Unknown

PASSAGE Book Review:

A Book About A Thousand Things
This book, a
book of -4101r1
discovery, is the
result of the
insatiable
curiosity of an
inquiring mind.
This book is also
about how an
individual took
his dreams and
interests and created something
of value not only to himself, but
also to anyone who shares the
same interests.

Little did George Stimpson
know...it all began when he was
growing up on his parent's
farm. Once he became aware of
his world and all of its wonders,
George's questions began to
flow.

He quotes, "My mother tells me
that when I was still a small boy

made a considerable nuisance
of myself by asking difficult
questions and demanding
answers."

Interest in cats, dogs, horses,
cattle, sheep, pigs, chickens,
trees, plants, stars, sun, moon,
spiders, birds, snakes, fish,
wind, thunder, lightning, and
rain just naturally aroused
many of his early questions.

After these questions were
exhausted, there followed more
questions about legends, words,
sayings, songs, and stories.
George's inquiring mind never
stopped.

As a student, and later as
newspaper reporter, as a
magazine editor, and as a
Washington Post correspondent,

he extended his
interests to
politics,
government,
history, literature,
science, and art.

As though this
weren't fulfilling
enough, exotic
beasts, birds,

reptiles, and fish in remote parts
of the world were also included
as subjects of his curiosity.

He once said that he would
rather visit a zoo than eat.
George says, "Most of us go
from the cradle to the grave
seeking the answers to
questions."

He has given us a volume of
interesting questions and
information about a variety of
subjects in A Book About A
Thousand Things.

In conclusion, the PASSAGE staff
has some questions of our own for
you to answer:

"Do you see the benefits
of asking questions?"

"How can discovering the
answers to questions
enhance your goals in
life?"

"What are your dreams?"

"How can you begin to set
them into action?"

Book About A Thousand
Things is published by Harper
and Brother and can be found at

local libraries.
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STUDENTaccesspage Focus: Procrastination

This month's STUDENTaccesspage can be
used as a classroom discussion tool or as
an individual exercise. The information in
this article was adapted from Dr. David D.
Burns' book entitled The Feeling Good
Handbook which focuses on methods to
improve your self-esteem, to overcome
obstacles, and to reach goals. Here are
some suggestions that the author provided
for dealing with procrastination.

What Are You Waiting For?

You have investigated your options and decided to
make a career change. You have researched the
career requirements and identified your
transferable skills. You have determined your
salary expectations and know which companies to
contact. You have practiced and fine tuned all the
answers to job-interview questions, and your
resume is ready. Despite all of this preparation,
you still put off taking that next big step. SG, what
are you waiting for?

The act of procrastination is often based on the fear
of consequences. We are all afraid of being
rejected, of being laughed at, of appearing stupid
or unpolished, or of dealing with the unknown. So
we say to ourselves, "I'll start fresh on Monday
morning." But, by then, the fear of rejection creeps
in and, instead of calling employers to begin
networking, we call a friend and tell them how we
are going to start the job-search today.

By the time we get up the nerve to call a potential
employer, it's late afternoon. So, we plan a new
fresh start early Tuesday morning, and the pattern
repeats itself. Fear has won and procrastination
becomes a way to deal with fear. If you find
yourself falling into this trap, consider these steps
to break this cycle.

#1. Expect obstacles. You will not reach all of
your contacts on the first try. However, if
you realize that you will encounter
difficulties, you can overcome them with
perseverance. Set a goal to contact
employers until you have achieved a certain
number of appointments for interviews.
Remember to make that number realistic and
attainable.

#2. Tune out negative
thoughts. You may be
feeding yourself
unrealistic negative
messages that block
your job-search efforts.
Take the time to write
down all the negatives
you are feeling. Once
you identify these
thoughts, you will be
able to cancel the

negative effect they have on you.

#3. Give yourself cmdit. We often forget to
count the good thims we do. No matter how
small the achievement, be willing to give
yourself a pat on the back for it. If you do not
allow yourself to feel good about your
accomplishments, you will soon find yourself
not making the effort.

#4. Little steps lead to big feats. Do not wait
for the "right time" to begin. The best way to
get a job search started is to break the process
down into "manageable" steps, such as: The
Initial Contact(s); The Conversation(s) to Get
the Interview; The Interview Process; and
The Follow-Up. This will eliminate the
feeling of being overwhelmed by the entire
process.

By recognizing the tasks you don't want to
complete and the reasons why, you can break the
procrastination stronghold. When you set goals
and reward yourself for achieving them, you can
stay focused on the task of the job search.
Accentuating the positive and eliminating the
negative will keep you motivated throughout your
job search.

What are you waiting for?

The Feeling Good
Handbook by David D.
Burns, M.D. is published
by William Morrow and
Company, Inc., New
York, New York and can
be found at your local
library.
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The Job Bank: Agencies Working Together
To Help Others

By Gwen Fry, Intern, Easter
Seals Centers

It started with a simple idea
of one business sharing a job
lead with another and led to
a collaborative group effort
to help individuals find jobs.
Today, that collaboration,
which now includes a
network of social service,
government, and private
rehabilitation agencies with
goals to find employment for
people, is known as the Job
Bank.

91,4

The Job Bank serves the
residents of Butler and
Armstrong/Indiana Counties in
western Pennsylvania. The
organization originated when
Citizens Natiolial Bank
requested an employee through
the Easter Seals' Supported
Employment Experience
(ESSEX).

The ESSEX program assists
individuals with cognitive and
physical disabilities and helps
them find career-path positions
in private industry. Because the
ESSEX program did not have a
candidate to fill the requested
position, the position was
shared with other agencies until
a qualified candidate was
found. This led to the
recognition that coordination
would help all agencies better
serve their clientele.

Monthly meetings are held for
members of the Job Bank to
discuss and exchange ideas and
information about current job
leads, area job trends, and
career-focused topics.

"Making people aware of jobs
thAt exist in our three-county
area and helping them develop
career independence are two of
our main objectives," said Janis
Unks, coordinator of the Job
Bank and also the supervisor of
ESSEX. "Basically, our job is to
help find jobs for others."

Funded by the Developmental
Disabilities Planning Council,
the Job Bank receives
information about job openings
through different sources
including newspapers,
want-ads, media
advertisements, word-of-mouth
leads, networks, the Job Center,
university-career services,
referrals, and job-development
services. After the leads are
gathered, the Job Bank then
compiles and distributes them
to their members.

"For example, if an employer
gives us a lead, we research the
position to see whether our
clients would qualify for it. If

not, we share the information
with our members to find
another potential employee,"
explained Susan Bowser,
assistant coordinator of the Job
Bank.

However, the Job Bank
doesn't just benefit the
employees; it benefits
employers as well by
giving them access to a
larger pool of potential
employees. This free
service prescreens job
candidates. Workers
bring dependability and
leadership to the job as
well as a solid safety
record, low absenteeism,

and employment stability. Some
agencies participating in the Job
Bank also support the
newly-hired employee through
job co3ching.

Since the first time a job lead
was shared among three
organizations, the Job Bank has
grown. With 50 different
organizations in their network
of agencie. the Job Bank would
like to expand their network of
ideas and information to
outlying counties.

"We would like to 'connect' with
other counties by inviting other
agencies and organizations to
share information about job
trends, upcoming career
seminars, and job leads. The Job
Bank helps our clients find jobs,
but it also helps us keep up to
date in our profession," Janis
said.

If you or your organization
would like more information
about the Job Bank or would
like to become a member, please

call (412) 283-1010.

PASSAGE would !Ike to thank Susan
Bowser, Case Manager, Easter Seal Centers,
Butler County, for her assistance.



job-Search Assistance...Choose Carefully.
Unfortunately, when
employment is difficult to
find in the job market, a
large number of
career-counseling
businesses and job-listing
services begin to
appear...almost
miraculously. While many
such agencies may be
legitimate and
stmIghtforward, there are
some agencies that are
only in business tL ploit the
job seeker. This article will
provide you with tips on how to
avoid career-counseling
businesses that do not have the
job seeker's best interests in
mind.

The first point a job seeker
should realize is that there arc
many fine and reputable
organizations that provide
job-search assistance. For
example, employment agencies
and temporary services are in
business to find you--the job
seeker--employment. There are
basically two types of
employment agencies--private
employment agencies and
government-sponsored agencies.

While the government-
sponsored employment
agencies do not charge the job
seeker for finding employment,
the private agencies charge a fee
which is paid by the new
employer or the person
receiving employment.
However, a reputable private
agency will only charge you
after you have successfully
secured employment from the
use of their services.

With a temporary service,
individuals are placed in

short-term positions. The
temporary service earns a
percentage of your wages only
when you are working on a job
that the service has secured for
you. This type of agency makes
no money when you are not
working.

Finally, there are a great number
of non-profit and government
funded projects (Department of
Education, Department of
Labor, Job Training Partnership
Act, Single Point of Contact,
Office of Vocational
Rehabilitation, etc ) that provide
unemployed and
underemployed individuals
with job-search skills' training
and job-placement assistance
and that do not charge a fee to
eligible individuals.

Know exactly what you are
receiving for your money and
make sure that you have this
information in writing.

A majority of the services
available to job seekers provide
helpful and honest assistance.
However, job seekers need to be
aware of the few "rotten apples"
that exist in the area of career
counseling or job-search
assistance.

Realizing that
unemployed
individuals are in a
vulnerable position and
need assistance, certain
agencies target job
seekers and charge
them a fee for a variety
of services such as
access to the hidden job
market, job-search
training, and
career-counseling.

These organizations are
different from employment
agencies that charge a fee only if
they secure employment for a
client. At career-counseling
firms or job-listing services, a
fee is charged before any
services are provided, and the
fee is non-refundable.

While not promising
employment, these agencies
give the job seeker the
impression that he/she will find
employment and will remain a
priority to the agency until a job
is found. Once they have your
money and provide job-search
counseling sessions, job-search
materials, and/or employment
listings, their commitment to
you is completed.

The services these companies
provide and the individuals
they target vary. One type of
agency, a job-listing service, may
charge clients $80.00 (perhaps
for a two-month period) to view
an "exclusive or special listing of
job openings" which supposedly
are available before they are
announced to the general
public. This type of service is
mostly targeted at both
high-school and college
graduates. Continued on Page Seven
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"lob-Search Assistance"...Continued From Page Six

These services are cleverly
advertised in the help-wanted
section of the newspaper and
often resemble an actual job
listing.

Other questionable agencies,
whose markets consist of job
seekers, include
career-counseling firms.
These agencies usually target
experienced workers and
individuals who have
educational training beyond
high school. Individuals can
be charged several hundred to
several thousand dollars for
services that are designed to
refine their job campaign and
locate potential employers who
could utilize their particular
talents. These services are also
advertised in the newspaper's
help wanted section.

The bottom-line is that there is
no refund--whether you get a
job or not. In addition, most of
the assistance from these
agencies does not give the job
seeker a great advantage in the
job market.

Here are sonw suggestions that you
can follow to avoid getting trapped
by agencies that exploit job seekers:

Avoid agencies that make
statements such as: "You
should have a job in two
weeks", "We can help you tap
into the hidden job market",
or "Almost everyone we help
finds employment." If it
sounds too good to be true, it
most likely is untrue.

Know exactly what you are
receiving for your money
and make sure that you have
this information in writing.
In general, don't pay for any

job-placement services from
a private agency before you
actually receive employment.

Ask to speak with current
clients and clients who have
secured employment.

Avoid agencies that make an
effort to separate potential
customers from clients who
have already paid a fee. For
example, the office area
where you inquire about
services may have a different
entrance or even location
than where clients receive
training and/or review
job-search materials.

Find out how long the
company has been in
business and ask about the
educational
background/experience of
the staff.

Contact the Better Business
Bureau or the state attorney
general's office to find out
more information about the
agency you are considering
for career assistance.

Don't sign a contract until
you have done your
research. How long will they
work with you, what

services are provided, and
how many sessions will be
provided?

Don't let the company
pressure you into signing
a contract or paying
money until you are
certain that this is the
right step for you.

Never rely on one method
of conducting a job search.
Even if you are working
with an agency, you
should continue to use a

variety of methods such as
networking, government
employment agencies (no fee
for services), classified ads,
volunteer work, job fairs, and
job clubs to generate job
leads and obtain

interviews. RS

passage
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Inspirational
Quotes

"There are no secrets to success. It
is the result of preparation, hard
work, and learning from failure."

General Colin L. Powell

"When patterns are broken, new
worlds can emerge

Tuli Kupferberg

"The only right time to look down
on others is when you're helping
them up."

William Arthur Ward

"The Wright Brothers flew right
through the smoke screen of
impossibility."

Charles F. Kettering

"Aim for :iccess, not perfection.
Never give up your right to be
wrong, because then you will lose
the ability to learn new things and
move forward with your life.
Remember that fear always lurks
behind perfectionism. Confronting
your fears and allowing yourself
the right to be human can,
paradoxically, make you a far
happier and more productive
person."

Dr. David M. Burns

Check Your Attitude On
The Job.

HRStrategies, an international
human resources' consulting
firm, conducted a survey
entitled HRStrategies' 1994
Survey of Human Resources
Trends. The survey was based
on a nationwide sample of more
than 900 respondents and found
that employers' satisfaction
with new hires had fallen since
its last survey in 1991. The
employers who where surveyed
seem greatly concerned about
employees' work motivation,
willingness to take
responsibility, effectiveness
when working in teams, and
ability to attend to the needs of
the customer.

Tip: As a job seeker or as a new
employee, make an effort to
convey the appropriate work
attitude as well as establishing
your skills and abilities. Your
positive attitude may be the
deciding factor that lands you
employment or creates the
opportunity for job growth.
What attitude are you projecting in
the interview or on the job?

Meditation Can Alleviate
Job Stress.

According to a recent report in
Business Week, research that
has been conducted On the
benefits of meditation has
convinced some national
corporations (Adolph Coors
Co., Marriott, and Polaroid) to
utilize mind-over-matter
exercises and training to help
employees deal with stress.
This technique has been
successful in establishing
methods to cope with stress, to
improve one's focus, and to
learn the values of relaxat!on.

Salaries Are Improving For
Working Women.

A recent finding from the
Pennsylvania State Data Center
indicates that the gap between
working men and women is
starting to close. (Traditionally,
on an averageworking women
usually make less money than
males in almost all job
categories and levels of
education.) The report stated
that between 1980 and 1993
women's salaries rose from 57
percent to 70 percent of men's

salaries. .e
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Educational Trends and Statistics

Did You Know
That...?
Today, more
adults than ever
have acquired a
post-high school
degree (25%; up
from 21% in
1984).

Source: U.S.Censi, ,ureau

Why Are People Attending
College?
The two most important reasons
noted by incoming students for
deciding to go to college were to
get a better job and to make
more money, according to "The
American Freshmen: National
Norms for Fall 1992."

The Community College
Advantage
An article by Nancy Fitzgerald
in the January/February 1994
issue of Careers & Colleges
magazine reports that
enrollment at community
colleges has increased in the last
five years by 23 percent, with
over half of all first-time college
students in the United States
signing up for community
college courses. Students have
found they can study the basics
and then transfer to a four-year

school to complete
their studies for a
bachelor 's degree,
usually at a
substantial savings
in tuition, housing,
and transportation
expenses. Other

advantages included smaller
class sizes and associate degree
programs not offered at
universities.

Employment Averages for
Graduates
The Bureau of Labor Statistics
found that as of October 1992,
only 36 percent of individuals
who did not complete high
school were employed within a
year. The unemployment rate
for all individuals who have not
completed high school, those
not working and actively
looking for a job, was 39 percent.

In contrast, 63 percent of high
school graduates not enrolled in
college were employed within a
year of graduation, and 19
percent--nearly half the rate for
individuals not completing high
school training--were
unemployed.

Occupational Outhx)kQuarterly,
Department of Inbar, Bureau of Labor
Statk.tics,Summer1994.



Career Highlight: Physical Therapy
Assistants and Aides

Introduction
Has the idea of providing a helping
hand in the therapy of individuals
who are recovering from physical
injuries ever interested you? If so,
then you may want to consider a
career as a physical therapy assistant
or aide. This article focuses on the
growing field of physical therapy and

the steps needed to successfully
prepare for the educational and career
opportunities in this field.

job Duties
Physical-therapy assistants and aides, whether
working with elderly patients after a surgery or
athletes after an injury, help prepare these
individuals both physically and psychologically
for therapy. All preparation for this therapy is
supervised by a licensed physical therapist. The
two main objectives of therapy are to:

Prevent a permanent disability from an injury
or illness.

Improve the patients' ability to function in
everyday life.

The educational requirements, licensing
standards, and job duties of assistants and aides
are different. In general, assistants are licensed by
their State Board of Medical Examiners and are
required to have an associate's degree. Aides are
not licensed and need to have at least a high
school diploma or eauivalency. Assistants have
more responsibilities ari can perform more
functions than aides.

The physical therapist assistant is responsible for:

Instructing patients in a variety of treatments.
Treatments can include exercise on a treadmill,
on a stationary bike, with weight lifting
equipment, or by swimming.

Administering massages, ultrasound
treatment, electrical stimulation, hot/cold
packs, and traction.

Recording patients' body measurements and
assessing their flexibility and range of motion.

Using data (under the direction
of a therapist) to fit patients
with orthopedic braces,
prostheses, or other supports.

Monitoring the patients'
progress during treatment and
periodically reporting both
abnormalities and
achievements to the therapist.

Communicating with the
patients, their family members,
and supervising therapists to

ensure the patients' needs are being met.

The physical therapist aide is responsible for:

Helping to make all therapy sessions
productive. This involves cleaning the
treatment area and organizing/preparing it for
each patient's specific therapy.

Escorting the patients to and from the
treatment area.

Encouraging patients during therapy and
ensuring that exercises are performed correctly.

Alerting the therapist or assistant if patients
have difficulty with a particular treatment.

Both assistants and aides are responsible for
various clerical duties. These duties often include
conducting an inventory of supplies, ordering
supplies, maintaining patients' records, answering
telephones, utilizing computer software for data
entry, and completing patient information forms.

Work Environment
Physical therapy assistants and aides can work for
a hospital or a private practice. The hours/days
and full-time/part-time positions vary depending
on the facility. In fact, many facilities have
evening and weekend office hours to better
accommodate their patients.

The nature of the work requires that assistants
and aides are strong enough to assist patients with
their treatment. Constant kneeling, stooping, and
standing for long periods of time are all necessary
parts of the job.

2
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Continued from page 2

Educational/Training Requirements
As mentioned earlier, physical therapy assistants
typically have an associate's degree from an
accredited physical therapy program and are
licensed by their State Board of Medical Examiners.
Most States require assistants to pass written
examinations to be fully licensed. Additional
requirements often include certification in first aid
and cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) and a
specific number of hours of clinical experience. In
1993, there were 133 accredited physical therapy
programs in he United States.

An accredited physical therapy assistant program
lasts two years or four semesters. Programs are
usually located at community colleges and are
divided into academic study and hands-on clinical
experience at a hospital or clinic. Academic
coursework includes algebra, anatomy, physiology,
biology, chemistry, and psychology.

Clinical experience involves the students receiving
hands-on training at a hospital or private practice
under the supervision of health-care professionals.
Both educators and employers view clinical
experience as an essential part of ensuring that
students understand the responsibilities of a
physical therapy assistant.

Physical therapy aides are required to have a high
school diploma or equivalency. In addition, aides
should have strong interpersonal skills and a basic
desire to assist people in need. Aides receive
clinical training on the job. Individuals interested
in becoming an aide should brush-up on
communication skills (writing and speaking), math
skills, and the sciences.

Job Opportunities
Physical therapy assistants and aides held 61,000
jobs in 1992. Over half work in hospitals or private
physical therapy offices. Others work in clinics,
nursing homes, schools, and even inside patients'
homes. In sports medicine, these individuals may
work part of the time on the sidelines at sporting
events.

According to many employers, there is a shortage
of licensed assistants working in the field of
physical therapy. Through 2005, employment of
physical therapy assistants and aides is expected to

grow 93 percent, which is more than four times
faster than the average for all occupations. Factors
that will contribute to the rising need for workers in the
field of physical therapy include:

The median age of Americans will continue to
increase. The average person is living longer
and will require more assistance.

Many employers are having difficulty finding
qualified candidates for openings.

Greater emphasis is being placed on shortening
expensive hospital stays and increasing
outpatient treatment. By increasing the role of
assistants, more patients receive care at a lower
cost.

Shortages of highly paid physical therapists in
many areas make hiring licensed assistants an
attractive alternative.

Earnings

Information on job earn ; for this career field
varies; however, research indicates that starting
salaries for physical therapy assistants averaged
between $24,000 and $28,000 a year in 1992.
Starting salaries at hospitals tended to be lower
than salaries at private practices. In an effort to
attract skilled assistants, hospitals offer their
employees more career choices and chances for
advancement. Also, at hospitals, there ire more
opportunities to work varied patient populations.

For Additional Information
If you are interested in obtaining information on a
career as a physical therapy assistant and aide and
a list of schools offering accredited programs, write
to:

The American Physical
Therapy Association,
1111 North Fairfax
Street, Alexandria,
VA 22314-1488.

Adapted from "After the Fall:

Physical Therapy Assistants

and Aides", Allison

Thomson, The Occupational

Outlook Quarterly, United

States Department of Labor,

Bureau of Labor Statistics,

Sunnner 1994

.......
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Some Views on

Lifelong Learning

> "In a world that is constantly
changing, there is no one
subject or set of subjects that
will serve for the foreseeable
future, let alone for the rest
of your life. The most
important skill to acquire
now is learning how to
learn."

John Naisbitt

> "If you look at the new
economy, it's an economy of
ceaseless change. Jobs are
created. Jobs are destroyed.
Companies are created.
Companies are
destroyed...The bottom is
dropping out of our
economy for people who
lack the education and skills
to participate. In this new
economy, lifelong learning is
not just a nice thing. It's a
necessity,"

William A. Calston, Deputy Assistant
for Domestic Policy; Education Week,

June 22, 1994

> Recently, Labor Secretary
Robert Reich was asked
what workers in the United
States should do to prosper
in the uncertain economic
future. His response was
"Get skills."

> "The world is moving so fast
these days that the man who
says it can't be done is
generally interrupted by
someone doing it."

Harry Emerson Fosdick,
ergymm

Job Predictions For The Future
30 Better-Paying Occupations That Will Grow

Job Job Growth 1992-2005

1111 S ix I ,Itt

Median Pay

0.,1*

Registered nurses 765 42 662

Truck drivers 648 418

Systems analysts (computers) 501 110 810

Teachers, secondary 462 37 ,)l

Marketing/sales supervisors 407 20 479

General managers/top executives 380 13 NA

Teachers, elementary 311 21 567

Accountants/auditors 304 32 600

Clerical supervisors/managers 301 24 523

Teachers, special education 267 74 550

Licensed practical nurses 261 40 413

Human services workers 256 136 479

Computer scientists/engineers 236 112 810

College/university faculty 214 26 799

Corrections officers 97 70 470

Physicians 195 35 I ,007

Lawyers 195 31 1,085

Social workers 191 40 489

Financial managers 174 25 764

Computer programmers 169 30 685

Automotive mechanics 168 23 408

Radiologic technicians 102 63 543

Personnel/training/labor relations 102 36 610

Police/detectives 92 13 529

Electrical/electronic engineers 90 24 892

Paralegals 81 86 489

Physical therapists 79 88 682

Insurance adjusters/examiners 72 49 430

Producers/directors/actors 69 54 673

Psychologists 69 48 665

National Median Wage, 1992 .38/

Notr: Jobs cr: bold show over 70 percent growth

Sources: Kntght.R;d:ier analysts al data from Bureau uliitor Sta1:44:4 and U S Commerce Dept

The Benefits of Fitness Programs
A study of Steelcase Corporation by the University of Michigan
found that medical claims for those who participated in a company
fitness program were 55 percent lower than those who did not
participate over a 10-year period. Employees benefit by being
healthier and more productive. At the same time, employers
benefit from increased productivity and employees who cost the
company less money.



STUDENlaccesspage Focus: Painless Lessons
Through Storytelling

By Roland Vendeland
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An attorney who does his own television
commercials recently told me that his most
important educational experience was his
participation on his college debate team. From
debate, he gained the confidence needed to appear
in court and on television.

Sidney Harris, a syndicated newspaper columnist,
has often found himself writing articles about
interesting tidbits which he discovered while
searching for totally different information.

These examples illustrate how a process or skill
can transfer or lead to other areas and provid0
many benefits. Similarly, I discovered that, while
teaching storytelling techniques to children and
adults, the process of learning stories for retelling
enabled these individuals to acquire other skills.

These skills include:

Listening

Inferential Reading Comprehension (reading
between the lines)

Oral Presentation

In addition, the skills acquired .from storytelling can also
be beneficial during a job-search campaign and in the
workplace. Storytelling can help individuals:

Assemble information in an organized manner.
This can be beneficial for preparing a business
presentation or a list of skills and
accomplishments for a job interview.

Establish confidence in their presentation skills
and ability to communicate various ideas and
provide examples.

Become more relaxed during situations which
require public speaking. Storytelling is a
challenging form of public speaking, and
relaxation comes from practicing the process of
public speaking.

These are my recommended steps for one to
become a storyteller and to, incidentally, acquire
the listed transferable skills. Select stories that are
available in book form, on video tape, and on
audio cassette. You will need to find stories that
are available on all three formats. If you cannot
find a version of a story on audio cassette, you can
use the video tape and simply turn away from the
television screen for this portion of the exercise.

*1. Select a story to retell.

** 2. Listen to the entire audio tape of the story.

3. Write the story in phrases without
reference fc, the book or tape.

***4. Read the same story from the book.

5. Fill in "missing" phrases without reference
to the book or tape.

6. Retell the story to classmates using
phrases.

7. Revise the story until it "makes sense".

8. Reduce your phrases to ten phrases.

9. Retell story using the ten phrases.

10. Reduce ten phrases to ten terms.

11. Retell the story using the ten terms.

12. Have classmates critique your story
content.

13. Retell the story without use of notes.

****14. Watch the video of the story.

15. Discuss significant discrepancies between
your story and the video version.

Coututued on page 6
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STUDENTaccesspage...Continued From Page Five

8. Wisdom spread.

9. People gathered wisdom.

10. Plenty for you and plenty
for me.

Sample Exercise

Here is an example of reduction
of phrases to terms for the story
"The World Gets Wisdorn".***

Reduction #1

1. Sky god gave spider all
wisdom in world.

2. Spider decided to keep
wisdom for self.

3. Placed wisdom in clay pot.

4. Tied pot around neck.

5. Climbed silk cotton tree to
hide pot.

6. Slid down tree.

7. Climbed back up tree.

8. Slipped down tree a second
time.

9. Attempted to climb tree
again.

10. Son Kuma suggested he
place the pot on his back.

11. Spider became angry.

12. Spider broke pot.

13. Wisdom spread.

14. People gathered wisdom.

15. Plenty for you and plenty
for me.

Reduction #2

1. Sky god gave spider all
wisdom in worid.

2. Spider hoarded wisdom in
clay pot.

3. lied pot around neck.

4. Climbed silk cotton tree to
hide pot.

5. Son Kuma called out to put
pot on back.

6. Spider became angry.

7. Spider broke pot.

Reduction #3

1. Sky god

2. Spider hoarded

3. Neck

4. Tree

5. Kuma

6. Angry

7. Broke pot

8. Spread

9. Gathered

10. Plenty

Now that you have the story
content down pat, practice a
distinctive style (e.g., phrasing,
emphasis, and humor) and
delivery (e.g., voice modulation,
eye contact, and gestures).

Repeat the process with a dozen
stories. You are now a
storyteller. You are also a better
listener, an improved reader,
and a more relaxed presenter.

Try this approach in the
classroom. If your classmates
leave the room when you open
Your mouth, you are...but that's
another story!
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More inspkational
Quotes

"The reward for work well done
is the opportunity to do more."

Jonas Salk, M.D.

"The closest to perfection a
person ever comes is when he
fills out a job application form."

Stanley J. Randall

"The will to win is not iwarly as
important as the will to prepare
to win."

Bobby Knight

To be upset over what you don't
have is to waste what you do
have."

Ken S. Keyes, Jr.

"The man who removes a
mountain begins by carrying
away small stones."

Chinese Proverb

passage
'Your Workplace and Job-Skill.,
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Editors: Bernadette Mangie,
Director, Education and
Support Programs; John S.
Goberish, Communications

BCALMC Consultants:
Richard Carland, Workfnrce
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Counseling Job Hunters in Salary Negotiation
Tadies (Part Two)

Bi' Alar:thall I. Karp, MA'X'Cr,
LPC, Career Counselor, New
Career

In September, the first part of
this article discussed Item
Number One of Salary
Negotiation which b knowing
when to discuss salary in the
inter iew. This second part
explores Item Number Two
which includes researching
salary expectations and
knowing how to respond to
salary questions before and after
a job offer has been made.

So, what if there is a job offered,
or what if the employer bring.;

up a salary question in an
interview without a job offer?
In either case, there is Rule
Number Two in salary
negotiation which is...Never
give the first figure.

In football, they sav there are
three things that can happen
when the bail is in the air, and
two of them are bad. The good
thing that happens is a
reception Thp hvo bad things
are an interwption or an
incompletion. In salary
discussions, there are also three
things that cen happitn by
giving the first figure, and two
of them are also hal. I he one
good thing that can happen is
that a person can be right on the
salary range or figure. The two
bad things that can happen are
being too high or too low

Bad Thing One is giving a
figure that is 1(x) high. t he
emploNer may cl'%41111',.. that the

;oh huilter might not be happ
at thk place of busint and the

job hunter may be anticipating
more pay which could lower
his/her expectations and cause
dissatisfaction.

Bad Thing Two is giving a
figure that is too low. This
could be a confidence issue.
Employers may wonder, "Is this
how the job seeker perceives
his/her ability to do the job?
Will he/she only do the
minimum to get by, as opposed
to the maximum of his/her
capabilities?"

So, what is the actual answer to
the question, "What is your
salary expectation?" The
appropriate response is to
answer this question by asking,
"How much does this pmation
pay?" At this point, many
employers will give their range
or figure, and the job hunter
does not need to worry about
giving a figure that is too high
or too low.

What if an employer knows
salary negoliation tactics and
limks back at a job hunter and
says, 'I a:,ked you first. flow
much pay are you expecting?'
Obviously, thk is mit a
ping-pong game the pit-1

seeker needs a response, `riga

a

response should come horn
prior preparation and research.
This will allow you to find an
accurate figure or range for the
salary.

This research can be done in the
library with such books as: The
Occupational Outlook Handbook,
The Enhanced Guide for
Occupational Exploration, The
Professional Career Series, Careers
Without College Series, The
Encyclopedia of Careers and
Vocational Guidance, and many
other fine books. A reference
librarian is available for
assistance and can steer a job
seeker to the appropriate
resources.

Also, federal and state
employment service offices keep
labor-market information and
statistics, which include salary
surveys. Call your local or state
office of the Employment
Services or the U.S. Department
of Labor Bureau of Labor
Statistics.

Armed with this information,
when you are faced with the "I
asked You first" situation, the
response is "According to my
research, I have found the salary
range to be between

and
; With this

prepared response, the
employer may agree that the
information is accurate and that
the range the job seeker states is
well within the salary offer the
employer will make. At this
point, a job hunter knows what
to expect.

Cot wtued col ptw 8
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Continued from page 7

However, the employer may not
agree and comment about the
range being too high for his/her
company. Local prevailing
wages usually pay less than
inflated national averages. Here
the job hunter's response is, -As
I said, that is what my research
shows but that is not necessarily
my range. What did you have
in mind?" Here is where an
employer probably w I l offer
his/her starting pay If not, at
least a job hunter has an idea
that the pay will be lower than
his/her researched figure.

Now, Critical Thinking
Skills' Time.

Example A. A job seeker is
filling out an application form
and the question on the
application is "Minimum
starting salary expected?" How
do Nou answer? Follow Rule 2:
Do not give the first figure.
Merely write the response, "Will
Discuss in the Interview."

When called to the interview
and the employer asks for
clarifit:ation of the response to
thk queqion, folios, Rule One.

Ask, "How much does this
position pay?" After all, the
employer introduced the
subject. If need be, use the
salary research and information.

Another Critical Thinking
Skills' Problem

Example B. A job seeker is
reading a want ad in the paper
or sees a job posting for a
position he/she wants. The pav
figure or range is listed in the
want ad or posting. The job
seeker is filling out an
application or the question
comes up in an interview,
"Salary expected?" How should
the job seeker answer the
question?

The answer is:The job seeker
should mirror the want ad's
figure or range. This follows
Rule 2 because the company
gave the first figure. To write
"Will Discuss" might count
against a job seeker's chance for
an interview. An employer
could think "I li.-ted what the
salary is. Maybe this person
wants more."

Finally, on the subject of asking
about future raises or benefits,

job hunters should follow Rule
One. Establish the certainty of
the job offer. Make sure you are
on firm footing before
attempting to climb higher.

To close, the proper attitude is
putting the employer and
his/her needs first. In business,
as in life, "what goes around
comes around." When a job
seeker helps an employer get
what he/she wants and puts
the employer's interests first,
usually the job seeker gets what
he/she wants. In this case,
employment.

PASSAGE would like to thank
Marshall J. Karp, MA, NCC, LPC,
Career Counselor, New Career, for
his time and contribution to the
neusletter
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Nine Tips For Continued
Success In The Workplace

Recently, Knight-Ridder
Newspapers published an
article by David Everett and
John Lippert entitled"It's Your
Job: And If You Want To Keep It
You Have To Work At It." The
article listed nine tips to help
employees stay on the right
track and be survivors in the
increasingly competitive job
market of the 1990s and beyond.

The nine areas where they
suggested that job seekers
concentrate their efforts include:

Learning the right skills.

Learning how to think.

Learning how to
communicate.

Learning how to learn.

Being creative.

Being aware.

Being mobile.

Preparing for the worst.

Taking responsibility.

Let's take a closer look at the
nine tips to develop a better
understanding of the
importance of each suggestion
and how they can positively
impact your career and
employability.

1. Learning the right skills. The
days when an individual could
obtain a good job and earn a
middle-class income with a
high-school education or less
are ending. Today, job seekers
need to conduct research to see
what career fields are growing
and to make an effort to
anticipate the future changes
that will occur in the workplace
(old jobs or processes being
replaced by new jobs and
concepts).

Once you complete the
appropriate educational training
for your field of interest and
secure a job, you need to
constantly expand and update
your skills to stay current and to
meet the needs of the employer
and the customer.

2. Learning how to think. In
the modern workplace,
employees need to be able to
contribute to the
problem-solving process,
analyze the quality or
effectiveness of a service or
product, and follow detailed
instructions. Employers expect
employees to be more active or
participative members of the
organizatim.

Continued on paw 2



"Nine Tips For Success"...Continued From Page 1

3. Learning how to
communicate. With greater
involvement in the
decision-nuking process,
employees who can be
self-directed (able to finish a
task without much supervision
or help) and can function in a
team setting are valued by
today's employers. Employees
who can present ideas during
meetings, work effectively with
fellow coworkers/group
members and managers, and
deal with customers/suppliers
will survive and adapt in the
workplace.

4. Learning how to learn. As
mentioned briefly in point one,
the importance of just learning
a skill is not enough. Many
factors, such as technological
changes, customer needs, and
economic conditions, can affect
the skil:s and responsibilities
related to a particular job. For
example, computer programs
are upgraded on a regular basis
and what you learn today may
be outdated in three years.
Also, in a situation where an
employer decides to downsize
(reduce the number of
employees), the change will
most likely increase the
remaining employees'
responsibilities and will require
them to expand their skills.
Don't wait until you are forced
to change before you adapt this
philosophy.

5. Being creative. Employees
are often the individuals who
work closest with the customer
or who best understand the
various aspects of a
product/service. Many
employers realize the
knowledge and potential
creative ideas that employees

may have obtained from their
experiences. When you enter
the workplace, strive to step
forward with your ideas and be
prepared to take some risks
that can help the company and
can expand your abilities.
Examples of creative ideas can
range from establishing a better
system for processing customer
orders to organizing a work
schedule for working parents
that might include flex-time
and job-sharing. Creative ideas
are limitless.

6. Being aware. Make an extra
effort to stay up-to-date with
what is happening in your
workplace and in your career
field. You can stay in touch
with these changes by talking
with managers, coworkers, and
business associates; reading
newspapers and magazines;
and listening/watching the
news.

The information vou obtain
should include general topics
(i.e., what is happening in the
world, country or your
community), career-related
news (i.e., changes/trends in
your chosen career-field), and
workplace-specific information
(e.g., new computer programs,
team-building efforts,
expanded job responsibilities,
or product/service quality).

7. Being mobile. The chances
are great that most people will
have worked for many
different employers by the time
they are prepared to retire.
Unfortunately, in the current
job market, a significant
number of companies is likely
to go throuqh some type of
downsizing, relocation,
transition, or closing of their

t

operations. Understanding
this reality, job seekers stand a
better chance of survival if they
are willing to move to a parent
facility, a new company, a new
town, or a different field or
industry.

Don't be a job hopper--
changing jobs on a frequent
basis and in an unorganized
manner. This will not look
good to a potential employer.
However, be flexible, be aware
of future changes/possibilities,
and think of your long-term
goals and dreams.

8. Preparing for the worst.
While we really don't like
thinking about it, everyone
should be prepared for
unexpected rabi loss. Have a
back-up plan in case your
company closes its doors or
you are suddenly laid off.
Have an updated resume, a list
of job contacts, and enough
savings to last you through a
job-search campaign.

9. Taking responsibility.
Whether you are involved in a
job-search:or are currently
working, learn to be
responsible for your
educational and career growth.
Don't expect others to plan
your future or create stability
in your life.

Use these tips as a guideline in all
phases of your career. Remember,
the workplace is changing. Roles
and responsibilities are evolving.
These suggestions can be beneficial
to all types of workersTfrom
professionals with college degrees
to skilled:factory workers. Take an
active role in your careet; have a
plan, expect change, and prepare

for change. ..f"
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Workplace Trends and Statistics
How Will The Aging Population Impact
The Workplace?

By the year 2000, almost 59
million Americans will be
55 years of age or older,
reports FIND/SVP of New
York. The huge growth of
the mature population will
have drastic effects on
society. This age group
spends less than the

national average for households, especially on
fo.od, clothes, entertainment, and insurance. The
markets expected to grow in response to the
maturing population include food, financial
services, health care, and travel.

Leasing Services vs. Temporary
Employment Services

Have you ever heard of
professional employer
organizations (PEN)?
PEOs are leasing
companies, and the
presence of these
organizations in the labor
market seems to 'le growing.

Different than temporary employment services
that hire employees for short-term positions that
are only available for a brief period of time (i.e.,
several days to several months), PEOs hire
employees under a leasing arrangement, and
employees are assigned to a job indefinitely.

On record, PEOs are the actual employer, and they
hire workers and lease them back to the
employers. In general, PEO employees are
required to have higher skill levels/experience
than temporary workers. A significant percentage
of these employees fit into the professional and
technical category. Also, the large number of
individuals employed by PEOs creates an
opportunity for better benefits and medical
coverage.

Employers find PEOs beneficial because these
leasing companies handle much of the employee
paper work/administrative duties, have a pool of

skilled employees who are available when
business is strong, and have knowledge of safety
and legal issues that are important to both
employers and employees. These factors enable
employers to save time and money and to focus on
production and the marketplace.

The National Association of Professional Employer
Organizations estimates that there are now more
than one million leased employees in the U.S. In
addition, the number of leasing companies has
grown from 98 in 1984 to 1,264 in 1991. .e

Home-Study Programs

The Distance Education
and Training Council
(DETC) estimates that 300
or more institutions offer
home-study programs.
These programs provide
individuals with the
opportunity to learn a new
skill or to work towards a

that their busy schedules
and commitments may not have otherwise allowed.

Recently, more colleges are offering credits through
televised lessons where the only time students
enter the classroom is to take an exam. Many
correspondence schools (training programs that
exchange information by mail) have obtained
accreditation (meets specific educational/training
requirements of a program/career field) from their
trade groups and are adding computer-based
instruction to the classes they offer students.

Individuals who utilize home-study programs are
often called distance learners. According to the
DETC, most of the two million distance learners
taking courses accredited by the DETC are in their
late 7.0s or early 30s, employed full-time, and
seeldng either a second income or job upgrade.
Successful graduates are typically self-starters and
have persistence.

Information on agencies and accredited institutions is
available in a publication called the Accredited
Institutions of Post-Secondary Education and is
published by the American Council on Education. For a
free copy, write the DETC at 1601 18th Street, N.W.,

Washington, D.C. 20009,

degree or certification
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Are You Considering College?
Here Is What Employers Value...

The ability to accept responsibility, honesty, and integrity is always an
important indicator of job performance, say employers who hire new
college graduates. In a survey of more than 600 businesses,
industries, and governmental organizations, employers of new
college graduates were asked to rate 65 factors by level of importance.

Among the factors rated:

"Almost always important as a job performance indicator" were
sincerity, eagerness, decision-making skills, critical thinking,
initiative, professional attitude, and oral communication and
verbal skills.

"Sometimes important" factors included leadership in
extracurricular activities, numerical and mathematical aptitudes,
research and investigative skills, and quality of college or
university attended.

"Seldom important" indicators were athletic team achievements,
laboratory experiment reports, intramural sports participation,
and samples of long research papers.

Source: Occupational Outlook Quarterly, Sumincr 1994

Small Business In The U.S. Economy
According to "1994 Small Business Issue Priorities," sponsored by
National Small Business United, the National Association of Women
Business Owners, and Arthur Anersen's Enterprise Group,
approximately 21 million businesses in the United States (nine out of
10) are considered small. These are firms that employ fewer than 500
employees.

The report states that small businesses comprise the fastest growing
sector of the U.S. economy and are the driving force of the economic
recovery. The report highlights the impact of small business during
recent years.

Some highlights hiclude:

Small businesses provided all of the net new jobs from 1987 to
1992.

Small businesses employed 54% of the private work force in
1990.

Small businesses provide two of every three new workers with
their first jobs.

Small businesses contributed 40% of the nation's new
high-technology jobs during the past decade.

Some Views
On Creativity

Creativity is...

digging deeper.

plugging into the sun.

shaking hands with
tomorrow.

singing in your own key.

not being afraid anymore.

cutti ng holes to see
through.

By E. Paul Torrance, from the video
series, The Creative Spirit, Ambrose
Video Publishing, Inc.

On the subject of creativity,
mathematician Albert Einstein
made the following statements:

A person who never
made a mistake never
tried anything new.

Creativity is contagious--
pass it on!

Most people look at what
is and never see what can
be.

Harvey Mackay, author of the
best-selling book Swimming
With The Sharks, believes:

There's no future in
saying it can't be done.

Guarantees? There are
none in this life, but there
are creative ways to better
your chances.

Human survival itself
very often depends on a
kind of future vision,
seeing oneself in specific
situations as a healthy,
thriving, creative
person. .4."
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Reality Is Fun: The Benefits of Humor and Creativity
"Nothing is funnier than the
unintended humor of reality.'

Steve Allen

Humor and creativity are
essential parts of Dr. Joel
Goodman's weekly job duties.
He is on the staff of the Humor
Project and Laughing Matters
magazine and has dedicated
much of his time to speaking at
seminars and producing
resources that highlight the
similarities and benefits of using
humor and creativity in
everyday life.

Whether it's at work, in school,
or at home, he believes that
humor is everywhere and in all
aspects of life. In addition, he
emphasizes that humor and
creativity enable us to deal with
stress of all types and to look at
reality in a fresh, even fun,
perspective.

In his presentation "Take Me to
Your Laughter: The Haha--Aha
Connection", Dr. Goodman
spoke to business professionals
and community participants at
The Positive Power of Humor
and Creativity First Annual
Conference. The presentation
(which is available on audio
tape) provided useful
suggestions on how to let
humor and creativity impact
and improve situations that
often create stress or difficulties.

Give yourself permission to
engage in nonsense, trusting
that a creative solution to a
problem will follow.

Let humor and creativity
turn you into an "inverse
paranoid" a person who
thinks the world is out to do
him/her good.

Choose a famous person
who you admire and
consider humorous. Ask
yourself what traits and
qualities make that person
special. Also, ask yourself
how this person would
handle various stressful
situations that you might
encounter. This approach
can give you a new
perspective to a problem and
provide some distance from
your difficulties.

Use the processes of reversal
(doing the opposite of what
you would normally do) and
exaggeration (expanding
beyond the limits of the truth
or set boundaries) to create a
new perspective or angle on
reality. Reversing,
exaggerating, and having fun
with an idea, concept, or
practice can help you laugh
at what not to do and gain
new insight on the right
things to do.

Experience the many flavors
of humor and creativity.
Remember, people have
different personalities and
styles. What one person may
consider humorous or
creative may not have the
same effect with another
person.

Understand that while the
results of humor and
creativity can be magical, the
process of applying humor
and creativity is not all that
mysterious. There are
specific skills, activities, and
guidelines we can call upon
to make creativity and
humor happen. Think of
practical ways you can bring
these qualities to life before
stress has a chance to take
over.

In our efforts to improve our
personal situations, Dr.
Goodman reminds us that,
"Humor brings us to the here
and now...and that is where you
experience joy."

For more information on this topic
and resources, write to: The Humor
Project, 110 Springs Street, Saratoga
Springs, New York 12866.

passage
"Your Workplace and loh-5kill

Information Nm.v.clet tor'

Editors: Bernadette Mangie,
Director, Education and
Support Programs; John S.
Goberish, Communications

BCALMC Consultants:
Richard Carland, Workforce
Education Specialist; Alex
Garcia, Executive Director;
Alice Green, Technical Advisor;
Judy Dzumba, Program
Support Staff; and Lee
Ka troppa, GED Instructor.

For more information, call
1-800-345-5443 or write to:

DISSAGE, BCALMC, 400 Ninth
Street, Suite A, Conway, PA

15027.
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STUDENTaccesspage
Focus: Role Playing The Job Interview

Purpose
This exercise will not only help job
seekers practice answering
interview questions, but it will also
help them obtain a better
understanding of the needs of
employers through role playing.

What is Needed?
All that is needed to conduct this
exercise are two people, pencils,
paper, a little imagination, and the
willingness to expand your knowledge.

How To Begin...

1. Divide into groups of two. This exercise can
work just as well in a classroom setting and can
make an excellent discussion tool. (The exercise

will take approximately one hour.)

2. Both team members are to choose a job that they
are interested in obtaining. Think of your
dreams. What career field would you like to
enter? Try to choose entry-level positions.

3. Next, the two individuals will choose to be
either the employer/interviewer or the job
candidate.

What is the employment
background of the job
candidate?

What type of personality traits
aresneeded for this job?

Why is this person looking for
employment?

Is this individual self-directed
or team oriented?

4. The job candidate will let the interviewer know
what job opening he/she has chosen for the
exercise.

5. With this information, the interviewer will
begin to prepare questions for the role-playing
session. Have some fun with this exercise. Take
fifteen minutes to prepare your interview
questions. Try to actually picture yourself as the
employer. To help prepare your list, ask yourself

*following questions:

What are the day-to-day responsibilities of
this position?

What skills and abilities are important for
this position?

How much educational experience is
necessary to he successful in this position?

Can this person help the company?

Expand these ideas and write your
own list of questions. Be creative. Try to prep-are
15 to 20 questions.

6. At the same time, the job candidate will take
fifteen minutes to think about his/her skills,
abilities, and experience. Try to focus on what
the demands are for this position and to predict
the employer's expectations for this job. Also,
think about important questions that you may
want to ask the employer. Remember to a:Nays
focus on your strengths and keep a positive
attitude.

7. Now the time has come to conduct the
interview. Begin the interview with a
handshake and an introduction. Then let the
employer start the interview with a question.
Allow 15 minutes to conduct the interview.

8. Upon completion of the interview, reverse the
roles (the interviewer will now assume the role
of the job candidate) and repeat the exercise.

9. After both individuals have had the
opportunity to play each role, organize the class
and discuss/compare your experiences. As a
group, answer the following questions:

What common questions were asked by
each interviewer?

What questions were difficult for the job
candidates to answer?

What would you do next time to better
prepare for an interview?

What were the benefits of role playing both
the interviewer and the job candidate?
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Maintaining a Positive Attitude and Achieving
Job Satisfaction

"If I could just get this job...then
everything will be alright.";
"This job will solve all of my
problems."; and "I can't wait to
get a fresh start." Have you
heard these statements before?
These are the normal and
positive thoughts that cross the
minds of most new job seekers
as they anxiously prepare to
enter the work force.

However, once you have
secured employment at a new
place of work and the initial
thrill of obtaining a job has
subsided, you need to be aware
of the many negative factors
that can affect your job
performance and satisfaction.

Here are some issues that can create
negativity and diminish your job
satisfaction and some suggestions
that can help you remain positive
and true to your goals:

Blaming someone because
your current career situation
is not the way you had
planned it. Some people
blame the labor market,
society, career counselors,
their employer, or past career
decisions thev have made for
themselves. Suggestion--
Remember, vou need to be
responsible for your career
decisions. Don't blame your
situation on others and don't
punish yourself for personal
decisions that have created
difficulties. Understand that
mistakes will occur and use
them as valuable learning
tools. Take the time needed
to focus on your goals and to
make the appropriate

changes--retraining, new
outlook, or a new job.

Having difficulty balancing
your job and family/home
responsibilities. This creates
a situation where both
responsibilities are so
demanding that everything
seems to be neglected and
that there is a lack of focus.
SuggestionOrganize
Yourself and establish a plan
to help you get back on track
and fulfill all of your
responsibilities. This may
include obtaining the help of
your spouse, family, or
friends. Establish a balance
in your life.

Comparing your salary with
your coworkers' earnings
and maintaining the general
belief that you are not
respected and are underpaid.
SuggestionFocus your
energy on making your job
more enjoyable and, at the
same time, work on
upgrading your skills and
increasing your
knowledge/abilities. This
will help you open more
opportunities with your

current employer and with
potential employers. Create
a situation where your skills
and abilities c3n't be ignored
by your employer.

Becoming isolated and
having little contact with
fellow coworkers. While
negativity exists in every
workplace, friendly
relationships and enjoyment
on the job are important to
establish. Suggestion--Gossip
is negative; however,
avoiding contact with
coworkers can be equally
damaging. Work to establish
good lines of communication
with coworkers and
supervisors. Teamwork can
be a rewarding.experience
for all involved.

Dealing with the effects of
layoffs or closings. Typically,
workers become extremely
frustrated during this type of
transition. Workers usually
feel guilty because their
friends have lost their jobs,
find that their workload has
increased, and/or have to
deal with pay cuts or freezes.
SuggestionIf this is your
situation and you want to
improve your job
satisfaction, you will need to
adjust to the new structuring
at your place of work.
Comparing it to the way it
use to be will only cause
frustration. Remind yourself
of your personal goals and
look for new opportunities at
Your place of work.

Con tinned on page 8
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Continued from page 7

Being influenced by the
negative attitudes of
coworkers. These
individuals have problems
with the company and want
others to share in their
negativity. Suggestion--
Avoid getting involved in
negative conversations.
Make an effort to redirect
the subject matter to more
positive topics. Gossip will
benefit no one.

Getting frustrated with
work that is repetitive.
Employees in this situation
become bored with the
same day-to-day routine, do
not feel challenged, and
treat work as an activity that
just "pays the bills."
Suggestion-- Again, make an
effort to gain new skills and
show your employer that
you are serious about new
challenges. Use slow
periods and breaks to enjoy
the company of your fellow
coworkers. Take advantage
of the enjoyable aspects of
your work and learn to
recognize the hidden
treasures.

Disagreeing with the
approach or style of a
supervisor/boss. These
individuals have to make
difficult decisions and have
a variety of different
management styles that can
create friction. Suggestion--
Concentrate on doing the
best you can on the job and
work at meeting all of your
employer's expectations in
a timely manner. Keep the
communication channels
open with your boss. Don't
expect anyone to be perfect;
managers and employees
can make mistakes. Also,
never lose your positive
attitude.

Bringing problems from the
home into the workplace or
establishing a lifestyle that
is more expensive than the
job can support. These
problems not only affect the
concentration/performance
of the troubled employee
but also the coworkers.
SuggestionAvoid letting
problems outside of the
workplace affect your job.
Seek to find solutions to
your problems at home.

If you need counseling,
many employers offer
employee assistance
programs (EAPs) which can
provide help to employees
and their family members
(e.g., stress, financial
problems, depression,
substance abase, and life
crises). It is difficult to deal
with anything, including
your job, when your mind is
focused on a problem.

Dealing with limited
opportunities because you
have not updated your job
skills or received retraining
for your job which is
becoming obsolete. Another
example may include a
company which has
downsized and has limited
the number of challenging
job opportunities available
to the remaining employees.
Suggestion--Realize your
situation and take a fresh
look at your career plan.
Ask yourself what changes
need to be made to get back
on track (retraining,
relocation, a new employer),
and begin those changes
immediately.
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Finding Success and Happiness
On The Job

"If I could make
$50,000 a year, I'd
be happy" "If I
could just be the
boss, I would have
control of my life
and would be
happy." "Jobs in
this career field
have always been
available, and
there should be
plenty of money and
opportunity. This would make
me happy." "I could spend my
entire career at this company."

What information are you using
and what priorities have you
established to help you choose a
career field? What factors will

he important for maintaining
Your personal job satisfaction?
Last month, the article
"Maintaining A Positive
Attitude and Achieving Job
Satisfaction" discussed how to
avoid many negative factors
that occur on the job and how to
focus on the positive.
Continuing to explore this
subject area, this article takes a
kvk at what makes successful
workers happy with their jobs
and what factors are truly
important when ch(xming an
occupation.

The
information
presented in
this article was
taken from a
series of formal
and informal
interviews. The
variety of
individuals
who were
interviewed

held jobs ranging from
construction and maintenance
workers to managers and
directors. Everyone who
participated was successful at
what he/she does and was
happy with his/her career
choices.

The first areas that were
discussed included money, job
security, and opportunities for
promotion. Everyone who was
interviewed agreed that these
are important factors when
considering a job and finding
job satisfaction. However,
interestingly enough, most
participants who were
interviewed agreed that these
factors do not create long-term
job satisfaction or real
motivation to create a standard
of work excellence.

ConPnued 00 pap' 2



Continued from page 1

In other words, money,
security, and promotions
should not be the main reasons
for choosing a particular career
field or keeping a job. These
factors are the extras that may,
or may not, be a part of your
chosen career path and/or
place of work.

With the fact that many
companies are continuing to
downsize and many
high-paying jobs have
experienced a tremendous
reduction in workers and/or
salary rates, basing your job
satisfaction and reason for
motivation entirely on financial
gains may cause you a great
deal of difficulty and
unhappiness in the job market.

For example, one individual
who we talked with chose a
career as an airframe and
powerplant mechanic. At the
time he entered a two-year
training program in 1990,
certified airplane mechanics'
starting salaries were between
$10 and $14 an hour, and
experienced mechanics could
expect to receive between $14
and $23 an hour. Also, at the
time, the school he attended
had a 90% placement rate, and
jobs in that field were readily
available. However, when he
graduated, the airline industry
had begun a major transition
which caused many airlines to
shut down, downsize, contract
work to smaller companies, or
freeze hiring practices/salaries.

With one of the highest grade
point averages in his class of 90
students and certification in
hand, he beean his job search.
After seven months and a great
deal of effort, he obtained a
mechanic's job at an
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organization that maintained
and repaired mid-sized aircraft.
To his surprise, the salary was
lower than he expected, and
there was little room for
advancement. After several
months, he became unhappy
with the job and realized that
he had chosen a career field
based on its promise of
financial security and that he
really wasn't passionate about
airplane maintenance.

He felt that his situation would
have been different and more
manageable if the career field
had sparked a personal and
genuine interest in him.
Sacrifice is easier to handle
when you are involved in
something you love and are
moving toward your goals.
Remember, there is nothing
wrong with wanting to be
comfortable and making a
decent living, but success and
happiness on the job require
much more.

tio, AIN ,factors lead to true and
meaningful job satisfaction?
People arc motivated for man
different reasons and have
diverse talents and interests.
Pactors that contribute to a
person's happiness with
his/her occupation can range
from simple to ( omplex and
from attaining basic personal

needs to chasing elaborate
dreams and aspirations. Each
person has a different
definition for success and is
ultimately responsible for
creating his/her job satisfaction.

Here are some of the common
factors asseml.led from our
interviews that seen-ied to
motivate people and create job
satisfaction on a meaningful
level and on a long-term basis.

Examples included jobs and
careers that enable individuals to:

Boost self-confidence/develop
as an individual - Being able to
complete a job successful ly,
earning acceptance, and
learning something new about
one's abilities are important job
benefits for many workers.
They seek employment that
makes them feel good about
themselves and their abilities
and that allows them to grow
professionally.

Access special interests or
talents Most people have a
special skill or talent that they
may or may not realize or even
apprecia te. Sonic i nd iv io uals
who greatly value their talents
and have a close connection
with their abilities require
employment which enables
them to express t hese abilities.

Feel challenged - These
individuals need to push
themselves to new limits. They
get bored quickly with work
situations that are repetiti ve
and have little variation. ihe
excitement of ,,orneth Mg new
and different is of great
importance to these I nd iv id ua Is.

llelp others in need Some
individuals obtain job
satisfac lion from helping others
,ind making a rarti,titir
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Continued from page 2

contribution to society. Making
life easier for those who are
experiencing difficulty or who
are less fortunate is the primary
source of their job satisfaction.

Be creative Some individuals
enjoy the process of problem
solving and introducing new
ideas, approaches, or
procedures. Job satisfaction is
gained from expressing
personal concepts and being a
part of the creation, growth, and
evolution of a company,
product, or service. For these
workers, change and challenge
need to always be present.

Interact with people - Many
individuals enjoy working
closely with customers and
coworkers on a daily basis.
They have a need to interact in a
positive manner and express
their unique personalities and
interests when working with
other people.

Learn new skills Some
workers require job situations
that change and that are never
the same process over and over
again. They find joy in learning
new skills, improving their
talents, and acquiring
knowledge.

Provide structure and purpose
These individuals need an
organized structure and system
to follow. They often enjoy
working in a team setting. They
have much to offer a company,
but the are seldom
self-directed and need /seek
guidance.

Enjoy the work environment
Some ixorkers chocise
employment that allow, them to
work in a panic ular setting ,,uch
ce-, the beach, the mountain,,, or

a popular center of social
activity. The surroundings
make the job interesting and
appealing to these individuals.

Have responsibility and
accountability Oftentimes,
individuals seek job
opportunities that allow them to
organize and direct projects.
They want to be directly
responsible for the success of
their efforts and are effective at
developing/organizing tasks
and people.

Obtain recognition for their
work For some workers, there
is a definite need to be
recognized and/or respected by
managers, coworkers, and
customers for their efforts and
accomplishments. Job
satisfaction is received from
doing an excellent job and from
getting noticed and praised for
these efforts.

Create quality and establish a
sense of pride These
individuals enjoy completing a

job and maintaining a personal
standard of excellence. It is a
personal challenge and drive for
this type of worker to produce
something of quality.

Keep active and be productive
Certain individuals can be
motivated from the satisfaction
of working a full day, keeping
busy, and producing quality
work. They thoroughly enjoy
the feeling of having
accomplished something when
they go home each day.

Did you see anything that
connects with your personality
and specific needs? What
choice(s) would you use to base
your career decision? To help
you begin to answer these
questions, use the
STUDENTaccesspage on page
four as a starting point to
explore your interests and
career needs. .e5

"Happiness is not a state to arrive at,
but a manner of traveling."

Margaret Lee Runbeck

Some Views On Goalsetting
"A man v,ithout a purpose is like a ship without a ruLluer." Thomas Carlyle

"The most important thing about goals is having one." Geoffrey E Abed

'Until input (thought) is linked to a goal (purposi.) there can be no intelligent

accomplishment Paul G. Thomas

"There is no achievement without goals Robert J. McKain

"This one !,tep--chow,ing a goal and sticking to it--changes everything

Scott Reed

"People with goals succeed because they know where they're going."

Earl Nightingale

"if yoo don't know where you are going, how can you expect to get there?"

Basil S. Walsh

Fl indis[vosahle first step to gothng the things you want out of life is this.

de, ide what Vou want Ben Stein

ptirpo,e is W ha t l ft, meat Anonymous
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Focus: Mapping Your Career Path

John Wareham, founder of the
executive search firm Wareham
Associat, s and author states, -The
challenges are to map a career
path that allows you to support
yourself and express yourself. The
ideal is to derive income from
work that you love. Most people
seldom try to do this...

If you are considering your career
options, use the following questions to

begin the exploration of your potential

career path:

1. What are your personal interests?

2. What talents or special skills do you possess?

3. Are you a creative person?

4. Do you enjoy challenges?

5. What types of activities would maintain your
interest'

6. Can you work in pressure situations and with
many set deadlines?

7. What types of hours/schedules are you willing
to ,,york:'

S. Do you prefer to work alone or with team'

9. Do you enjoy having contact with the puhlu

4

10. What causes cio you
support?

11. Does the idea of starting
your own business and
dedicating yourself to a
business excite you?

12. What are Imur greatest
strengths and weaknesses?

13. Do you have a support network (family and
friends) to help ' ou?

14. What fiaancial assistance is available to you'

19. What educetional and emplw, ment-related
assistance is available to help you identify and
plan will. rawer gosl

16 Where do you see yourself in three year-, nye
years, ten years. and twent.; years?

1-1. List the types of activities that would rnake
you filik happy. produ,..th.e an,1

'010 te hace plan or ec,11

inunediatelti. I 116 is the ginning expleratteff.
TIke the W111' Ileekt tlhuAe l'If.:11f th'CV:it)11, for



Workplace Ttends and Statistics
Home-Based Activitie:
Work, Education, and

Family

> Today, approximately 1:1
million Amencans run
home-based businesses or
freelance as consultants,
reports I .ink Resources, a
New York City research and
consulting firm. In addition,
the number seems to be
growing at a steady rate.

In a recent na tional
workplace sur . ey, workers
listed "personal and family
life as the ,econd most
frequently ited reason foi
taking a new job.

I he number of students
receiving their education
through home schooling
has increawd frtmi
l50,0.1X1 to one million
in the last four years.

Entrepreneurs In

The U.S.

People tentrepreneursi
In, V, mit a & areer

w (irking for themselve.,
can develop their ()wit
buancY-a--. I he
opport uni he- ch 1.,N1

According to the Bureau
of I abor Stall s. 0\ er
Io mink in nielebfq., ot
the 'jolted (_-tate r

force (1 hl, ear, of age and older)
worked for themselves in their
own unincorporated businesses
in 1992. Another 3.5 million
people head their own
incorporated enterprises and
can be considered
self-employed even though,
technicalk they are salaried
employees of their corporations.

Service occupations and
executive, administrative, and
managerial occupations had
large numbers of self-employed
workers in 1992, and
self employment is expected to
increase much faster than
average within these
occupational groups through
20:17

Marketing and sales
occupations accounted for much
self-employment, even though
the number of self-employed
workers in these occupations
will grow much more slowly
than average from 1992-2(105.

DA 0 other large
groups--professional specialty

( omputer Skilk Pay

"1/4( I Nrding ti Vrini elon tiniver.iR

mriornkt Alan Kruger, v,orker,.. ho

ti,P computer, on the job earn

rough!, i O It, I pen enl wore

ilionec. (hall vtorker, in ,imilar jot).

'Alm don't tp.e «ittputer.

iiiM111101*,!! ca--=

ticcupations and precision
production, craft, and repair
occupationsinclude many
detailed occupations with a high
share of self-employed
workers.

Technology and

Communications

1

".;14.
TO-'17-1

I

;

In the not too
distant future,
most people in
the United State,;
will be able to
have an
all-purpose
telephone
number. this is a
single teleplume
that operates at
home, at work, in

the car, or basically anywhere
else the user travels in the
United States and el. entuallv
throughout the world.

This new breed of mobile
phk (nes will eliminate the need
for separate listings for home,

office, and the car Vith
thit, technology, calleis
vitl be (culling a pursuit
not cl

Currently, this service is
being tested in a few U S.
markets and could be
available within the ne xb
year or so.

Imagine how this
techntilogy wilt 4rnplik
and impnii, e the
efficiency of business and
personal communit abort
l-hiw else will this ice

affect the fast-pm ed
mtklern word pia,



Workplace Trends and Statistics
Baby Boomers Vs. Baby
Busters

In the btioks -Generations and
"I3th Generation'', author Neil
Iciwe discusses the

characteristics of the baby
boomers (born between 1950
and 1960 and baby busters
(born between 1%1 and
1981)--also referred to as
Generation X, the 13th
Generation, and
twentysomethings. From his
wsearch, he finds that both
generations need to better
understand Cat h other's
priorities, values, approache,
and mom ations.

1,\ bile it is unfair to stereotype
and to make general
statements ,Thout each
generation, (,oth ha% L' certain
unique chora teristics and
ha kgrfninds. Baby Ps miners,
III ;nom, cases, are in
management positions, ha's. L'
mon, than It) , ears of worl
experience, tend to hat e
greater 10.,,altN, to tl-ie ompam,
are often c iewed
it orkaholil.', hat e an

'tl 111 101

(LI\ 11, lint tlild like 11,
1.1-e1111`.-li '11 --1,0t.ifit".11.

(goal purpose f o ompan.

ILltcr- tend to be more
iiidependcnt, more to

take 11,4,s. and more fikelc to
chalk irge the established
methods, procedure,. or

tl h.' T. .1 to I.

t t qflph.ttvi on ow j,,t)

Ow% LI hi to to, IT- 011

ML111'

in inditiduak than IN,.
,ifipmf; orttl hot ii

l'thiL 010
/11'1,111 d11111V, ,11101,1111%

,111,1%,,,,.,11 c,tro

Also, the culture that the baby
buste,-s experienced was
different than baby boomers.
For e\ample,i.here were higher
levels of parental divorce, less
parental authority, more
working mothers, increases in
crime, and fewer joh
opportunities and lower wages.

Regardless of these findings
and the perceived stereotypes,
both boomers ai id busters need
to work at understanding each
other's situations and what has
influenced their approach to
work. This knowledge will
help both generations focus on
each other's strengths an,:;
unique qualities. Both have
-omething great to offer and
can learn much from each other.

Smoking in the
Workplace
IDid you know that the
Occupational So fet N, and

Icalth Administration OS1 IA
has been conducting hearings
on propo al that w, ill, for the
most part, placed hal on
smoking in ever ,. workplac.. in
the nation' This in,
tat tone.", ofti, bars.

Torts
arenas, and ON, en f diet(

ef l,i mg I et option.

-.walk. it ono,. B If P. rid(
w here people w ork I his

y. ill rof,roidli,
an lin pact on a total f if c.2

tioni, .11

orkplow, throughout Ow
1

L I It 0,%. Lik)c, not
it p mit oto h, ,m es or

per-f mat r used tor

lit, pn p y, ill rtHt1111..)11

1111111,.%,.1, ft ritH.r

designated smoking area that is
enclosed and ventilated
directly to the outside. 1 he
agency wants nonsmokers to
have "zero exposure- to this
substance.

Here ,tre some current statistics
that highlight how smoking and
health 1551/e5 /MY' already affected

the workplace:

The Center for Disease
Control (CDC) estimates
that 85 percent of businesses
in the U.S. had adopted
some form of smoking
controls by 1991, up from 36
percent five years earlier.

According to the National
Cancer Institute, smoking is
a costly issue for today's
employers. It is estimated
that employers pay an
at erage of $1,000 a year
extra for every employiT
who smokes. Studies ako
indicak,,,muking takes its
toll on productivity because
snit ikers are absent from
w (irk 50 percent mt
than nonsmokers, ha), e
tw KC clS man\ on-the-job
of and arc 7;1)

perc ent more I ikeh, to be
tit ispitabied than lit 'rkcr.
is ho do not smoke

lodas, more than -In stole-
and the Distrif t ot 1, olumbia

c alreach, enac ted sf

form of leslation re-tnf t
smokmg in the w orkplacc.
and II t ites has re,trk ted
-.nicking in the w orkplof

I he heorin,,. orc `,1h141011'1I 1,1

011- hoit o% el, it

tol.t up to 10 ear,- bf,f,

thi, Vt ymloth put Int,'
oh', I



The Changing Workplace:
Dual-Function Jobs

Many changing factors
such as cost-cutting, the
overall environment, and
technology can directly
impact the workplace.
With these constantly

changing factors, some jobs that, in the past, had only one function or
title are being combined with other separate jobs or functions. A job
that has been combined from two different and seemingly unrelated
occupations into one position is often called a "dual-function job".

For example, the roles of receptionists and security personnel are
starting to he merged together in many workplaces. What caused this
doubling of jobs? First, there are many obvious cost-cutting
advantages for security companies who recruit, train, and employ
workers and for employers who utilize the services of security
companies. Secondly, this new trend is a direct response to the rise in

iolence on the job.

Receptionist are usually the first employees to encounter the public,
customers, workers, and any dangerous situations that might occur.
If a difficult situation developed, the receptionist's job would be to
call security to settle the disturbance. By utilizing the dual-function
position, the difficult\ is handled in a direct and more efficient
manner.

*I his combination of jobs will require many individuals to expand and
upgrade their skills. For the day-to-day duties of a receptionist,
individuals emploved in this dual-function job will need to have solid
communication skills (in person and on the telephone), a friendly
attitude. accurate rewrd keeping abilities and distribution of

lirgani7ational skills, and computer skills (security
tuni tions, \,\ ord processing, and records).

Seiuriti, personnel in these dual-function jobs will need to check the
klentint ation 0 \ isitors, pro\ ide information, mti,iitor the building or
IA kirk area, and hax e accesi, to self-defense devices, licensing may be
required for sonic securiti, positions.

All workers need to ha e at least a high-school ciiploma for
emploN, ment consideration. Additional training depends on the
.i iii ili ri a nd min, require some computer and commuMcati. in skills'
(wri(ing and speaking) training liuNde of the workplace and/or
st,me on-theltk training by the set_ urib, cimipanies that provide lob
platement Itir these employees or hi; the ac tual emplm ers.

astb., this dual fun: tion lob kr, in places of w (irk, treated a new
look for set urity ofht ers that is less harsh and more appropriate tor

I; look " ho po unite the t impom 's image and interact with the

I ;Ai( owls and R ',1'111fral

Do You Need
Current Data On
The Work Force?

The Bureau of Labor Statistics
(BLS) and the Department of
Labor (DOL.) offer a 24-hour
current data hotline. It lets you
select from several recorded
messages. The recordings include
statistics from the Consumer and
Producer Price Indexes, the
Current Population (Employment)
Surve; and the Employment Cost
Index

You can also learn about BLS
publications and release dates for
upcoming surveys. If you need to
speak to a staff person during
regular business hours, one option
even gives you the phone numbers
of subject specialists in the Bureau
The hotline is (202) (,0feSTAT

The Department of Labor
maintains an electronic bulletin
board containing statistical,
employment, safety and health,
and pension information, as well
as a nationwide listing of Federal
job opportunities. The bulletin
board al includes BLS news
releases Anyone with a

computer, modem)nd
communications software can use
the service The bulletin hoard
number is (202)219-474

Source Ocenpathmal Outlo(ik
Quarterlti/Fall 1994

passage
-lour Workp/at e and lob-ckfll.

lohyrrnafron Nev.:fetter

Ed itors: Bernadette Mangle,
Director, Education and Support
l'rograms, John S Cobensh,
Ciimmunicatsons

BCALMC consultants: Richard
Carlaid, Vork(orce
Specialist, Alex Garcia, Executive
f )irector, Alit e Green, Technical

ludy Dliimba, Program
Siiiphiri Staff, 'mil Lee 1,satriTira
CiED Instructor

tor more information, call
; ; , 1.1 or t.rity to

115!,AGI. IC. O/ N;IPIU1
t ref ',oil,- A Conz:alr. PA 1.01:
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Interested In Highlighting Your Organization,
Innovations, or Success Stories In PASSAGE?

In an effort to provide
customized/updated
educational, career-
development, and job-search
information to organizations
and agencies throughout
Pennsylvania, the PASSAGE
newsletter was established to
focus on this special interest.
A 353 Project funded by the
Pennsylvania Department of
Education, Bureau of Adult
Basic and Literacy Education
and a companion publication
to What's The Buzz, the first
volume of issues was
introduced in 1989.

To prepare each issue, the staff
members of the Beaver County
Area Labor-Management
Committee, PASSAGE's
sponsoring agency, utilize their
collective background
experiences in ABE/GED
classroom instruction,
job-search training, job
placement, career-development
programs, research, writing,
and publication production.
More importantly, the
newslettcr 's success and

growth depend on the
contributions of a statewide
network of representatives
from educational/training
programs and business
professionals. The exchange of
ideas and information is what
personalizes PASSAGE and
what keeps the staff up-to-date
with successes and innovations
that are occurring in
classrooms and workplaces.

Perhaps, your organization
would be interested in
contributing an article that you
feel would be of interest to
students, job seekers,
educators, counselors, and/or
program directors.

Some of the subject areas featured

in the publication include:

Success Stories Inspirational
students who have achieved
educational /career-related
goals

Workplace Trends Job
openings, the changing
workplace, and educational
requirements of occupations

Highlighting Career Fields
Jobs that are growing,
employer expectations, and
training requirements

Job-Search Strategies
Examples such as networking
techniques or learning
interviewing skills

Preparing Job-Search
Materials Tips for organizing
resumes, cover letters, and
follow-up information

Importance of Basic Skills in
the Workplace How
communication skills, math,
social sciences, and humanities
can impact success on the job

Life-Long Education
Emphasizing the importance of
expanding/updating your
education and maintaining
employability

you are interested in submitting
an article or would like more

information call 1-800-345-5443
or write to PASSAGE, 400 Ninth
Street, Suite A, Conway,

15027.

.) I
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Workplace Trends and Statistics
Three-Job Marriages
There is a growing trend that is
becoming common in the
workplace. Today, the two-
earner family often evolves into
the three job-marriage. A three-
job marriage consists of a family
where both spouses work, and
one of the parents has two jobs.

In fact, according to a new
Labor Department survey, seven
million Americans (6 percent of
the work force) currently
occupy 15 million jobs. The
survey indicates that most
multiple-job holders are
married, and the number of
these workers is equally divided
among men and women.

In addition, most individuals
holding two jobs usually have a
full-time and a part-time job or
two part-time jobs. Research
indicates that 40 percent of these
job holders take extra work to
pay bills and that 16 percent
take this approach to gain
experience in a new line of work.

Job Seekers: Stop Before
You Pay!

The article "Job-Search
Assistance...Choose Carefully",
in the September 1994 issue of
PASSAGE provided tips on how
job seekers can avoid counseling

and job-search agencies that do
not have their best interests in
mind. If you are seeking
employment, make an effort to
be aware of the organizations
and the promotional efforts
designed to exploit job seekers.
More information on the
various types of employment
service organizations and how
to select the appropriate
assistance is available. For
additional tips, the brochures
"Job-Hunting: Should You Pay?"
and "Job Ads, Job Scams, and
900 Numbers" are available by
writing to the Public Reference,
Federal Trade Commission,
Washington, DC 20580.

Company Training
Increases

A report by Training magazine
states that U.S. businesses spent
a record 50.6 billion (for
approximately 4.7 million
workers) on formal employee
training in 1994. This was a five
percent increase from 1993. The
survey targeted 2,000 companies
with 100 or more employees.
Also, the survey indicated that
the most popular areas of
training at the present time are
management and computer
skills, followed by
communications, supervisory
skills, and technical skills. ir



What Are Outplacement and Inplacement Services?
There is a continuing trend of
companies trimming their
work forces and becoming
more efficient. This trend
began in the 1980s, and two
terms became commonplace in
the day-to-day vocabulary of
companies that have
downsized, of businesses that
find jobs for employees
affected by downsizing, and of
publications that highlight
employment/ labor-market
issues. These two terms are
outplacement and inplacement.
In an effort to better
understand the changing
workplace, let's explore the
meaning of each term.

Perhaps, you have heard of the
term "outplacement"; it is the
older and more common of the
two terms. Outplacement is a
service that companies provide
to employees who have lost
their jobs because of
downsizing or who were fired.
Outplacement services help
these unemployed individuals
with preparing their job-search
materials (resume and cover
letter), obtaining interviewing
skills, learning job-hunting
techniques, and finding
employment at new places of
work.

Outplacement seri'lit's are
provided by companies in an effort

to:

help ease the transition for
both the unemployed
workers and the remaining
employees.

lessen potential difficult
situations for everyone
involved in the transition.

protect a companv's public
inlage.

However, with the trend of
trimming the work force to cut
costs, companies are finding
that, after eliminating jobs,
there is often a need to hire
again. This can happen when a
company eliminates too many
workers or finds that a
particular department needs
more Irvorkers than anticipated.

To h )lp prevent this from
happening, many larger
companies have used
"inplacement" techniques.
Inplacement is the process of
training employees for
new /different career
opportunities within a
company instead of simply
dismissing a large number of
employees. This switching of
employees from one
department or assignment to
another, within the same
company, became common in
the 1980s. It is often called a
"lateral move." These
employees keep similar salaries
but receive different duties.

Employees identify new career
interests and work towards
adapting to other jobs within
their organization or a related

branch of their company. In
addition to the importance of
being more flexible, skilled,
and interchangeable,
employees who know more
about the business in general
are highly valued.

The benefits of inplacement
include:

retraining valuable
employees who have
knowledge about and
experience with the
company and customers.

decreasing the number of
individuals affected by
downsizing.

increasing the motivational
level of many employees.

cutting the costs that
typically occur when a
company has to dismiss
current employees or hire,
recruit, and train new
employees.

Tip: In an lort to preparefor this
possibility, what steps can you
take to expand your knowledge,
accept new responsibilities, and
make yourself a valuable

einployee?

Some Views On Luck And Opportunity...
"Luck is what happens when preparation meets opportunity."

Elmer Letterman

"Succes:, is simply a matter of luck. Ask any failure." Anonymous

"The only good luck many great men ever had was being born with
the ability and determination to overcome bad luck."

Channing Pollock

The harder you work the luckier you get." Gary Player

"I3e grateful for luck, but don't depend on it." Anonymous

"The golden opportunity you are ,,eeking is in youNelf. It i not in
your environment; it is not in luck or chance, or the help of others; it is
in yourself alone." Orison Swett Marden
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Focus: Recording Your Achievements

Introduction
Do you keep track of your career and personal
accomplishments/successes? Are you a self-
evaluator? Are you truly aware of your skills and
abilities?

Whether you are attending school, have a full-time
job, and/or are involved in personal/community
activities, you should take a few minutes at the end
of each day to record your daily accomplishments.
The information you record can be beneficial to
You in many ways.

For exaniple, your weekly achievement list can help you:

Prepare your job-search materials (resume and
cover letter) and assess your educational and

work-related accomplishments.

Keep track of the real-life examples you obtain
from your various activities. These examples
can be used effectively in an interview situation.

Improve your employment security and work
towards promotions by having a record of your
successes and by updating your employer
about these successes.

Chart your growth professionally and
personally and understand your strengths and
weaknesses.

Organize your current and future goals and
objectives.

Put yourself on the offensive and gain greater

control of your career and personal

development.

Guidelines

1. List all of your accomplishments--big or small.

2. Complete the exercise every day and make sure
each day has at least one entry.

3. Evaluate your accomplishments/performance
at the end of each week.

4. Use whatever tool is convenient or affordable to
record your information. A notebook will work
just as well as a computer for your weekly list.

Example #1 - School

ni'dat YS'cvlt 6' 1995 P"-TaA't
fry vigaq duAlealik-0344. siLa4:041, i.rt, 1/.2).

YituwA,./. 7, 1995 0)14.midul 5fmck ti,. IA& 4 17

plop14,. 3 did di

Wanuelar, YtIoaaAr 8, 1995 4.
'4+1 kad4'-
,711..4s4 Ye/Awry 9, 1995 Aopp4.41 iticlo ell at vlOat, clict

1L0uult0lti dtomr, CVIGI mad* scA441 on, Lk*.

&clop YttAucvut 10, 1995 koduL tAai,notwili,n? lopico loA,

spwk.

YuktaitaLadian, &mad t-asu, CJdh, &Act titim,

v4.4,1614,4/1 4 inaL& aosirmonio, onvl NA.Auwa, /634 4 putt
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Example #2 - Work
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Example #3 - Personal/Community Activities
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The Center For Innovative Training and Education:
Preparing Individuals For Jobs In The Secretarial Field
PASSAGE recently interviewed students, and the latest
Mary Mehler, Director of the and most popular
Center For Innovative Training business software for IBM
and Education (CITE), a compatible computers is
division of Arbor, Inc., located also available. This factor
in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania is important because
CITE provides comprehensive technology is changing

reducation and training for apidly, and our staff and
individuals who wish to enter students need to stay
the secretarial field. up-to-date with the many

constant changes that
If you are interested in
exploring career opportunities assistance. All individuals who occur.

in the secretarial field, this enter the program must meet What prerequisites and skills
interview granted by Mary set entry requirements and are needed to enter the
Mehler provides valuable pass a screening process. Once secretarial field?
information on the skills admitted into the program, all

Ms. Mehler: First, strong
needed to be successful and on training and job placement

reading and writing skills and
how this field is affected by occurs within a one-year
changes in technology and the period. Currently, we have a a professional manner are

labor market. 75% job placement rate, and an important. A high school /GED

average of 225 individuals diploma is a definite plus;
Mary, tell us about the Center these basic skills serve as acomplete the program each
for Innovative Training and solid foundation.

year.
Education and the services Next, a secretary needs to be
provided at the Center. What elements make your

proficient at typing. For an
program successful and

Ms. Mehler: The Center for entrance test, most employers
unique?

Innovative Training and require secretaries to type at
Education was established in Ms. Mehler: Our program is least 50 to 60 words a minute.
1968 and provides training for structured to model a typical

Computer skills are essential to
adults who wish to have workday, and students receive obtaining employment. In fact,
careers as secretaries, word training from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00

most typing is completed on a
processors, clerks, typists, p.m., five days a week. This

personal computer. At CITE,
data-entry personnel, and approach better prepares

we believe an individual
administrative assistants. students for the daily routines

entering the secretarial field
(Editors Note: The term and challenges that are present

should be trained extensively
"secretary" will he used to whenever they enter the work in word processing. Currentiv,
describe the many job positions force. Each student receives

we teach WordPerfect because
that can be included in this special individualized it is the rn,)st popular and most
career field.) instruction to meet his/her

commonly u.:ed word-
training needs. The

Our adult students include processing software with area
instructors place a great

individuals who receive employers. Program-manager
emphasis on utilizing this

services from the Department software such as Microsoft
personalized approach and on

of Public Assistance and Office Windows, spreadsheet
treating the students as

Vocational RehabilitatOn programs such as Lotus, and
indiv id ua I learners. In

and some dislocated workers. various data-entry pn)grams
addition, %ve ha% e (4

Our mission is to provide are also taught at the Center.
computers available to the

training and job-placement fj,
4



Continued .from page 5

With great importance being
placed on communication skills,
our students also receive
training in Business English,
writing, and public speaking.
Secretaries are often responsible
for writing letters and reports,
conducting research, doing
dictaphone transcription,
answering the telephone,
greeting the public, and
presenting information to staff,
clients, and managers.

Organizational skills are also a
necessity. Secretaries may be
required to file documents,
route mail, deliver messages,
and schedule activities and
meetings for managers.

How has the field changed
over the past ten years?

Ms. Mehler: In addition to the
wide usage of computers,
employers., in many cases, are
giving secretaries more
responsibilities and expanded
duties. For example, secretaries
are now responsible for some
managerial duties which can
include training incoming staff
members, arranging/overseeing
small seminars, and distributing
information to staff members in
a timely fashion. Also,
secretaries should be ready to
exercise their creative abilities
when they are asked to write for
managers or company
publications, brainstorm ideas
at meetings, and arrange
'schedules in a busy atmosphere.

What type of personality
traits are needed for success in
this career field?

Ms. Mehler: Secretaries need to
enjo\ working with people.
I his includes staff, cutomer,
nd the general public. In our

program, the students get an
opportunity to role play
situations that occur in the
workplace and to present
speeches. With tlies, activities,
an emphasis is placed on being
culturally literate (able to
function in different work
environments with all levels of
employees who have diverse
responsibilities and cultural
backgrounds), presenting a
professional image, and
displaying confidence. A
pleasant personality is definitely
a plus in this field.

What is the average starting
salary and work environment
for individuals in this field?

Ms. Mehier: In the Philadelphia
area, which is where most of our
students receive job placement,
the average starting salary is
between $7.00 and $8.00 an
hour. Most secretaries work in
an office environment. The pay
and responsibilities vary
depending on the location and
job description/responsibilities.
The majority of the jobs tends to
be during the weekday, and
both full-time and part-time
hours are available in this field.

Do you have any suggestions
for individuals interested in
the secretarial field?

Ms. Mehler: 'The secretarial
field can be a challenge, and it is
far from being an easy job.

In fact, the job can be complex
and, as stated earlier, can
require many skills. If you are
interested in this career field,
visit someone who works as a
secretary and spend some time
on the job observing his/her
daily activities. See if this type
of work truly interests you. Ask
yourself the following
questions: "What are my skills
and abilities?"; and "What
specialized areas would be of
interest to me as a secretary?"
Examples may include working
in a hospital as a medical
secretary, with engineers as a
technical secretary, or at a law
office as a legal secretary. Do
your research, find out if this
field is right for you, and
remember to keep updating
your skills.

PASSAGE would like to thank
Mary Mehler for her assistance in
preparing this article. If you are
interested in contacting the Center
For Innovative Training and
Education in Philadelphia, call

(215) 922-6555.

passage
lbur Workplace and Job-5kills

InUnTriat ton New.cletter"

Editors: Bernadette Mangle,
Director, Education and Support
Programs; lohn S. Goberish,
Communicationc

BCALMC Consultants: Richard
Ca rland, 1/6rkforce Education
Specialist; Alex Garcia, Executive
Director; Alice Green, Technical
Advisor; Judy Dzurnba, Program
Support Staff; and Lee Katroppa,
GED Instructor.

For more information, call
1-800-345-5443 or write to:
PASSAGE, BCALMC, 400 Ninth
Street, Suite A, Conway, PA
15027.
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Mut-Related Health and Safety Issues
Protect Your Hearing On
The Job.
Did you know, according to
national statistics, that eight
million people in the United
States are exposed to
occupational noise so loud that
their ears could be damaged
through constant exposure? In
addition, an estimated 2.7
million work with enough
noise that hearing damage can
occur in 15 minutes or less if
the ears are unprotected.

According to the federal
Occupational Safety and
Health Administration
(OSHA), employers are legally
responsible for providing a
workplace free of such hazards
as excessive noise. OSHA
regulations require employers
to limit workers' noise
exposure to 90 decibels
averaged over an eight-hour
period. There are, however,
shorter time limits for higher
noise levels.

A decibel (dB) is the unit of
measurement used for
environmental noise. For
example, a whisper is 30 dB,
and normal conversation is 60
dB. A vacuum cleaner is 75 dB,
and a lawn mover can produce
90 dB. Sound is noticeably and
physically painful at about 132
dB. A jet engine can create 140
dB of noise. Hearing loss can
be risked if you are regularly
exposed to 100 dB or greater
for more than a minute.

What is being done to protect
individuals from ear damage?
In addition, to ear protection
(ear plugs), many proactive
companies have instituted

hearing conservation programs
which include administering
hearing tests on a regular basis
and insulated work areas that
decrease noise. Also, OSHA
strongly suggests that
individuals who work in an
environment that generates
high decibels should rest their
ears outside of work and create
some quiet time every day.

Ergonomic Hazards In
The Workplace
According to data collected
from America's factories and
offices by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, 60 percent of all
workplace injuries are due to
what is called "cumulative
trauma disorders", which are a
result of jobs that require
repetitive motion. The most
common disorders associated
with repetitive motion are
lower-back pain, eyestrain, and
the highly publicized
computer-era ailment carpal
tunnel syndrome.

How To Exercise Your
Creativity
In a study of 424 runners,
nearly 60 percent reported
feeling more creative while
running. What's more, they
were able to develop ideas or
unusual solutions to problems
spontaneously Many of the
runners even kept a pencil and
notebook in their lockers so
they could write down their
ideas after their workouts.

But running isn't the only
activity that may boost
creativity. Researchers at the
Baruch College of the City
University of New York also

61:

found that students who
participated in aerobic fitness
and dance classes were able to
think of more uses for an
ordinary object, such as a
pencil, than students who
didn't do aerobic exercise.

If your mental power needs a
boost, a regular fitness
program may be the creative
and healthy answer.

The Cost of Stress

Research from the United
Nations estimates that stress
and job burn-out cost
Americans more than $200
billion each year. To help

alleviate stress, the researchers

suggest the following tips:

Allow yourself at least 10
minutes of quiet time each
day. Givc yourself time to
unwind, relax, and collect
your thoughts.

Record what is bothering
you on a piece of paper.
The action of putting your
difficulties or problems in
written form helps relieve
pressure. (Be sure to keep
this information private; it is
for your benefit only!)

Exercise several times a
week.

Establish a healthy diet and
get enough rest (seven to
eight hours).

Organize yourself at work
and at home. Establish a
system that works for you
and stick with it. Set goals
and duties that are realistic
and productive. Eliminate
unneeded clutter and
activities.

6



1995 PASSAGE Reader Survey

Introduction
Each year the editors of PASSAGE
prepare a reader survey. This
annual survey has provided the staff
with a valuable external evaluation
tool which is extremely beneficial to
the newsletter's dev'eloprnent.

For example, this survey will help
the PASSAGE staff better
understand what information and
subject areas are beneficial to our readership, 'now
Your organization uses the newsletter, how the
newsletter can better suit your
educational/career-related needs, and what
changes/trends are occurring in the workplace and
classroom.

Please complete the following survey (the deadline
is March 3, 1995) and mail a copy of your
responses to: PASSAGE Newsletter, BCALMC, 400

Ninth Street, Suite A, Conway, Pennsylvania 15027.
Also, vou can contact the PASSAGE staff at
1-800-345-5443 (PA Toll Free).

Please check the approprtate job title or classification

which best describes you.

Student

Adult-Basic Education Instructor

Volunteer Tutor

Job Trainer/Developer

Career Counselor

Program Director

Librarian

Other

Optional

Name:

Organization:

Addresti:

Telephone:

Is PASSAGE mailed directly to you?
Yes No

Do you give PASSAGE to someone
else to read? Yes No

If so, who do you give PASSAGE to
and why? Would you like to add
his/her name to the PASSAGE
mailing list?

How do you use the PASSAGE newsletter?

Supplemental Academic Materials

Career/Job-Search Resource

Networking Tool

Staff-Development Training

Personal/Career-Related Development

Informational Update (exploring job
trends, identifying changes in today's
workplace, or expanding program network)

Other

Please check all of the subject areas that are of interest to
you or your organization.

1. Employer-employee expectations:
on-the-job requirements and how to prepare, meet,
and exceed the needs of the employer

2. Classrcvm skills that are utilized in the
workplace: public speaking, math, and writing

3. Success stories which highlight the
triumphs of adult learners who have improved
their situations by furthering their education and
by starting rewarding careers

4. Job-search strategies: preparing job-search
materials and using interviewing techniques

5. Highlighting career fields: educational
requirements, experience, and job duties

6. Highlighting successful programs and
services available across the Commonwealth

Continued InI page 8
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Continued from page 7

7. Counseling: Concerns of
adult learners who continue their
education and prepare to enter the
work force

8. Technology and who it affects
in today's/tomorrow's workplaces

9. Labor-market trends:
growing/declining occupations and the skills
needed for success

10. Special needs of adult learners: additional
services that help them achieve their goals

Provide an example of how PASSAGE was helpful
to you.

Please evaluate the following areas of the PASSAGE

newsletter.

Content (topics presented in PASSAGE)

Excellent Good Fair Poor

Readability (writing style/reading level)

Excellent Good Fair Poor

Design (layout and general appearance)

Excellent Good Fair Poor

Utility (useful to your particular needs)

Excellent Good Fair Poor

IP

Additional comments on PASSAGE's
content, design, readability, and utility:

Let us know about your special programs,
services, and student-success stories. Check the
following selections that may be of interest to you.

I would like to write an article for PASSAGE.

I have resources that may be of interest to
PASSAGE's readers.

I have a student-success story that could be
highlighted in PASSAGE.

I am sponsoring a workshop or training
session that could be of interest to adult
instructors or learners involved in
educational and career-related programs.

If you are interested in contributing to the newsletter,
make sure you have included your name, address, and
telephone number.

Do you have any additional suggestions that
would help us improve the newsletter?

Thank you for your time and assistance!

Nr.)NPROI 1 I
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Special Job-Search Issue
(Part One)

Contents:

> Resume Essentials: What
Hasn't Changed (Page Three)

On-The-Job Survival Tip
(Page four)

> Ten Major Obstacles To
Success (Page Four)

Did You Knovv... (Page Four)

s. What Are The Most
Ef(edve Joh-Search
Methods? (l'age Four)

> STUDEN-laccesspage
FOCUS. Getting Past The
Screen (Page Five)

Some Views On Excellence
l'og Fo.

> Using Computer Software
10 format Your Resume
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How Has The Resume Changed
Over The Past Ten Years?

Many factors have
affected the content
and design of a
modern resume.
While the most
basic elements of a
resume remain the
same, downsizing,
increased
competition, and
technology have
made the art of resume writing
more of a challenge. The job
seeker should he aware of the
standards, techniques, and
strategies that are being used by
today's successful job seekers
(your competition) when
designing resumes.

So, what has changed over the
past ten yedrs?

1. Equipment/Technology - In
the past, unless you made use of
liour local print shop (which
was quite expensive), most
resumes were prepared on a
standard typewriter ur word
processor. Slightly more than
ten years ago, computers were
ju,st starting to be used in all
types of work environments and
in the home.

Make no mktake; the
typewritten resume can he
profesional and adequate.

However, it
cannot match the
quality of a
resume that is
prepared with a
computer
word-processing
program and
printed on a laser
printer or a
deskjet printer.

These tools...the computer,
word-processing software, and
the printer..,when used
properly, help create a superior
marketing tool that allows the
writer to have more design
flexibility and create a resume
that is easy to read and is more
attractive to the reader (holding,
italics, bullet statements,
adjusting text size, denser
printer quality, etc.--see page
seven).

Depending on your situation or
point of view, these changes
have made the typewritten
reume less influential and eye
catching when compared to a
resume formatted on a
computer.

Tip: Perhaps, you are thinking,
"Great...I don't even have rn:
own computer." Don't worry.



Continued .from page one

With a little effort, you should
he able to locate an educational
or cl jot, de\ elopment program
in tour community that has a
computer and can help you
format Your resume. Also, ask
friends and family. With the
hnpact that computers ha\ e
made in the home market,
there is a gtvid chance
know somebody that has
,()mputer egaipment. t he
clualib, of your resume w, ill be
worth the effort.

2. Greater Emphasis on
Accomplishments
employers ant to ,,ee \,:hat
\ m have accomplished on
pre\ ious Job- and in vttur
educational training.
Employers are expec
resuITIL't, to have short detailed
,Irlicffilent, that pro\ ide
cxamples of how you
met exceeded set goal-, found
hotter w a \ s of ciwnpleting a
task, increa,ed sales or citud av,
or saved the compall Fri

B.efore.. rcsu mos were
somew hat rnore general and
just In ted daik job rflifle:, t(uch

"Respomable f(tr t pinp,

tick uments. or Responsible for
iolemorkAing
the same examples might read.

\lie nO ord, per minute
ith an accurac% rote of .

amsed $100,000 in sale-
during my first ear ot
employment, or I earned new
otmputer software,
reorganized the office-tiling

-tem . and
efficiency for statt and

ust omers

I 111, intormah(m tan he
rn lUkled eral ill, of

(, our I l,1.1111C I tI \.11111,1C,

1)11 (ould de-wn 0 101

thin near the beginning of
\ our re,urne clititle

-Professional
Accomplishments or
-Career-Relate.1
Accomplishments." Also, this
information can be included in
the Job Description sect;on of a
resume. Whale\ or approdcb
ou choo,e, be certain that

Your accomplr.thment, are in
v'urrcsunie Don't
underestimate what you ho\e
ao:somplp,hed. -think of your
da -to -do job dutiet, anti
caree(.-related efforts (Ind
remind yourself how 1, ou ha e
grown (Hid improxed as an
employee and a student

3. Eliminating Personal
Informafion len , N ago,
sections that highlighted

interests or pt.rsonal
information were commonh
found in most resumes. I he

Intornuttion thot 11-11 ii

this section t00% haxe in( tutted
htibbies, conanunit\ (tai\ i ties,
or alliletit ticomplishments
1..\ bile this information might
,how \ our per-onol side. it
wally does httle to -ell N, c ir
abilmes to the potential
emplt iyer.

l_xample, lit' exceptit in. might
include listing per,onal
phy,ical-fitnes. actn 4"

lob that recluires tit and heal! tic
individ, communik
,K to, ales that n*,,ht
wmplement leader-1hp

ur a hohb \ that I, i(th

related, This information could
he listed under a :-.ection
entitled "Job-Related Activitie,"
or "Extra-Curricular Activates."

the inft (rinat ion
relates, in sonic way, to the
pot gain von are targeting,
should act mid le-ting per,imnal
information.

4. Placing More Focus On A
Particular Career In addition
to highlighting sped ilk
accomplishments, the resume

1-,e geared to one
particular job or 1. areer held.
I he first ',ter in this pro( es,
to redesign the lob Objective.

Once upoi III unit!, Ii 'In

Ohjet t ',torten e\
re-oortu. and rcad -Annealing
like this...-Seeking
challenging full-time
that utilizes niv ( orient
education and 0.xperiento v th

oppol t tttr
advancement.- 1,, hat doe, aa,
realk tell the etliplox or' Not
naich. If you are trult
interested in obtaining
emplot, merit and being
since-slid at what \ ou do, the
employer w to Iii c\pect ou,

and all seri.,us candidates. to
have these inter,,,ts and
qualities I hi.- information It.
uncic-rstot

1 he ((lb t h (an
oho be called the
Slim mon.. ( areer ()by..t Ilk 0, or
Capabilities. should al-tt
highl specific and can in( lode
information ond

type of Lompant \ ou are
tureting, at k.onip11-1 went-
edut ahonal backgrt,und,
w(okrelatrd e\ren.'n, ( .

career goal- . 01111

lob-- pm ("7;orne

le-tunes, be( atitL the y,ori.
vi inw

oreer on 1 n. Hight%



C1 uiHrlitc,1 t,co

011111111,110 t hi 5C, thin illOug41.1iCi

and -tart the resume w ith work
\ information.)

Remember, resumes that are mit

'.rt i ! i i rid aft- kV% general

4.10 1101 '40 tho

empho, er', attontion In lad
,ome Job (,indidates, depend mg

a.eir intere,I, and
hat-kgriamd, may ha \ trai

er,i, ot their imurne
in,tance, it \ u Iii, t*
hotlgrtil.M11 111 ii tu)iinti nit dhow",
one re. time ni IN place gn.at

einpliaa-. our
publit relation .1

,inother roio, It u, on \rota
todio-prOkilli four 1 rf

le,unit, tell the emplo\ or era( th.

%\ hat ci ,11 ore ,ceking and lyt

lit omplocr
it .1-, trI411.0. I 0.1411'11%1' that 01_1

It' d %11.411111td t01-4,10,11(4

Always Include A Cos or
etter hak ,r,

preferred that the rcunie -.ent

Itner At on,, time,
ouplk),, %%milt! let h, picol lob

andidote- slide it the\ did not
inc hide ( 1t't tel.. I I( w.ck cr.

time w 11411 the ritlynber

All, 11.1,1 t" 1110 ',I ,%1 I

I ti hi: c cr Imo( hat II ITt'

waken nr, our-elf in the be,t
r., maniThr kin CI (hilt

arc toltillirv, all of the
requirement-. ca on Hie( tn. e lob

,earc h

V(11

h!` It'lt:1" 031-.0 riT,.,11cd

h that the clnpl,r.er
know .o.ho %ou are anti v. li

,n-adt.re,1

rt'^itiln TIMM \
hat

t kni Y. ahout the o,mpair.
and that oil %%ill t thk,rn

hq a!, hr kr\ hcrt.
(I, not end a

goileric cover letter that can be
used I. an job opening. I he

cover letter 1, an offectic nil

that OM Wigk Lii ,01-11.
cOlVtintage and help vi iii get
recognized. If vou are mailing a
re,ume, the cover letter
automatically part (a thc.
packav,e. .Always include it w

in! r ro-mInu

6. Greater Variety Of Format',
ho help

indo. 'dual, with career
..lopment are erpert- cit

reatnig re-time format,. that
pant ulark empho-size their 'oh
t skill, and abilitir,

lie,e efforts, almg with
0n-1)1:Mike job market, ha \

mach, re-.Ir Mt' writing d more

the tOdtlk I F11.0% altif

aL Ali +. bet ter serves the lob

candidate. The structure and
approach io organizing
information are not as rigid.

This can 14111A111 Ct mnibt ni iig

formats st.1( 11 as reverse

chronoltvgical (emphasizing
rworieme /education and
moving from the pre,ent to the
pa5t) and functional
(emphaizing qualification..

and ,trongth,- er

,Tecific work history) and
changing the order of t
information as it appears on the
resume. I he bottom line 15 that
each individual has different
strengths and One job
,,ecket may want to empho,i/e
educational training, while
another may de( Lie that hei,.he

culk I place an emphasis on
impres,,n, e hiqor in

olunterr-work activities,

A, Itmg ,oti can I onvint p the
plo+, er that 1. ou ore a more

than capable candidate, \ iii
hove the creative freedc on to
organire, title, and design the
\allow, categoric., ithin \ our
re-ume

Resume Lssentials: What I lasn't Chtmged
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On-The-Job Survival Tip Ten Major Obstacles

\IC

Previous i-sues of PASSAGE have
Inghlighted tip, tvhich t.an help vt ti
shit, empkn, ed (learning new skills and
networking) lo add to the. estpandrng
Iit. tye are including some practical
ad\ ite from Richard (onklin,
managing dirt ...tor of Drake Beam

!\ It Irm Int an outplacement firm based
in C leveland.

onklin that ernplo\ et", who --.ur\ lye In todat

kplat team hoo, to 'manage their manager,: \a). .this doe- not
mean learning Init.; to take ad\ antage of \ nor empltIver. \Ir. Conklin
-aiests that an emplot sliould \amme his/her emplo\ tr jot),

re,ponsibiline-, and long and short-term goals. %,"Ci th al

wider-taw ling tit. \ our emplo\ er 's concerns, \ ou t an work to hdp

him or lit.r ik hie\

1 he Re,,ult of \Our Iiffork: I ht lanplo\ tonudente in you, the

!wed tor \ our partit ipation fl arrek ot day go-day respore.ibilities,

unptirtant hi the t.omptIrit will inirea-e. In a work
,.11\ ir,',nment that e tot iesed on etfit len( y and prt It ti 1k tt,, the,

approot h tt, ill tnpri.e i,.iur emplot ment securit

Keel- in mind that although statistil indic,-.te that the 1110,-lvt' Id% Oils,

t% I ii II 11,1\1' t ui I t...er the past oqi ars are beginning hi slov

k impanies are now smaller and more cost effe( tRe Compames ha ,

r lent ed great {lunge and ha\ ts gone throu:4h the proles,. 0(

(low nsi/ing I ht-,e fat tor, have afiet led the way einploter, thml,

and operate [IRA An* not afraid to eliminate an unprodoctR

(Lim orient or workor

-1 I l reol +;,c nth Po 011 t lU It ktcp

;, \trc:Tapers

To Success

1. Complacenct

2. Fear Of Failure

T. Fear Of Sut c es,

4. inability to Let Go

5. Lack of Clear Goals

h, Putting I hirg, Off

7. Shyness

s. Inability lo Look ,At Yourself
Ionetl.y

ti faking he Vo,t ktat Out

10. Arrogant e

corm, 11,1

Did You Know...

I hi C hiiiitt floral ter for
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STUDENTaccesspage Focus: Getting Past The Screen
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Using Computer Software To Format Your Resume
Computer word-processing
software can offer you a variety
of design tools /options which
can make your resume stand
out front the rest of the pack.
However, at the same time, this
wide variety of unique tools
and design choices can also
clutter your resume and work
against you. Fite best approach
is to know the purpose of each
design tot)1 and to use (or not
use) these tools to create an
organized and neat document.

Most, if not all, popular
word-processing software
program, ofter very similar
tlesign options which can
change the size, look,
placement, and readabilik of
words, sentences, paragraphs,
and titles. (Refer to the resume
example on page seven to
heth.r. under5tand each design

lere ,ire some 01 the most

(immhm desi,.'n toots uid tips OH

,110:1' to 11-;i' t',1t )1'

Bolding Bolding 15 u-,ed to
darken text. It give, text the
look of authorth and draw,
the attention of the reader.
Bolling is tommonk ti,ed tor
titles, headings, subheading",
and important ords and
phrase,. 1:1: tlu,, tool wvek
.\ page w ith too much holding
will be hard to read and will
not let ke element, stand
apart from the rest of the text

Italicizing italicizing which
tilts the text slightly to the
right, is ako used for added

...old, and
senterwe, 11 15 eaten tp,ett tor

caption,. anti I mpurtdrt
ord- r phra, e, A w ith

hAding. itah, 1/11v,!,
ttt let 1 erloin

important segments receive
attention.

Underlining and Double
Underlining As a qandard
feature on typewriters,
underlining and double
underlining were used to help
emphasize lines of text and
titles. However, with the wide
usage and availat of
computers, bolding nd
italicizing are more commonh
used. If possible, because of
readability, use bolding and
italicizing instead of
underlining. In addition, if you
use underlining, use it only
when needed.

Adjustable Font Size Most
current wt trd-processi ng
package, and printer, enable
the user to change the size of
(Ito text and the stt 10

\ peface). I his t reates a great
deal of flexibility for the user.
Keep in mind that the text size
,hould relate to the message
and to the format ist \ le of
dot ument that 15 being t reated.
I-or example, (1 resume would
not 11,e the same text size, a, a
magazine adverti,ement A-. a

general rule, ayt lid using more
that (V, itt Inter-via size-,
r.petai page ..111

paragraph te should he onf

size/style, all titles 5hould be
one size/style, etc.).

Adjusting Space his tool is
helpful for fitting and
customizing information on a
page. Spacing can be changed
between words, lines,
paragraphs, and titles. Used
wisely, this can create a
document that is easier to read
and less crowded. Make sure
that your resume has breathing
space (white space), or nothing
on the page will catch the eye
of the interviewer.

Margins A Margin is the
space that borders the outside
of a page. This can be easily
adjusted in all word-processing
programs. A margin of one
inch is common for most
resumes. In addition, do not
reduce the margin space below
one-half of an inch if You are in
need of fitting more text on.o
single page. Remember, white
space makes the document
more reader friendly.

CC11 ittni,I N't

passage
'four i,Vorkjildui rind 1oh-q111,

Inlwrmit ton Ni,l,tslf,tf,1

Editors: Bernadette Mangle.
Director, Edtic7,tion and
Support Prograini,; John S.
Coberi,h, Coin inurikatiiii

BCALNIC Consultants:
Richard Carland, Vorkfor,e
Education Spticialiq; Alex
UarLia, ket_uto.e Diruk_ tor.

Gruen, Tedinical !ve,t,r:
Ind Diumba, Program
Stipp nit Staff; and It'l'

troppa, CED

For more information, i

1 113 or %%nu. to

1-'4',"-; 1( .1 , 1;1 '.1I.\1C,
Ninth L;tr( et, Hutt- A Lon.,%,e,



Sample Resume

LIft,

Tale

Donna Young
102 Homer Drive, Springfield. Pr.nitsylvama 10000

11011101-1010

Employment Objedive - Sales Representative

Professional Experience

i,c riing Sales Representative

HIR Company, Springfield, PA

ReponiihilirirN and (lune: in( lode

Contacting potential isk.xn ON and

!ling horne-improwment
pronucts and

multiple
N.

ks...4s0ng in the dmelopment of Delo,
strategies to increase s,iles and
ciNomer aWarrfleS&,

Writing weekh: sales reports for Or
di4rict office

histified.b.ft.

Sti I It

May10(12 to Pn--ient

Orgoniiiiig lists of potential
customers, addre--, and
telephone numbers on a
ccxii put er-dat.aba. prograin

Schedulingappointments and
meeting with interested t lients
luih on and off-site.

Salespersim of ihe 'vt)ntli lime 1903. Dec ember 1(193, April 1 'r,44,

F n ceded MN 1, cad% salts grial IP. al least 20% during each year of employment

Salesperson

Jennie Lou Beata\ Pn xdur ts, Arc m

Re+rion,ibilthe and i Jut ie inc lucky/

Selling lwautr Fodor Ls chor-to4hx,r acid educAtifig thu usiomer

Distributing ralalogs and tiro( hunu,

(Dr.Taniiing home-beauty gatherings a, interested clients' horns

Nablishing a -olid relationship with i u4omers rcio h resulted in n.peat husiness

luireIrmtent+ ineLtittl.
!mile Lrii I Re«)gnition two;
Ix n.,tsed 00"o iii sr.( ond ear of enykivment

Man h Ma

-s lp F, 411
Educational Experience

51..,
Springfield Comm unit% College - &x ate Degree in Btigness .In Progn.,,

Springfield Cenirr for Arhilt ErliK cI n xi arxl Training 1(ifiti.

Rekrpnces MAilable Upon Reflucit.

Cont mac from p.zge six

Right and Left Justified Text

on a page can be programmed
to be even (flush) with the
left-hand column, right-hand
column, or both. Flush left
(ahgneell am I ragged right toot
aligned) are the mo,t common
and readable choices for the
layout of paragraphs of text.
'aragraph, whir Ii are flush

right or have both sides aligned
are more diffic ult to read.

Bullet Statements -1hi, tool, or
sr, mbi il. help, user, organi/..,

lists of important information.
It is used when a collection of
information is of equal
importance and needs to he
highlighted outside of the
normal paragraph format.

Centering fu help important
lines of text stand out, centering
is used for placing one or two
lines of a title in the center
portion of a page. Avoid
centering blocks of text, titles, or
,aibtitles that are three or more
lines in length. rho,
,trrangeinent can beunme

Boldmg

Centering

Ragged cRightu

Space

Margins

difficult to read and has no
place in a resume format.

Indenting This tool creates
space and separation by
aligning certain blocks of text
and moving them inward.
Indents call attention to
paragraphs, quotations, and
organized lists.

Multiple columns - 1 he page
You are reading consists of ihree
columns. More and more

ord-procesing package's allow
the user to create from one to at

!wired on vp.:10

7



Continued from page seven

least four columns on a page.
This can be useful for
designing newsletters,
brochures, and charts.
However, resumes usually
consist of only one column
with the occasional inclusion of
two or three columns for listing
text or bullet statements.

Rules Rules are lines that run
vertically and separate
columns of text. Rules are not
commonly used in the layout
of a resume.

Text Boxes Text boxes are
used to isolate information and
are often used in newsletters,
newspapers, and magazine
advertisements. Also, text
boxes are not commonly used
in the layout of a resume.

Lifts/Pull-Quotes
Lifts/pull-quotes are
horizontal rules that are used
to draw attention to a block of
text in a title or paragraph.
Different than rules,
lifts/pull-quotes can be used
very sparingly in a resume.

Graphics Some
word-processing packages
enable the operator to combine

text and graphics on the same
page. Unfortunately, graphics
have no place in a standard
resume.

Useful Resources
Here are some publications
that can help you better
understand how to write and
design a resume. (Be sure to
pay close attention to any
sample resumes that are given
in these publications; thev
contain a great deal of valuable
examples that you can use for
ideas when designing your
own resume.)

Job Search Guide, Strategies
for Professionals, U.S.
Department of Iabor,
Employment and Training
Administration

The No Pain Resume
Workbook, Hivaguha Cohen,
Business One Irwin

How To Write Better Resumes,
Adele Lewis, Barron's
Educational Series, Inc,

The Perfect Resume, Torn
Jackson, Doubleday

Ready, Aim, Hired:
Developing Your Brand Name
Resume, Allan Carson,
Business One Irwin

Looking Good In Print, Roger
C. Parker, Ventana Press
(Although this book does not
cover the topic of resume
writing, it is a great resource
for learning the basics of layout
and design.)

Have You Returned
Your PASSAGE Survey?

Check your January 1995
issue of PASSAGE (pages
seven and eight) for the
Annual Reader Survey. As an
important external evaluation
tool, this survey has proven
to be extremely beneficial to
the newsletter's development
and to meeting the needs of
the readers.

The deadline for completion
of the survey is March 6,
1995. Thanks for your
cooperation!

Surveys can be sent to
PASSAGE, 400 Ninth St.,
Suite A, Conway, PA 15027. If
you would prefer to complete
the survey by telephone, the
PASSAGE staff can be
reached at 1-800-345-5443--PA
Toll Free. .A"



Special Job-Search Issue
(Part Two)

> Transform Your Cover
Letter Into A Unique
Marketing Tool

Basic Ingredients

Going Beyond The
Standard Cover Letter

Obtaining Employer Info

The Different Types of
Cover Letters
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Transform Your Cover Letter
Into A Unique Marketing Too

As you may or may
not realize, the cover
letter can be an
extremely effective
job-search tool.
Unfortunately, most
job seekers prepare
the same basic cover
letter for every job
opening and fail to
use the simple
marketing techniques that are
available to them.

A cover letter, which contains
the appropriate information and
is well written, can help you get
the attention of the empioyer
and secure an interview. This
article provides you with
helpful guidelines that will
enable you to transform a
standard cover letter into a
unique marketing tool.

Purpose
If you are mailing a resume to a
potential employer, the cover
letter should always be included
as part of the job-search
packageno exceptions. The
purpose of the cover letter is to:

Let the employer know what
job opening or employment
opportunity you are
pursuing. (In some cases, job
seekers send a letter and

resume to an
employer who
may not
currently have
a job opening.
They use the
cover letter as
an opportunity
to introduce
themselves to
the employer.

Hopefully, in the future, they
will be considered when an
opportunity becomes
available.)

Highlight your
skills/abilities and how they
will benefit the company.
Make it brief. (The
information in the cover
letter should not be an exact
copy of the information in
your resume.)

Provide a more personalized
introduction of your abilities
that complements the
information included in your
resume. (While the cover
letter is not a place for
humor or clever comments,
be sure to let the content of
the letter reflect your positive
qualities and enthusiasm.)

Continued on page nvo



Continued from page one

Create enough interest in
your resume to obtain an
interview. After reading
your cover letter, the
employer should be
interested in learning more
about you.

Request the opportunity to
meet the employer in
person and to discuss your
abilities in greater detail.

Basic ingredients

The following guidelines
should always be followed
when preparing the standard
cover letter:

Make certain that your
cover letter consists of an
introduction/opening
(explain why you are
writing and mention the
position you are seeking), a
main body (highlight skills,
experience, education,
accomplishments, and any
knowledge you have about
the employer), and a
conclusion (ask for an
interview and mention that
you will be calling in several
days).

Address the letter to the
individual who will be
reviewing your job-search
materials. (Be sure to find
out who would be the best
person to receive this
information and who
schedules personal
interviews.) The letter
should include an inside
address (the employer's
address) and a salutation.

Be sure to have at least one
other person proofread your
materials. Proofreading
includes checking for
correct grammar, spelling,
and punctvation. (Most

computer word-processing
software has the capability
to check for spelling errors.)
Always double check the
spelling and accuracy of
names and titles.

Type all cover letters on
quality 8 1 /2" X 11" paper.
Avoid flashy colored paper.
White, light gray, and ivory
are acceptable paper colors.
For a professional look and
balance, your resume and
cover letter should be
printed on the same paper.

Make certain that the letter
is customized and prepared
specifically for each
company/job you target.
(Generic letters that could
have been written for any
company/job will give the
employer the impression
that you are lazy and
unprepared.)

Be sure to include your
name, address, and
telephone number on the
cover letter.

Limit the cover letter to one
page. Keep the letter short
and to the point. Avoid
writing long sentences and
paragraphs.

Please review the cover h't ter
sample on page four.

Going Beyond The Standard

Cover Letter

Now that we have highlighted
the basics of cover-letter
writing, let's look at what
approaches you can use to
make your letter stand out and
get the interest of an employer.
As you begin the writing
process, always keep in mind
that your cover letter should go
beyond being just a personal
introduction and summary of
your work/educational
experiences.

How do you accomplish this?
First, you need to include
information that shows what
results you have produced on
the job or in a training
situation. In addition, these
results or accomplishments
need to be measurable.
Examples of this type of
information can include
awards, performance
recognition, training
acconiplishments, management
responsibilities, or highlighting
your expertise in a :ertain
activity or function. This
information should be included
in the body of your cover letter.

For example, in a cover letter
that is written specifically for a
sales position, you might
state... "During my first year of
employment with Alon Beauty
Products, I developed a
marketing plan which quickly
expanded my customer base
and the demand for the
product in my region. In fact,
upon completion of my first
year of employment, I had the
third highest sales record in my
region." This example provides
the employer with specific
information and shows that
you have produced measurable
results. Continued on page three

2



Continued frorn page two

Give the employer a solid idea
of what you have accomplished
and how this directly relates to
the job opening you are
targeting.

Next, show that you have done
some research on the company
and have solid reasons why you
want to work for that company.
Your knowledge of the company
and motivation for wanting to
work for that company are of
great importance to the
potential employer. This
information should also be
included in the body of your
cover letter.

Expanding upon the previous
example, your cover letter
might state, "I am most
interested in your New Tech line
of beauty-aid products and
quite impressed with your
reputation for excellence in
customer service." This
example shows you have made
some effort towards learning
more about the company;
therefore, you have a better
chance of getting the
employer's attention.
Remember, most job seekers fail
to make this extra effort.
Eventually, your hard work and
preparation will be noticed and
rewarded.

How Do You Obtain
Information About the
Employer?
Obtaining this information does
not necessarily have to be a
difficult process. A simple
approach would be to call the
company and ask for the
public-relations,
customer-service, marketing. or
advertising department. When
you contact one of these
departments, let a company

representative know that you
are interested in applying for a
position and that you would
like to know more about the
company. Questions you might
include:

Can you tell me about the
company's history?

What new products or
services are being offered by
the company?

What makes this company
unique from the competition?

What new innovations have
recently occurred at the
company?

Other sources of information
may include friends or
acquaintances who work at the
company, newspaper articles
featuring companies that are of
interest to you, libraries, and
many other sources (see pages
seven and eight).

The Different Types of Cover
Letters
While the purpose of every
cover letter remains the same,
the information you include in
the introduction of the letter will
vary. In addition to including
your interest in a particular job
opening or why you would like
to explore employment
opportunities, the information
you place in your introduction

should let the employer know
how you found out about the
job opening and/or the
company.

The different situations that
may create a job lead or a
chance for future opportunities
include:

Responding to a newspaper
advertisement.

Using the name of a person
in your job-search network
(family, friend, coworker, or
acquaintance) who referred
you to the employer.

Sending an unsolicited letter
to a company that employs
individuals in your field of
interest.

Preparing an informational
letter for individuals in your
network who can help
spread the word about your
abilities and let you know
about any relevant job
opportunities.

Whenever possible, include the
name of the individual who
referred you to th -! job opening.
Employers are more likely to
take a greater interest in a job
candidate who was referred by
a respected coworker or
acquaintance.

Make certain that your cover
letter reveals how both sides
(the employer and you) can
benefit professionally. An
employer will not be impressed
by a resume that only states
how the company can help you
and improve your situation.
This needs to be a two-way
process.

Use the cover letter sample on page
four and the worksheet on page five
for guidance when preparing a
cover letter! .e
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CoNclusioN

SIGNATURE

Sample Cover Letter

loSEph,NE Nem/
i)i MfiRopokuo. LANE, MM.dle, PA1999

(545) /67-7676

ApRil. 15, 1995

MR. FREdERICk FREd1ON7

DIRECTOR Of HUMAN RESOURCES

ZLM bA COROORATION

1212 Sou Th AkE\LE

CARMEI, PA 199%

DEAR MR. FREdMONT:

k A RECENT CONYERSATION SAL Jo\ cs, Saks MANAGER AT Zumba

CORpORATION, I WAS /NfORMEd Of ThE SECRETAR14OffICE ASSISTANT posaio.

ThAT hAS RECENTly bECOME ANAILAbLE IT yOUR COMpANy'S SALES dEpARTMENT.

BASEd 0% My kowl.cdgE of Zumba CoRpoRATioN, CURRENT Skills, ANd
EC/I:CATION, I fEd ThAT I hAYE ThE backgRousid NEEdEd TO bE A SeCCESSflA

MEMbER Of yOUR ORGANIZATION'S SALES dEpARTMENT.

AT M1 CURRET posiTioN CARLING INc., I AM REspoNsiblc foR uiilizrq

COMpLTER SOfTWARE such AS WORdPERfECT 6.0, Quickc., A\ d FOxPRO TO

pRepARE WRMEN CORRESOONdENCE, ORGANIZE CUSTOMER INFORMATION, AN,d

pREpARE imOICES. DURING ThE pasr SEAR, I hAyE COMpLETEd iv SIVMONTh

goal of ReoRgaNiziNg aNd impRoi\c, ThE MANAGEMENT SySTEM fOR All

CUSTOMERJSTAff RECOREIS ANd COMOUTER FILES. I\ AddITION., I RECENTLy klAd ThE

oppoRTuNiry 70 TRAIN fi\E STAFF MEMbERS ON WORdPERfECT 6.0 foR Wkdows.

I AM IMORESSEd WITh pARTicipATiuE ApnosplICRE ThAT IS pRomoTcd AT ThE

ZUM bA CoRpORATION ANd TkE impORTANCE TI-147 IS placcd ON EducarioN

ANd shARiNg kNowkdc,c,'REspoNsibitiT\ Amo\q att (cEls of STAFF IN ThE

compANS.

FOR vouR REOEut, I hAy E ENCLoSEd A cop\ of +1\ RESUME. I WOLId AppRECIATE

TkE oppoirruNirv TO MEET wrik IN pERSON ANd diSCUSS M1 QUAlifiCATIONS IN

GREATER dETAIL I WILL CALL 10L EARLy NEXT WEEk TO SET up AN AppOINTMENT.

ThANk fOR y OUR TIME ANd coNsidERATioN.

SiNCERE1V,

)aufitima, 714a4

loscpl-uNc NEwrz

E \closLRE

YOUR PERSONAL

INFORMATION

HighligliTs job
opc\kc,ANd
how INFORMATION

yAS ObTAINEd.

MENTIONS

SkILLS/AbILITIES ANd

MEASIRAbLE

RESL LTS.

SkOWS \OUR

INTEREST ANd

kowlicicic of IRE
cosipAN\

MENTIONS yollt

INTEREST IN

ObTANING

IN.TERN.iE\A ANd

ThaNks

STATES ThAT

RESUME is

ENcloscd ANcl

ThE EN,c1

of ThE I.ErrER.

Persuasive Writing
The National Center for Education Statistics has recently reported that even
the best students have trouble with persuasive writing. (The type of
approach a writer would use in preparing a cover letter or a
resume--supplying evidence of one's abilities and convincing the reader to

cisconsider a potential opportunity or concept based on the ilresentation and
organization of words and ideas.)

Also, a government study found that fewer than 20 percent of students can make 1 strong case in writing for
whatever they are trying to sell...even when what they're trying to sell is themselves.

The Bottorn-Line: Work hard to develop and expand your writing abilities. Even the best writers admit that
preparing written information is never easy, but anyone Nho makes an effort can be successful. Well written
job-search materials can help you rise above the competition. .e.



STUDENTaccesspage Focus: Cover-Letter Worksheet

Use this exercise as a guideline for preparing cover
letters. Your responses to each question or statement
in the exercise can serve as an outline or a checklist
which can be used for preparing the final draft of
each cover letter you write to an employer. Make a
photocopy of this exercise each time you need to
organize a cover letter.

Cover-Letter Worksheet
Contact InformationBe sure to include the
following at the beginning of each letter:

Your Name, Address, and Telephone Number

Da te The Letter Was Sent

The Employer's Name, Title, and Address

Salutation (Dear Mr. or Dear Ms.)

Introduction/Opening

1. How did you find out about the job opening or

company?

Friend or acquaintance

Newspaper Advertisement

Unsolicited response or researched company in
your career field

2. What job opening are you applying for?

3. If someone referred you to the job opening, include

his/her name in the introduction. When appropriate,
also include this individual's title and employer.

Main Body

1. What current joh-related skills and abilities do you

have that relate directly to this position?

2. What educational training do you have that relates
directly to this position?

3. List an example of how you met a goal or produced
positive results. (Examples can include awards,
performance recognition, training accomplishments,
management responsibilities, or highlighting your
expertise in a certain activity or function.)

4. List evidence that shows you have conducted
research and are knowledgeable about the company,
its history, and/or new innovations. (Be sure to show
how your abilities/interests can relate to the
employer's needs.)

Conclusion--Don't forget to include:

A reference which states that your resume is
enclosed. (This line can also be inclnded in the
introduction or the body.)

A sentence which states your interest in
scheduling an interview in the near future.

A sentence that lets the employer know you
will be contacting him/her to schedule an interview.

A sentence to thank the employer for his/her
time and consideration.

Your signature.

The word "Enclosure" at the end of your letter.

Last Reminder - Always proofread each letter before
placing it in the mail. Check for accuracy of
information, grammar, punctuation, and correct
spellings (especially the name/title of the employer). Rs



On The Job: Making The Best Of A Difficult Situation
By Maria De Santangelo,

Adult-Education Outreach Specialist,

Non-Traditional Student Instructor,

anti Former Business Owner

Two years ago I accepted a
newly created position at a
well-known restaurant. At the
time of my interview, the job
responsibilities were not clearly
defined. However, I needed
immediate employmentso I
accepted the job.

Within the first two weeks, I
quickly realized why tne job
was created. Basically, nobody
wanted the position.

For the first two months, my
daily routine was somewhat
confusing, and I had little
direction. At times, I had to
decide for myself what tasks
needed to be completed and
how to prioritize these tasks.
While I was allowed to come
and go as I pleased, I was held
accountable if something
wasn't completed on time.

When I started this job, I was
held accountable for just about
everything except washing
dishes, cooking, and serving
the food. I answered the
telephone, disposed of the
trash, cleaned bathrooms, took
inventory, washed windows,
filed, conducted business
transactions at the bank and
the post office, talked to
vendors, and worked harder
than I had ever worked in my
life. (And I've been in the
work force for 25 years!) Oh,
did I mention that I was
earning $5.00 an hour and I
have a four-year college degree?

At the time, circumstances
were such that I really needed a
job and could not be too choo.,y

about my employment options.
Even though I really felt I was
being exploited, I have always
believed that every job
experience can be valuable; this
job was really challenging that
belief. So, I decided to set some
personal guidelines for myself:

Do not dwell on the bad
aspects of the job.

Find success and fulfillment
by being productive.

Examine my situation/
attitude and realize that I
am the only one responsible
for my actions.

Now, I had a new approach,
but everything about this job
seemed wrong. (This new
approach was really going to
take some effort on my part.)
I had a difficult time finding
anything that was positive.
Then, it occurred to me that I
was working with a great
bunch of people who I really
liked, and many of the
customers were among the
most interesting people I have
ever met. This made the job
more enjoyable.

The next mental obstacle I had
to overcome was the fact that I
could find no satisfaction in
bussing tables and emptying
the tra,' . Was I being a snob?
Finally, I reminded myself that
I clear the table and take out
the garbage at home; it's no big
deal and necessary work.
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At this point, I realized that my
attitude was my main problem.
I recognized a great deal of
what I thought was bad about
the job was simply my own
perception. I knew even the
best jobs have a downside. No
job is perfect, and if I was stuck
with this job, I had 0 make the
very best of the situation.

Slowly, my attitude started to
change. I began to realize
people were asking me for my
opinions and even taking some
of my advice! Also,1
convinced myself that this job
was an opportunity to prove to
myself just how versatile I can
be as a worker. Soon, my boss
recognized I was somewhat of
a role model and a good
worker, and he increased my
salary. As my productivity and
self esteem improved, my boss
continued to give me more
responsibility. I no longer had
to clear the tables and take out
the trash because I was
becoming too valuable in the
office.

After two years, I turned what
once was a "nothing job" into a
position I was proud to have.
When I resigned, my boss
asked me to stay, but I was
ready to experience new
opportunities. Today, I am
working at several challenging
jobs, and I am satisfied to know
I did a good job at the
restaurant. In addition, I had
the opportunity to meet many
wonderful people, gain
experience for my resume, and
enrich my personal and
professional life. What I liked
best was that three coworkers
applied for the new position I
had created at the restaurant! e



Helpful Publications For Researching
Career Fields and The Job Market

The following list of
publications (both government
and private) can be found at
area libraries, job centers,
career-development programs,
or directly from the agency or
publisher. The information is
useful for obtaining data on
careers, education, industries,
employment outlooks, growth
trends, relocation, salaries,
populations, unemployment
rates, and the costs of living.

If you are a new job seeker or are

reentering the job market, these

resources can be of great benefit to

you in your job search and in

obtaining empt,.iment:

Occupational Outlook
Handbook - Lists hundreds of
jobs and provides information
on employment outlooks,
working conditions, duties,
qualifications, and job growth
potentials. Publisher: U.S.
Department of Labor's Bureau
of Labor Statistics

Occupational Outlook
Quarterly - Provides trends and
outlooks for different sectors of
the economy and individual
occupations. Also features
selected job areas that show
potential for growth or that are
innovative/unique. Publisher:
U.S. Department of Labor

Projections 2000 Includes
projections of the U.S. economy
and labor force. The
information is highly detailed.
Publisher: The Department of
Labor's Bureau of Labor
Statistics

State and Metropolitan Area
Data Book Lists statistical data
from many public and private

agencies and includes
unemployment rates, rate of
employment growth, and
population growth for every
state. It also highlights data on
employment arid income for
metropolitan areas across the
country. Publisher: U.S.
Department of Commerce

White-Collar Pay: Private
Goods-Producing Industries -
Features salary information for
a variety of white collar jobs.
Publisher: U.S. Department of
Labor 's Bureau of Labor
Statistics

AMS Office, Professional and
Data Processing Salaries
Report - Highlights salary
distributions for 40 different
occupations. The information is
subdivided by company size,
ty pe of business, region of the
country, and 41 different
metropolitan areas. Publisher:
Administrative Management
Society, Washington, D.C.

American Salaries and Wages
Survey - Includes detailed
information on salaries and
wages for thousands of jobs.
The information is organized by
geographic location.
Cost-of-living for various areas,
total numbers of individuals
employed in each occupation,
and projected job trends and

changes are also given.
Publisher: Gale Research,
Detroit, MI

American Almanac of Jobs and
Salaries - Lists information on
wages for specific occupations
and career fields. Trends in
employment and wages are also
listed. Publisher: Avon Books,
NY

Once you have decided on a
particular occupation, industry,
and geographical area, you need
to find a company that could
employ individuals with your
interests. There are a variety of
publications that list
information about employers
which is beneficial to job
seekers. The highlighted
information lists companies by
industry, location, size,
product/service, and contact
people. Also, the lists include
addresses and telephonE.
numbers.

Continved on page eis

passage
'Thur Workplace and 1ob-Sk6

Information New4etter"
Editors: Bernadette Mangie,
Director, Education and
Support Programs; John S.
Goberish, Communications

BCALMC Consultants:
Richard Carland, Workforce
Education Specialist; Alex
Garcia, Executive Director;
Alice Green, Technical Advisor;
Judy Dzumba, Program
Support Staff; and Lee
Katroppa, CEO Instructor,

For more information, call
I-800-345-5443 or write to:
PASSAGE, BCALMC, 400
Ninth Street, Suite A, Conway,
PA 15027.
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Continued from page seven

Here is a sample of various
publicaticns that provide
employer information:

The Job Bank Series (Bob
Adams Inc., Holbrook, MA)

The Job Hunter's Guide to 100
Great American Cities (Brattle
Communications, Latham, NY)

Macrae's State Industrial
Directories (New York, NY)

National Business Telephone
Directory (Gale Research,
Detroit, MI)

Thomas Register (New York,
NY)

America's Fastest Growing
Employers (Bob Adams Inc.,
Holbrook, MA)

The Hidden Job Market: A
Guide To America's 2000
Little-Known Fastest Growing
High-Tech Companies
(Peterson's Guides, Princeton,
NJ)

Standard and Poor's Register
of Corporations, Directors,
and Executives (New York, NY)

In addition ro these
puhlications, professional and
trade associations can help vou

identify areas of job growth,
information on companies, and
specific career-related
information. Some
publications that list these
associations are:

Encyclopedia of Associations -
Lists 22,000 professional, trade,
and other non-profit
organizations in the United
States. Publisher: Gale
Research, Detroit, MI

Career Guide To Professional
Associations - Lists more than
2,500 professional associations
and is geared to the job seeker.
Publisher: Garrett Park Press,
Garrett Park, MD

For additional information, the
U.S. Department of Labor's
Bureau of Labor Statistics
prints various publications and
collects national and local
employment statistics and
wage information. For more
information, contact the
regional office in Philadelpliia
at (215) 596-1154.

Adapted from
the Job
Search
Guide:
Strategies
for
Professiona Is
U.S.
Departmcnt
of Labor, limployment and Training
Administration

The Value of Career Information
The more career information you get, the better off you'll be. A recent
issue of the Monthly Labor Review, published by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, reports that nearly three-fourths of working adults surveyed
said that if they could start over again, they would try to get more
information about their career options. According to the National Career
Development Association and the National Occupational Information
Coordinating Committee:

One-third of the survey respondents had planned their careers.
One-third started their careers by chance or took the only job
ava ilable.

One-fourth were influenced by friends, parents, or counselors.

The rest got jobs through a career counselor or public job-rvice
program.

Cource Oaltpational Outlook Quarterly, Winter 199-111995
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After vou
have
successfully
accessed
your skills
and abilities,
targeted a career field,
established a job-search
network, and prepared an
impressive resume/cover letter,
Your many efforts and
persistence will provide you
with opportunities to pro% e
yourself in the job interview.
Everything you have worked
for leads to this point. Are you
prepared? Can you convince
the employer that you are the
best person for the joh?

With practice and preparation,
You will be able to present your
positive attributes in a relaxed
manner and with confidence.
Here are some valuable
guideline, that will help you
impress the interviewer and
eventually secure employment:

Know yourself. ihis
statement seems simple
enough; however, when
most job seekers are asked
for the first time, "Tell me
about yourself", they usually
get uncomfortable and have
difficulty structuring their
answers to fit the job
openings. Knowing yourself
means being able k explain

what you
have
accomplished
iii school
and/or on

your last job,
describe your

strongest skillsiqualities,
provide examples which
support your statements, and
show that you have what it
takes to be successful and
meet the employer 's
expectations.

Practice answering interview
questions. Be prepared to
answer questions such as:

Why do you want to
work for our company?

Why are yini the best
candidate for the job?

What are your greatest
strengths/weaknesses?

Can you tell me about
your past
accomplishments?

What are your career
goals?

Why did you leave your
last job?

Prepare solid answers that
highlight your strengths.
Remember...e.fery.une has
sorne type of weakness. Stay
positive and focus on your

Cortoturd 1 ,NC



'Mastering The lob IntervieW Continued from Page One
greatest attributes. For
example. if you do not have
a great deal of work
experience, concentrate On
highlighting ony volunteer
activities and rducational-
rela ted experiences that are
relevant to the job opening.
I lave faith in your abilities
and learn how to sell your
best qualities.

Research the company. Just
as your cover letter should
reveal that you have made
an effort to learn about the
company, you also need to
prove to the employer that
you have some knowledge
of the company. Know
something about the
company's history,
products/services, business
philosophy, and
competition. I ike this
information and use it
during the interview (i.e..
"My research has shown
that your company alues
t ustomer satisfaction...").
This extra and important
step can help set you apar'
from the competition and
will help the employer to
view you as a serious
candidate.

Maintain a professional
appearance. This includes
wearing conservative
business clothing (suit or
dress outfit) and being well
gnvmed. Avoid fla,hv
clothing and jewelry.

Know your body language.
Give a firm handshake
when greeting the
employer, maintain proper
posture during the
interview, be sure to smile,
and maintain eye contact

when you are being asked
or are answering questions.
(Try not h, look down or to
the side when you are
answering or considering a
response to a question. I his

nonverbal message gives
the employer the
impression that k,'Ou flay('
something to hide or you
are not being truthful.)

Answer questions
thoroughly. Again, give
examples from your
work/school history to
support ,'our statements.
At the same time, try not to
ramble. Give direct answers
to questions. This process
becomes easier with practice.

Expect moments of silence.
When an interviewer
pauses to think and there is
silence, many job seekers
become nervous and feel
they have to say something
in this situation. If you have
effectively answered the last
question, wait patiently and
attentively for what the
interviewer has to say next.
Relax; you don't have to sat,
something every time there
is a moment of "dead air."

Be good listener.
Understand that the
interview is a two-way
communication process.
Listen closely to what the
employer has to say and
respond appropriately
when he or she has finished
a particular question or
statement Creating a
natural balance is
important. I his is an
educational process for both
the interviewer and the
potentia' nployee.

Use powerful action verbs.
When you explain your
skills/abilities and pro% ide
examples, use words that
enhance your statements
and create a positive impact.
Some examples of powerful
action verbs you might use
include ..supervised,
initiated, improved, saved,
designed, priol
generated, devek Tet I .
organized, exceeded,
completed, motivated, etc.

Ask questions at the end of
the interview. 1 his will
show your interest in the
position and Your initiative.
A good question to ask
might he...-What are the
results you expet t to
achieve from this positkilir
Also, you may want to ask,
-When can I expect to hear
from you about this
position' Tie sure that , ou
have effectively presented
all of your skills,
experiences, and qualities to
the employer. Use this time
to summarize your abilities
and to make certain that the
employer has all thc
information he or she need,
to make a decision

Remain optimistic at all
times. Stay positive before,
during, and after the
interview. Ihis approach
will eventually get you the
results you expect
Negativity will not moye
You ckY-er to your goal.
Despite all of your
preparation and
background, Your overall
attitude will have the
greate,4 effect on the
employer. .F'
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Focus: Developing Your Job-Search Network

KIMMIlik,

'Leah, I read the classified advertisements
eYery day. .especially Sunday, and I call the local

lob Center every couple of weeks. But for some
reason, I'm having great difficulty even getting an

interview. I really don't know what eke to do.
I here must not he any jobs available.'

17e,0 are tupwai comment Made 1/1/ manti of tojati; job

seckers Why do toh seekers.fall into this trap or rut?

I hen- wasons anti

Not being aware of the effectiveness of other
methods such as networking. (Reminder:
iwodhirds of all jobs are secured by
ommunicating with personal contacts.)

Not being able to admit to other people that
they are currently unemployed. This is not the
picture of success they want others to see.

Not being wmfortable with communicating to
individuals on a personal level. Networking
tei hniques require constant contact with people.

What Is A Network?
A network consists of "all the people you know."
I hese individuals do not have to be cliise friends:
they: can even include people you have met only
once or twice. (You don't really have to know their
names.) In a job search, networking is basically
-getting the vord tint- to helpful contacts
(network) about your need for assistance and
input. It involves using the telephone, personal
contact, and receiving leads and referrals.

li're are .;(),11C caluable nr; that tiou can .follow ,chen

preparni,,, and using your lob-search network:

Let everyone know that you are seeking new
employment opportunities. Don't be ashamed.
In today's economy, il is common to be in
between jobs. People will relate and
svmpathie with your situation. They
uliderstand that help is often needed.

Realize that You can't do everything yourself.
lVith your preparation and hard work, many
people will be more than happy to help you.

Introduce yourself to people; don't wait for
someone to start the prot ess.

IMIOMINI10111111111MININI

Understand that no' working enables you to
obtain information that is not advertised to the
public. Remember...most jobs are not
advertised. Your network can let you know
about job openings before the general public
gets the word. What would you prefer...being
the only resume on the employer 's desk or one
of several hundred resumes that arrives after a
job is advertised in the local paper?

Know that this approach enables you to
communicate on a more personal level. You
become more than just a piece of paper. A
positive referral from a friend or acquaintance
%yin get the employer's attention and will help
You stand out from (Wier candidates.
Employers value positive referrals from
coworkers, associates, and various individuals
they know and respect. This makes their iohs
easier and enables them to screen applicants.

Change your normal routine. This doe,,n't
mean that you should ignore people in your
current circle of contacts. It does mean that you
should creatively expand your network and
search for new possibilities. Find ways of
meeting new people. For example, volunteer
for an agency that will enable you to network
with people who have some
knowledge:connections that an miii e you
closer to your goal.

Understand that networking will feel awkward
at first. It is not always an easy pro.ess to
begin, but your confidence and methods will
improve quickly with practice. Basically, the
worst t;-,ing that can happen is that someone
will say "no", and the best outcome is st curing
employment in les', time.

Look everywhere for networking opportunities.
Every person you meet can be important to
obtaining new information or contacts.

Know that developing a network takes time.
Relationships, cimtacts, and trust have to be
built or renewed.

(701111111ri
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Understanding The Needs of Today's Employers:
Trends and New Standards

You Have Ninety Days...
New empkwees usually
have an average of 90 clays
to prove themselves.
Accountemps, a national
temporary staffing
company, asked 150
executives many
weeks it takes to know
whether a new hire is
successful. The answer
was an average of 12 weeks.

Max Messmer, the chairman
of Accountemps, has son aili'iie.for those early clays of

employment...

Arrive on time.

Be friendly and courteous.

Don't confide personal information to new
co-workers.

Work hard.

In acidition, Andrea Price, president of the
Colorado Human Resource Association, states,
"The key to increasing security on a new job lies in
mimicking approved workplace behaviors."

Hiring-Decision Standards
In a survey conducted for the U.S. Department of
Education, 3,173 plant managers were asked ;hot
qualities/abilities they look for when hiriig new
employees. Of the 11 standards considered
important to hiring decisions, attitude and
communication skills were at the top of the list.

Survey Lists Er iployers' Priorities
The New York-based management consulting
firm, Towers Perrin Company, interviewed 300
executives from medium and large-sized
organizations. One of the many questions
employers were asked in this survey was, "What
are your main business priorities as an employer?"

The top three priorities listed bit employers were:

1. Customer Satisfaction

2. Financial Performance

3. Competition

To Fax or Not To Fax?
Many job seekers ask it
1,, ,ing a resume to an
employer is acceptable. In
most cases, the answer would
be no.

Unless the emplo:cer would
like to see your resume
immediately and has
requested that you fax a copy,
you should always mail an
original copy of your resume.
The quality of fax copies is

average at best and may not present you in the
best light. Also, mcst emphwers do not like their
fax machines to be used or even partially
dedicated to the purpose of receiving dozens of
resumes each day.

If you decide to send Your resume by fax, be sure
to include a type written cover letter/fax cover
sheet. Then, he sure to place an original copy of
Your resume and cover letter in the mail.

When Is The Right Time To Ask For A
Raise?
You're probably right in thinking you deserve a
bigger paycheck. However, before you point out
to your supervisor that it's time you got a raise,
.,top and ask ;oursulf this question: "Is this realk
the right time?

Look at the company Is the comparn hiring
contractors and temporary workers rather than
full-time, permanent staffers? Are the permanent
staff members who were recently hired less
experienced (and lower paid) than those hired in
the past? How was the company's financial
performance this year compared to previous
years? In other words, is the company biting the
bullet?

Be careful not to make yourself more expensive
than your company can currently afford. Check
out the bonus plan first or find out if
compensations such as extra vacation time are
available.

Source: The Effectioe Exec utii-e. September 1991
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Understanding The Needs of Today's Employers:
Trends and New Standards

What Should I Call My Boss?
Dave Morand, a professor of management at
Pennsylvania State University, condir.:ted a
two-year study which concludes that bosses and
workers have better working relationships and
establish better working atmospheres when they
call each other by their first names. He found first
names are much more common in the workplace
today than they were 20 years ago. (As a rule of
thumb...if an employer uses your first name when
addressing you, it is acceptable for you to address
that individual by /her first name. However, if
you are uncertain that a first name is appropriate,
stick with Mr., Ms., or Mrs.)

How Will Your Workplace And Job Change

In The Next Five Years?
Recently, 400 human resource executives were
surveyed by the American Society for Training and
Development about trends in business, technology,
and training for the next five years. Their
responses might reveal what's in store for you arid

your colleagues and employers for the rest of the

decade.

Business Trends -I-he global marketplace is
anticipated to have the greatest influence on
changing jobs and business. Preparing products
and services for an internathrial customer base
will require many changes, including
reengineering (changing the mode of operations)
many processeseven entire
companies in some cases. In
addition, employees will
have to take more
responsibility for adjusting
their present work styles and
for learning new job-related

Leadership by teams will
become more common and
there will be less distinction
between employees and
managers in terms of
authority, status, and relit?.

The chief leadership issues will be designing
organizations to cope with new business climates
and managing change.

Lastly, companies will rely more on temporary and
contract w.Irkers to perform certain jobs.

Technology Trends - The creation of the
"information superhighway" will significantly
affect most workplaces. Digital electronics, optical
data storage, and more powerful computers will
change the way information is created, stored, and
shared. More workers will become computer
empoweredand those without co,nputer literacy
will fall behind. Some companie, will even open
up their information base to customers and
suppliers, allowing for quicker interaction and
problem-solving. The need for immense
mainframe computers is diminishing, and the use
of desktop computers and portable networks will
continue to increase.

Training Trends - Workforce training will continue
its shift from professional trainers to nontrainers,
such as managers, team leaders, and technical
workers. Self-directed learning and team learning
will increase. Workers both on the job and those
receiving training can expect a greater use of
technology. Fortunately', most respondents expect
this technology to be more portable and more
user-friendly. Companies large and small will
increase their reliance on community colleges for
training support.

Cultural Issues Companies
will devote more effort to
becoming aware of cultural
differences and to incorporating
diverse values into their
practices, products, and
services. As the workplace
changes, workers must also he
prepared to change. In a fast-
paced world, flexibility and a
willingness to learn are crucial
assets.

Source. .*\line To F we, September 19,

1094, Darhiell, 4 WA N., Re001;uvod

Ave., Chicago, IL 60640 4 595.
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Be aware that networking is a give and take
process. If you are asking for assistance, you
need to be caring and responsible enough to
help others when they encounter difficulties.
Your assistance will not only benefit others...it
will reinforce your credibility.

Keep in touch with people in your network.
Remaining in contact with these individuals on
a regular basis is important during your job

search as well as after you have secured
employment. You never know when you may
need to use the network again.

Getting Ready...
Be sure you are ready to conduct a job search
before you begin to ask for assistance. Being
prepared and organized will improve your
opportunities for achieving successful results.

Before you start networking for job-related information,
consider the follovl suggestions:

Know what career you are targeting. You will
have difficulty helping yourself and receiving
help from others if you are not focused.

Make certain that you have the proper
education and/or experience to he successful
in your chosen career field.

Have a resume or summary available to give to
people in your network. Provide people with
the tools they need to help you.

Set goals. Break this process down into small
steps. You should know how many people you
want to contact this week and this month, and
you should know what your goals are six
months, one year, and five years from now.

Believe in yourself.

Getting Started...
To begin the process of networking, use the following
exercise as a starting point:

1. ideittify peonle in your network. Get a
notebook and list the names of:10 family
members; 10 friends; 10 acquaintances; 10
coworkers (past or present); 10 business
contacts/asso (customers, set vice providers,
salesman, etc.); 10 people from your volunteer
work experience (if you do not already
volunteerstart today); 5 people you know from
school; 5 people from local businesses you

frequent (grocery store, gas station, department
store, etc.); 15 people from social/religious
functions (your child's sport activities, clubs,
personal hobbies, a party at a friend's house, etc.),
and 2 doctors.

Don't get frustrated. In time, your list will grow.
Give yourself several days to create a basic list,
and you can acld new names as you remember
potential contacts. The magic of this process is
that each person you contact has his/her own
network of people who can be contacted. Do you
begin to see how this can grow and expand?

2. Prepare what you are going to say to people
before you contact them. Be aware of what you
have in common with each person in your
network (job-related, hobbies, beliefs, etc.). Use
this information to begin the conservation. Once
You are comfortable and have established a
natural dialogue, use the last haif of the
conversation to request assistance. Explain that
you are seeking new employment opportunities,
mention the specific career field you are targeting,
describe your ..kills and abilities, and ask your
contact if he/she can be of assistance in
generating employer information and potential
job leads. If the individual cannot help you at the
present time, ask if he/she can recommeed
someone who can help and if you can use your
contact's name as a referral.

3. Keep records of who you have contacted and
who you intend to contact. Make notes of your
discussions with people. Keep trat k of any action
steps that need to be taken. Follow through on
everything that you promise to complete (e.g.,
making a phone call or attending an interview).

4. Communicate (telephone or in persoo) with
people in your network at least once a month. If
you are close to certain people, the number of
times you contact these people will be greater.
You will have to judge for yourself if you are
taking up too much of an individual's time.
However, be per..,istent and always update the
people in your network about your progress.

5. Talk to at least three people each day.
Networking is a constant process.

6. Be friendly to everyone. You never know who
will provide you with sorne much-needed
issistance in the future.
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Expanding And Declining Careers
For The Next Ten Years

The Detroit Ree Press recenth
compik-d a list of America's Hot
jobs through the year 2005. The
finding reveals that education
and skills are directly linked
with better pay. In addition,
research indicates that careers
associated with hospitals,
schools, and law firms are
growing, while farm and factory
related jobs are declining on a
regular basis.

The folloa,Mg career fields can be
considered America's hottest jobs

and require educational training
lvpond high school:

Systems analysts--This field
involves using computers to
analyze and solve business
and scientific problems. The
job is high-paying and is
expected to create 501,000
jobs by 2005.

Special-Education
Teachers--A total of 267,000
new jobs are expected for
this career field in the next
ten years.

Human-Service
WorkersThese jobs for
social agencies and health
departments will grow with
256,000 new jobs by 2005.

Computer Scientists and
Engineers--These
high-paying occupation', will
grow with 236,000 new jobs
in the next ten years.

[hese careers are considered
high-growth areas because they
will grow by large numbers of
jobs. Also, they N ill have more
openings in coming years from
brand-new jobs than from
positions created by

<

replacement jobs (people who
retire or move to other jobs).

Other high-growth areas on the
list that require educational
training include: management
of people in complex
workplaces; members of
traditional professions such as
doctors, law :ers, and engineers;
teaching a new wave of children
expected in schools; and
nursing jobs to care for the
aging baby-boom generation.

In addition, the list includes five
high-paying career fiel, Is that do
not require degrees to get
started. These jobs include
truck drivers, corrections
officers, auto mechanics,
insurance adjusters, and
entertainment workers. While
these jobs provide good pay,
keep in mind, even in these
fields, better skills mean better
pay, expanded responsibilities,
and increased opportunities for
growth and promotion.

Lower-paying occupations that
will experience growth include
ales workers, cashiers, office

clerks, waiters and waitresses,
food preparers, counter

workers, receptionists, and
cooks. While pay is low, many
of these positions can lead to
better opportunities when an
individual obtains experience
and training.

While many career fields will be
experiencing growth, there will
be some that will see job losses
during the next ten years. In the
past, people with little
education or few skills could
earn a middle-class living in
factories or other blue-collar
jobs. Unfortunately, these
opportunities continue to
dwindle in the new workplace.

According to the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, the areas predicted to
have the most job loses by 2005
include:

Farmers and farm workers
who will be affected by
mechanization and corporate
farming.

Cmiunued en page' etght
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Continued from page seven

Private baby-sitters and
maids will lose positions to
day-care centers and
professional house cleaners.

Data processors and typists
will be affected by office
a utomation.

Bartenders and butchers
will be affected by
America's changing habits.

Telephone industry jobs
such as repairing, installing,
and running telephone
systems, and operating
switchboards/office phones
will be affected by new
phone designs and
automated services that are
being utilized.

Jobs in textiles, lumber,
electronics assembly, and
general manufacturing will
be affected by foreign
competition/cheaper
overseas labor.

Most new openings in these
dwindling career fields will be
for replacement workers who
will fill the positions of
individuals who have retired or
who move to another
opportunity.

So, how could you interpret this

information?

The statistics reflect many
trends and realities that are
occurring in the workplace and
reveal what career fields are
safer and offer more potential
opportunities than others.
Some predictions may happen
and some may not. However,
if you have a passion for a
particular career, you may
want to concentrate all of your

training P ,id job-search efforts
into making that opportunity
happen. Doing what you truly
love to do is what creates job
satisfaction. Research all of the
facts/forecasted trends, use
your best judgment, and focus
on long-term success and
happiness.

Sources: Detroit Free Press and

Bureau of Labor Statistics .e

What Will Be Your Future Work-Life
Expectancy?

Interested in knowing when you will retire? Well, the Chicago
firm, Vocational Economics Inc. has developed work-life
expectancy tables which may provide you with some insight on
the future of your work life.

Work-life expectancy is the total number of years people can be
expected to work, excluding maternity leave, child rearing, and
other periods of unemployment.

For example, Vocational Economics Inc. projects that 40-year old
women have, on average, just 17 more years of work ahead of
them, while 40-year old men will have 21.1 years of work ahead
of them. Findings also indicate that people with more education
work longer, and healthy 20-year old men with less than 12
years of education have an average work-life expectancy of 32.4
years, seven years less than those with 16 or more years of
schooling .e
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What Is ISO 9000 Certification?
Perhaps you have read about
ISO 9000 Certification when you
were scanning the business
section of a newspaper, or
maybe you have heard of it
from a friend who works at el
local manufacturing company.
As a job seeker and as a member
of tomorrow's workforce, vou
may benefit from having a
better understanding of ISO
9000 Certification and its impact
on businesses, customers, and

The iOliorenN Information, ;ehich
Was in,0111,,,,,Ineti in a recent N:-;iie of

Sales and Marketing, procntes
solid introduttion to understanding
the ummrtance of IS0 9000

I he latest for El t pan \ to
demonstrate its commitment to
quality is through ISO 9000
Certification (IntcriLitional
Organirdtion for Stondardizattt wro.

he fu roped n im In unity was

the fir,t to employ thk quality
standardimtion framework
(a system tor monitoring and
ensuring that all prod Lk ts meet
set standards of quality) with
tae aim of ensuring that its 12
members followed uniform

procedure!..s. Withil the
past hve ears, ISO 9000 has
quit kb, bet ome a badge of
hont)r for Lompanies and a
kompetitk e tool for marketing.

When a company applies for
ISO 9000 certification, a third
party auditor examines its
quality procedures. If the
company meets standards, it
becomes registered as an
organization that has met all the
requirements for ISO 9000
certification. (Obtaining
certification is a process that can
take several months or years.
It requires all workers to be
more accou nta He and to know
all aspects of their jobs.) When
a company obtains the
certification, it usually
advertises its new status in
hopes of gaining more business.

Besides providing a competitive
edge, ISO 9000 rnav also be
,Advantogeou, in obtaining
contracts with government:,
some government,' now cite 150
9000 as a requirement or
necoitv for awarding
contracts. Also, some
companie!, striving to meet ISO
90(X) standards are reducing
operating costs by ten percent.

the-e firms, 150 9000 is a
vehicle for cost savings and
quality improvement.

Similar to the U.S. government's
blue seal of approval on meat
pox-luck, ISO 9000 ertificati(m

likely to become something
that customers automatically
look for in the future. ..,r



Seven Reasons Why You Should Improve Your
Writing Skills
r'\\Were you ever assigned a book

report and waited until the last
minute to complete it? Do you
ever find yourself
procrastinating and staring at
the wall when you sit down to
write that letter to a distant
friend or relative? Does the
basic idea of writing make you
uncomfortable?

Well, if you feel this way, you
are definitely not alone.
However, even though
writing /composition courses
rank fairly high as the most
hated area of study among
students (along with math and
public speaking), you cannot
dismiss the fact that writing
skills are extremely important
and necessary.

Writing skills can affect many
aspects of your professional
and personal life. Realize that
the process of developing your
writing skills is more than jutht
a series of uncomfortable
classroom exercises. The skills
you learn in the classroom will
have many applications in the
real world.

"Hey, I just wasn't born with
the talent to write." Sorry...that
excuse is not good enough.
With practice and patience,
anyone can develop solid and
effective vriting skills. You
don't have to be William
Shakespeare, Edgar Allen Poe,
E Scott Fitzgerald, or even
Steven King to be an effective
writer and to get Vour message
across to your audience...the
reader.

Let's look at se-J.:cm ii,aus writing

can impact your future and the

reasons why you should improve
this valuable skill.

1. The process of writing
requires that you utilize
various methods
(brainstorming and
outlining) for assembling
information into organized
patterns (main topic,
sub-topics, supporting ideas).
It provides structure and
organization. This
skill/thought process will
help you when you need to
prioritize tasks, schedule
activities, and
collect/organize your
thoughts.

2. Solid writing skills are
important in the workplace.
One would expect that
secretaries, teachers,
journalists, and
public-relations'
representatives need to have
excellent communication
skills...especially writing.
lowever, many factors have

created the need for more of
todav's workers to utilize this
skill on a regular basis. With
trends such as downsizing
and the wide usage of

computers and modems,
employees are finding that
they need to expand their
skill base and accept new
responsibilities. Today, it is
common to see managers
preparing their own reports
and memos. In a trim and
efficient economy, yo.., may
not have the luxury of haying
a secretary, and you may be
responsible for
communicating with
supervisors, coworkers, and
business associates in various
written formats.

3. Your job-search campaign
can greatly benefit from your
ability to prepare
custom-made / w ell-cr afted
written materials. Examples
include the resume, the cover
letter, and follow-up
correspondence (thank-you
letter). If your written
job-search materials are
designed to market Vour
abilities/skills in the' best
possible manner, to focus on
the specific skills an
employer alues, and to be
attractive and easy to read,
you will separate \,ourself
from competitors who send
generic resumes and cover
letters.

4. Certain skills such as \vriting
can improve your
employability security and
can enhance the potential for
advancement at a company
or in your career. Employers
value employees who have
developed their
communication skilk and
have used these skills to

piN.1 1:11te



"Seven Reasons"...Continued From Page Two

improve/expand their
contributions to the company.
If your team at work is asked
to prepare a written
assignment, volunteer to Write
the report. Ask if vou can
write an article for the
company's in-house
news,letter (if the organization
happens to produce one).

Effectix e use of Your writing
skills can help you stand apart
from the rest of your fellow
coworkers.

5. If vou decide at some point in
Your workhfe to change
careers, writing is a basic skill
that can transfer to many jobs
and occupations. Once again,
this skill can provide you with
an edge over an individual
who has a similar background
as You but is not confident in
his/her communication skills.
In some situations,
forward-thinking employees
have used a variety of
different skills including
communications to create new

and custom-designed
positions within their
corn ponies.

6. After you receive Your
high-school /CEO diploma,

o u tnav be interested in
obtaining some type of
vocational or college-leyel
training. If you will be
& ntinui ng your educa tion,
the importance of establishing
and 1.1 tilii.i ng your writing
skills i,, even greater at this
educational level. Many
college-level courses require
,tudents to prepare written
report,. and to complete essay

test.-

7. of the same
methods, and thought

processes used when
preparing and completing a
written assignment are used
when organizing a speech.
Similarities include exploring
creative possibilities by using
brainstorming techniques;
assembling basic ideas with an
outline; choosing the main
topic, sub-topics, and
supporting ideas/examples;
preparing a rough draft or
working copy; and finalizing
the end product by reworking
several drafts. With practice
and preparation, the
similarities become more
apparent.

Now you are aware of why it is
important to develop your writing
skills. So, what is the next step?

Getting Started

1. Read, Read, Read. Learn

from the professionals (and
maybe even from the
"not-so-professionals") .
Newspapers, magazines, and
books can provide you with
many examples of different
writing styles,
sentence/paragraph
structures, word choices,
methods for conveying a
message, etc. A wealth of
examples is at your fingertips.

2. Write a journal. Keep a

record of your daily

::

activities...personal and/or
professional. lry not to worry
too much about your
spelling/grammar. The main
purpose of a journal is to get
your ideas on paper and to
learn how to structure your
ideas. When you get more
comfortable with the process,
you can begin to concentrate
more attention on spelling and
grammar. Try to write at least
one paragraph a day.

3. Write letters. Practice your
skills once a week by writing a
letter to a friend or relative.
It's still cheaper than making a
phone call, and you get to
refine your skills.

4. Outline your schedule. Use

an outline form to list your
weekly work-related,
educational, and personal
activities. Arrange the
information by pr' 'zing
important respon .es and

by the times/dates
certain tasks need completed.

5. Attend writing classes. ^Your

local colleges offer a variety of
writing courses throughout
the Year. These courses will
help you improve all aspects
of your writing, and you will
be able to get feedback from
your instructor and fellow
students as you continue to
develop your writing skills.

"Unless you are able to
coinnumicate, to master the
basic skills of speaking arid
writing in a forcefill, polite,
effective wail, the day is goins
to come when being a tniclear
physic i!:t or an Owelope
maker or whatever it is you've
learned to be won't be
enough." --Harvey Mackay
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Exploring Careers: Working Outdoors
Many people prefer careers
that enable them to spend
some, or all, of their workday
hours in the great outdoors.
For the outdoor enthusiast, a
vast selection of occupations is
available. Examples include
agriculture, biological sciences,
construction, engineering,
conservation, and recreation.
These jobs can be found in the
city, in rural areas, and on the
water.

The education or training
required for occupations in
which workers dedicate part or
all of their time outdoors
varies. If you are interested in
exploring outdoor careers, this
listing can serve as a starting
point for obtaining an overall
idea of how many occupations
actually involve working
outdoors (full and part time)
and the educational training
needed to secure employment
in each occupation.

Hi,01-School/GED Diploma

usually necessary or recommended

Amusement Park Worker

Animal Breeder

Animal Trainer

Beekeeper

I3illboard Erector

Bricklayer, Stonemason,
Marble Setter, Tile Setter, Or
Terrazzo Worker

Caddy

Campground Caretaker

Carpenter

- Cement Mason

Charter Boat Operator

- Commercial Fisher

Electric Sign Repairer

Farm Worker

Fish And Game Warden

Gardener

Groundskeeper

Golf Range Attendant

Guard

Heavy Equipment Operator

Highway Construction Or
Maintenance Worker

Hunter Or Trapper

Lifeguard

Mail Carrier

Miner

Messenger

Nursery Worker

Parking Meter Collector Or
Repairer

Park Ranger

Park Caretaker

Pest Controller

Railroad Worker

Roofer

Roustabout

- Ski Resort Instructor Or
Worker

Timber Cutting And
Logging Worker

Four Or Sightseeing Guide

Tree Planter

- Tree Surgeon Or Tree 0
k;

Well Driller

- Window Cleaner

- Zookee, er

Two years of colhwe or
specialized franunK usuallY
rleCesSary:

Athlete

Athletic Coach

Firefighter

Forestry Technician

- Surveyor

Survey Technician

Pohce Officer

Four or MOW years of colleKe

Anthropologist

Archaeologist

Biologist

Civil Engineer

Conservation Scientist

Farm Manager

Forester

- Geologist

Geophysicist

Landscape Architect

- Mining Engineer

Petroleum Engineer

For more information about a
particular career, visit your
local lib ary or career-resource
center and ask for an updated
version of the Occupational
Outlook Handbook which is
published by the U.S.
Department of Labor's Bureau

of Labor Statistics.

Source: Occupational Outlook
Quarterlu, LI. S. Department of
Labor. Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Winter 1994-1995
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Questions To Ask When Proof Reading Your Resume
le;1' this check list each time eon

(letKli i nec or
uptlateirez,ise emir old copv, and

tisk uourself tht' Wowing questions:

El Is your resume easy to
read? The employer should
be able to get a basic
understanding of your
skills, abilities, and
background in less than one
minute. This means writing
short sentences; making use
of titles, subtitles, and bullet
statements (indented
statements highlighting and
listing skills/
accomplishments); and
creating a layout that is
attractive and not
overcrowded with text.

El Is your resume focused?
The employer should have
no question about what type
of position/responsibilities
you would be capable of
assuming in the workplace.
Be specific; avoid being too
general. Your resume
should not give the reader
the impression that you are
just targeting any available
job opeMngs that are offered
to the general public. Know

'hat you want and let the
resume show that Voll have
a direction/purpose.

Cl Have you included all of
your positive qualities and
accomplishments? Be sure

to include all of the most
impressive accomplishments
trom your work history and
educational training. Make
certain thrit this infornlation
relates to the position you
are targeting.

_

El Is there any information
that could be perceived as
negative? Only include
information that focuses on
your job-related abilities,
background/training, and
accomplishments. Avoid
including personal
information and any bad
experiences you may have
had with previous
employers.

El Have you double checked
your resume for any
spelling or grammatical
errors? Your resume should

be reviewed at least t;ix
different times before it i5
ready to be used in your job
search. If you have access
to a computer or word
processor, take advantage of
any spell-checking/
grammar-checking
functions that may be
available.

El Would you be impressed
with this resume if you
were an employer? The

resume should be
impressive enough to secure
a personal interview. I3e
critical. If it doesn't present
you in the hest possible way,
rework it.

Ti:): Always try to have other
people review your resume. Do you

know anyone who is umking
your career.field, responsible for
revkwing reSIOnes, an educational

instructor, a job counselor, or a
friend or.family member who can
help? My to find two or tltree
people who can offer you some

suggestions and constructive

criticism.

Inspirational Quotes
'All things are difficult before they are easy.' John Norley

Man", mind, once stretched by a new idea, never regains its (,riginal
dimensions:. Oliver Wendell Holmes

-Destinv is not a matter of chance, it is a matter of choice Anonymous

-The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams
Eleanor Roosevelt

The highest reward for a person's toil is not what thev get for it, but wi lot
they become by John Ruskin

Ihe difference between ordinary and extraordinary is that little extra
Anonymous

Progrcy, 1 Ivitty,-. risk, yt,t1 can't .,teal -,ocond ha,e and keep your foot
on first Frederick Wilcox

'All glon comes from danng to begin Eugene F. Ware

It ,ornetimei, seems that intense iiesire creates not only ds own opri,rtunities.
but its own talents Eric Hoffer

A wll finds a way' Orison Swett Marden
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Older Workers: Remaining Employable
Corporate downsizing
and rising health-care
costs hit the older
members of the work
force the hardest. Many
of these workers lose
their jobs, retire earlier
than expected, or
remain in jobs they no
longer find challenging.
In addition, technology
further complicates the
situation.

The American
Association of Retired Persons
(AARP) reports half of what
you need to know on your job

today will be obsolete in five
years.

So, hoTe do Iwo remain employable
in this type of fob market? AARP
provides the °following suggestions:

Become involved in
activities that keep your
options open.

Keep active in your
profession. Keep your
network active, and join
professional and civic
organizations.

> Get involved in a small
business as a volunteer or
paid consultant or do some
other paid work on the side.

> Target growing companies.
Your research can be
conducted in your local
libraries. Read the business
section of our local
newspaper. What
industries or companies
seem to be e \panding or
recording profits?

Maintain your present job
and level of responsibility,
create a plan to keep your
skills current, or take on a

mentoring role for younger
employees. This will help
you remain employable at
liour current place of work.

Analyze your skills, seek
feedback from coworkers to
see how they view your best
skills, document your skills
by compiling a list of
various projects you have
worked on, and know your
backup options/marketable
skills.

> Have an up-to-date copy of
;our resume prepared.
Often the lack of a resume
keeps people from
responding to an
opportunity.

Be prepared for
interviewing. As an
e \ample, make sure your
clothing is suitable and
updated for the position.
Be readv to present your
strengths, and show how
they apply to the
organization's needs.

> Brainstorm with people cou
know well and give then
much information about
you as possible wlien ,ou
plan to retrain for a new
career. Enroll in a career

planning course
at a local college
or meet with a
career counselor
at a local job
training/job
search program.
Consider
developing and
refilling your
skills with
courses and
seminars.

> Maintain
physical and mental f, tness
through weight control,
good nutrition, and e\ercise.

Source: The American Association

of Retired Persons .,!"

Did You Know...According to

a study done at the State
University of New York at

Bingamton,for both white and
blue-collar zt,orkers, on-the-job

productivity increases is I/011

get older?
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Statistics, Trends, and Ideas
Upgrading Your Education

Pn fessionals sucl- as teachers, doctors, computer
oporators, lawyers, accountants, and
eleitroitic-equipment repairers upgrade their
ec'u'zation on a regular basis by attending classes
and seminars. What efforts are you making to
upgrade tour knowledge and to stay competitive
in the job market?

GED Students Did You Know...?

According to the most recent government figures,
nearly 800,000 people took the GED test in 1993--
the last year this information was recorded and
analyzed. That figure is up from 734,000 in 1988.

New Study: Women and Work
A survey of American women ages 18 to 55, by the

Families and Work Institute for the Whirlpool
Foundation, indicates that the traditional role of
men as the principal economic provider and
women as the nurturer no longer holds true. The
study shows that family and work life/
responsibilities can co-exist for women and that
women value their roles as parents and providers.

Resiouses.from the women who were surveyed include:

Employment (Current Work Status)

Work Full Time 45%

Homemaker 17"
Work Part Time 15"..

Self Employed - 8"

Studen t

Not Working or Loc)king For Work 4",

Unemployed

Retired 1",,

Income (Proportion of Family Income Contributed By

hurl oved kVomen)

All 18".

More I han Half 11"
About Half 26"
Less r han Half

Attitude (It is my responsibility to take re of the

people in nw

Strongly /Somewhat Agree

Strongly/Somewhat Disagree 11"..

Winner Vs. Loser

The winner is always part of the answer.

The loser is always part of the problem.

The winner always has a program.

The loser always has an excuse.

The winner says, "Let me do it for you."

The loser says, "That's not my job."

The winner sees an answer to every problem.

The loser sees a problem for every answer.

The winner sees a green near every sandtrap.

The loser sees two or three sandtraps near every
green.

The winner says, "It may be difficult, but it's
possible."

The loser says, "It may be possible, but it's too
difficult."

Source: Unknown

Ten Easy Ways To Boost Your Confidence

1. Establish Eye Contact With Five Strangers Every
Day.

2. Become Attuned To Nonverbal Cues From
Others.

3. Strike Up A Conversation With Someone You
Don't Know.

4. Ask Open-Ended Questions To Develop
Conversations.

5. Firm Up Your Vocabulary.

6. Bounce Back From Your Slip-Ups Rather Than
Belittling Yourself.

7. Attend Some Social
Gatherings Alone.

8. Be Mobile At Parties
And Business Meetings.

9. Prepare In Advance For
Situations That Make
You Nervous.

10. Trim The "T" From "I
Can't."

< mree lISATodati
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STUDENTaccesspage Focus: Follow-Up Calls

This month's STUDENTaccesspage is a continuation
of February's article "Getting Past The Screen."
This excerise will help you when you get past the
secretary and you are speaking with the employer
and attempting to schedule an interview.

Betive and during each follow-up call to an employer,

(onsider these suggestions:

1. Review the information that wa3 highlighted in
your customized cover letter and in your resume.

2. Before you call, practice the conservation out loud.
You can even ask a friend to play the role of the

empl()ver.

3. Call the employer several days after he/she has
received your resume/cover letter.

4. Make an effort to sound professional and
confident. Try the following approaches which are
commonly used by telemarketers: a) Dress
professionally. Don't worry that the employer
cannot see you. It will enhance your
professionalism. b) Avoid creating annoying
sounds that can be heard over the phone.
Examples include chewing gum, drinking coffee,
and smoking. In addition, make sure that the
television or radio is not turned on, no children are
r;aying, or no background noise is created. Find a
quiet atmosphere for this crucial phase of your job
search. c) Sit straight in your chair. Having good
posture w ill improve \ our speaking \ oice.

5. When you get the employer on the phone, greet
him/her; mention your name and the name of any
coworker or acquaintance who maN; have served as
a referral for the job; remind this individual that
You have recently sent a letter/resume to his or her
attenon; and highlight the position you are
targeting. Realize that the employer is busy and
that you only have a few minutes to make your
point and to secure an interview.

6. If the employer is receptive, briefly mention
several main points from N/our cover letter--
accomplishments and qualities that directly relate
to the potential job opening and relate 'our
knowledge of the company Be prepared to go into
detail and provide examples of your work and
educational history.

7. Next, ask the employer for the opportunity to
schedule a personal interview to discuss your
qualifications in greater detail.

8. Be prepared for positive and negative responses
from employers. Some employers will simpk, state
that the cornpany has nothing available and will tr\
to end the conservation. If this occurs, ask if it
would be appropriate to call again in three months.
in addition, if the employer states that he or she
does not remember your letter or has mit received
it, offer to provide a summary of your abilities on
the phone or to mail another copy immediately. At

this point know that \ ou ha \ d one your best.
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Unfil We Meet Again: PASSAGE
1989 to ???

We regret having to announce
that Section 353 funding for the
PASSAGE Newsletter wili not
be available for the 1995-1996
program year. Funding
limitations, along with the
number of Section 353
applications for new statewide
priorities and the state and
national restructuring of
programs, were related as
factors that led to the difficult
decision.

As we continue to explore new
organizational projects, our
sincerest appreciation of the
positive relationships
established with the Bureau,
PASSAGE's guest writers, and
our statewide network of
readers will remain important to
us. What we have learned from
those relationships has helped
our organization to become a
respected leader in the field of
adult education, training, and
career development.

Since 1989, the nonstop
feedback about the benefits of
the PASSAGE News!etter was
always welcomed and useful to
us. Through solicited reader
surveys and unsolicited phone
calls and letters, we never grew
tired of discovering how
organizations and individuals

were utilizing the material
presented in this publication.
As PASSAGE increased its
circulation and established its
literary goals and standards,
what was once only a vision for
a specialty Publication had the
opportunity to develop into a
widely-accepted source of
professional workplace and
job-skills' information.

The Beaver County Area
Labor-Management Committee,
our Board of Directors, and the
PASSAGE Newsletter Staff and
Volunteers (guest writers,
proofreaders, and bulk-mailing
assistants) are truly thankful for
having had the opportunity to
serve Pennsylvania's adult-basic
and literacy-education
community. It has been a
rewarding experience, and
many great professional
relationships will surely
continue because of
introductions made through the
design and production of
PASSAGE: Thur Workplace and
Job-Skills Information
Newsletter.

Si ncerely,

Bernadette Mamie

John S. Goherisli

luo



Eva1uating An Occupation: There Is More To A Job
Than Just Earnings.

Many people believe that a
good job must always consist
of high earnings. While a good
income can be quite important,
there is more to work than just
wages. Other important
concerns when evaluating an
occupation include the
following:

Benefits

Projected Growth And
Openings

Unemployment Rate

Advancement Potential

Nature Of The Work And
Working Conditions

Depending on the importance
you give each of these factors, a
good job might be one with
lower than average earnings.

Benefits

Employee benefits, once minor
additions to wages and
salaries, are increasingly
important factors in defining a
good job. In 1993, benefits
averaged about 29 percent of
total compensation costs.
Some benefits, such as health
and life insurance or
subsidized child care, are
virtually the same as cash,
because they would otherwise
have to be paid for out of
earnings. Paid holidays and
vacation leave improve the
recipients' quality of life. Most
employers also provide other
benefits that add to the quality
of a job, such as sick leave.
Some employers, like airlines,
provide free or subsidized
travel, while retailers may
provide discounts on
merchandise.

2

Projeded Growth And
Openings

The projected growth rate and
the number of job openings
serve to measure how easy or
difficult it will be to find a job
in an occupation, and, perhaps,
also to be promoted. These
projections are discussed in the
Occupational Outlook
Handbook (which is available at
a library or resource center). In
some cases, information on
competition for jobs is also
given. Some high-wage
occupations available without a
college degree, such as the
precision-production
occupations, are not expected
to grow. Others are expected to
grow about as fast as the
average for all workers,
including engineering and
science technicians;
construction workers; and
mechanics, installers, and
repairers. Registered nurse
and most health technician and
technologist occupations are
projected to grow much faster
than average.

More job openings result from
the need to replace workers

who transfer to different
occupations, retire, or stop
working for some other reason
than from growth. For
example, employment of
secretaries is projected to
increase by 386,000 jobs by
2005, but net replacement
needs are expected to provide
more than twice as many
openings. Even occupations
with little or no projected job
growth have some openings.
For example, precision
production occupations are
expected to have 68,000 job
openings annually due to net
replacement needs.

Unemployment Rate

Some occupations have high
unemployment rates. This
does not necessarily disqualify
them as high-paying jobs.
Those that provide high hourly
earnings and unemployment
compensation can still yield a
high annual income.

Furthermore, many workers in
these occupations do have
steady year-round jobs. High
unemployment rates are
common in many construction
occupations, such as carpenter
and electrician, as well as
manufacturing jobs, such as
assembler and machine
operator.

Unemployment rates actually
reflect two kinds of
unemployment: cyclical and
long-term. Recessions and
seasonal changes in production
create cyclical unemployment
in many occupations.

Continued on page three
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Continued from page two

During slack periods, workers
may face temporary layoffs but
can expect to be reemployed
when conditions improve.
On the other hand, long-term
unemployment or even
permanent job loss may be
caused by restructuring or plant
closing. Jobs in organizations or
industries with good long-term
prospects are obviously more
desirable. Even if you lose your
job, you are more likely to find
another one in such an industry.

Advancement Potential
Some occupations offer a
natural progression of career
advancement, such as from
electrician apprentice to journey
level electrician supervisor or
contractor. Workers in other
occupations may need to carve
their Own paths to success,
following less traditional/
conventional routes. Still other
occupations or jobs offer few if
any chances for advancement.
Often, promotion potential
varies from employer to
employer. In general, fast
growing occupations and
organizations offer better
prospects, at least without the
need to change employers, but
small organizations may offer
broader responsibilities and
opportunities to learn a wider
range of skills. In any job, it is
important to be ready to act On
opportunities as they arise.

Nature Of The Work
For most people, a good job is
one that they find interesting,
that fully uses their skills, or
that satisfies their needs in other
ways. Almost everybody
appreciates a job where he/she
can see the results of his/her
work and feel a sense of

accomplishment. Others seek a
job related to an interest, such as
cars, music, or children.
Helping others is often the
central satisfaction for those in
health, teaching, or social work
occupations. Satisfying aspects
of a job may include analyzing
data or information;
coordinating events and
activities; teaching or
rnentoring; selling to or
persuading others; operating or
fixing machinery; or
designing/creating new ideas,
concepts, or works of art.

Other characteristics that define
a good job include the level of
physical exertion necessary,
cleanliness and safety of the
workplace, level of contact with
people, ability to decide how
work is to be done, and the level
of stress. For some, no amount
of money is worth the grueling
hours and stress that many
physicians live with; the
physical exertion, danger, or dirt
faced by coal miners and some
construction workers; or the
boredom of assembly line work.
Others find job pressures
exciting, don't mind the danger
or dirt, or welcome the stress.

For many, working with people
that they like and respect and
having a good supervisor are
essential elements of a good job.
They may also want an
employer who has goals and
policies they respect. Likewise,
some workers seek the security
of a salaried job with an
established. stable organization.
Others find stimulation in
i-isk-taking-- running their own
business, working for a
fledgling organization, or selling
on commission.

Where a job is located may also
be important. Some people do

not want a long commute or a
geographic relocation. For
them, a good job is one that is
available where they live.

The steady hours that high pay
demands may be just the
opposite of what a worker
wants. Some only want part-
time work, due to family, school,
or other responsibilities.

Conclusion
Any job has positive and
negative factors that employees
should understand. One factor
seldom makes a job good or
bad. Get to know all you can
about occupations you are
considering. It is extremely
important to research the
entry-level requirements and
other characteristics so that you
will know what to expect out of
the job. Above all, remember
that it is important to make a
career choice that is good for
you. The demand for skilled
workers will remain strong. .a<

Source: 0:cupational Outlook
Quarterly/Winter 1994-1995, U.S.
Depar:ment of Labor. Bureau of Labor
Statistics
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STUDENTaccesspage Focus Finding Out About Yourself

Before you begin to design your job-search materials

and to meet with potential employers, you need to
collect various pieces of information about yourself that

will help y(N) present your best personal features/
accomplishments during the job search. This exercise

will help you organize statements and facts that will

form the foundation of your job-search materials and of
the information you highlight during each int:Tview

While gearing your answers to meet the needs of the

employer/job is important, try to record all of your initial
ideas/responses. You can edit and sort out the most

relevant at a later time. Please answer each question:

What skills do you have that employers would

consider valuable?

2. What talents, abilities, and intc ests do you have?

:3. What motivates you to work and makes you proud

of your achievements?

4. What educational and work experiences do you

currently possess?

5. What personality traits (temperament and attitude)
do you have that would be beneficial to an employer?

6. What special knowledge or skills have you acquired

that can enable you to stand out from other job

seekers?

7. What are your most valued achievements/

accomplishments in life?

8. What is your view on work (your work ethic)?

9. Do you like to work with people?

10. What is the best work environment which enables

you to be productive?

11. Do you like helping people, working with
information, collecting data, or utilizing tools/
machinery?

12. Are you willing to move to find employment?

13. What type of organization would interest you?

14. Have you considered self-empl()yrnent possibilities?

15. What is the lowest yearly salary that you can accept?

16. Are you willing to take responsibility for your
decisions and to be accountable?

Do your answers match the requirements of the
occupations/career fields that are of interest to you?
Use these answers as a starting point for writing your

resume. .e
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Trends and Helpful Suggestions
Interested In Continuing Your
Education?

1. Fifty-three percent of 365
career-service offices surveyed
this spring by the National
Association of Colleges and
Employers reported increased
recruiting activity On campus,
and starting salaries are up as
well.

2. This economy and the
changing workplace have
taught students and schools
manv important lessons. For
example...

There is more to obtaining
employment than
graduating and receiving
a diploma.

Internships and various
career-related work
experiences are extremely
valuable and improve
employment
opportunities.

A solid personal
job-search/marketing
plan is essential. This
includes professional job
search materials and
starting the networking
process at least one year
before graduation.

3. The results of many published
reports and surveys have
established the general
understanding that there is a
definite connection between
education and higher
earnings. In addition, a new
Census Bureau survey shows
for the first time that there is
also a connection between
workers' education levels and
increased productivity.

The study, which was
conducted for the Department
of Education, reveals that
increasing work-force
education has twice the effect
on productiv:ty as the same
increase in capital stock
(equipment, machinery, and
buildings). 'he survey was
based on interviews with
managers and owners of
about 3,000 businesses which
have 20 or more workers.

Feeling Refreshed

As you tackle new
responsibilities/challenges that
are ever present in the
classroom, at work, in your job
search, and even at home, do
you feel energized and ready to
handle the challenges of each
new day? If not, consider the
following information.

On the topic of sleep, most doctors
agree that:

Newborns need 16 to 18
hours of sleep.

Four-year olds need 10 hours
of sleep.

Teenagers should have about
nine hours of sleep.

Young adults need only eight
hours for about the next 30
years of their lives.

Individuals past the age of 65
can feel refreshed after only
four hours of sleep.

Are you getting the sufficient
amount of sleep each day?

Greatest Sources of Stress

In the March 1995 issue of
Prevention, the results of the
publication's National Stress
Survey were published. Eleven
thousand individuals from
across the United States
responded to the survey.
According to the results, the
number-one greatest source of
stress is personal finances, and
the second greatest source of
stress is the workplace. e

Inspirational Quotes
"A man is literally what he thinks." James Allen

"The only limit to our realization of tomorrow will be our doubts of today."
-- Franklin D. Roosevelt

"What the mind of man can conceive and believe, the mind of man can
achieve." Napoleon Hill

"In order to succeed, we must first believe that we can." Michael Korda

"The greatest discovery of any generation is that human beings can alter
their lives by altering their attitudes." -- Albert Schweitzer

"Life is ten percent what happens to me and 90 percent how I react to it."
Lou Holtz

"One man with courage is a majority" -- Andrew Johnson

"The scars you acquire by exercising courage will never make you feel
inferior." D.A. Bstitisa

"Courage is doing what you're afraid to do. There can be no courage
unless you're scared." -- Ed.die Rickenbacher

"He who loses wealth loses much; he who loses a friend loses more; but he
that loses courage loses all." -- Cervantes .ec
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Terms For Today's and Tomorrow's Workplace
E-Mail

E-Mail stands for electronic mail,
and it began with a U.S.
Department of Research project
which created the technology to
allow individuals to exchange
information over computers.
Today, according to the
Electronic Messaging
Association, there are 20 million
users in this country who
together send billions of
messages a year. This
technology provides instant
communication (both in the
workplace and at home) through
use of the computer and
telephone lines and also enables
users to have written records of
their transmissions and
messages.

Techno-Literacy

Today, a large percentage of
employees needs to know how
to do more than just turn on a
computer and access the word
processor. Now...employees are
expected to be techno-literate.
This means knowing what
technology and computer
software are available to make
your job more efficient and
productive. To stay ahead of the
game, employees should educate
themselves on a regular basis
(classes, magazines, books, and
clubs).

Self-Efficacy

Self-efficacy is an individual's
judgment about his or her ability
to do something. It doesn't refer
to the actual skills people have,
but to their belief that they can
actually apply those skills on the
job.

"No Self Efficacy, No Performance,"

by Dr. Robert F. Mager, Mager

Associates, Inc.

Corporate University
Many forward-thinking
companies are making training
and education key components
in their business strategy or
vision. The total support/
implementation of a continuous
company-designed system that
links training/education to
specific business goals is called a
corporate university

Not necessarily the same as
Disney University or
McDonald's "Hamburger U", the
corporate universities of the
1990s are not always located on a
campus. Training may be on-site
at the sponsoring company's
facility or at an off-site facility.
Today, there are more than 1,500

corporate universities in the
United States, and these
programs are usually found in
companies with 1,000 or more
employees.

The reasons for the development
and recent growth of corporate
universities are many. Examples
include being able to keep up or
stay ahead of the competition,
realizing the long-term benefits
of investing in the employees,
and establishing a more
cost-effective and consistent
training program.

Also, corporate universities
provide educational training and
support to valued customers and
suppliers who are essential parts
of a business' success. .e

The Labor Market Through The Year 2005
According to the information compiled from various U.S. Department of
Labor publications:

Only about 25 percent of the work force have jobs manufacturing
products, most of the rest of the work force are employed in the
"service" sector. These jobs are in government, business services,
health care, retail trade, and other fields that do not produce
goods.

Over 20 million new jobs are projected to be added to our work
force over the next 10 years. That would increase our labor force
to about 150 million people by the year 2005--a 20 percent
increase. While many new jobs will be created, many more
existing jobs will also Le affected by changing technologies, new
products and techniques, foreign trade, and other factors.

Two out of three workers employed by businesses now work for
small employers--those employing fewer than 500 workers.
While large employers remain an important part of our economy,
small employers have become increasingly important. According
to research conducted by the Small 8usiness Administration:

. Over 98 percent of all U.S. businesses 3re considered small.

. Small businesses employ 56 percent of the entire private work
force.

. Small businesses account for 38 percent of all sales in the U.S.

. Small businesses contribute 39 percent to the gross national
product.
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Time Heals All: Survivors Of The Steel Mill Closings
The PASSAGE staff got its start
from assisting dislocated workers
with their job-search campaigns
and by providing GED classes. For
our last issue, we thought it would
be appropriate to take a look at the
experiences of five individuals who
dealt with dislocation from the steel
mills in the 1980s and to see how
these individuals are doing today...

Where did the time go? For
most of us, it is hard to believe
that more than ten years have
passed since companies across
the United States started
reacting to the changing labor
market and economy by closing
their operations or downsizing
(laying off workers).

Terms such as "dislocated" (an
unemployed worker) and
"underemployed" (a forme
dislocated worker who is
earning less money at his or her
new job) became common
words in our daily vocabulary.
However, no matter what term
was used to describe the
situation...the results were the
same. Thousands of people
found themselves unemployed
(through no fault of their own).
Most had no hope of ever
returning to their former jobs
and no job prospects.

The new reality was difficult to
handle and the future appeared
bleak. The job expectations of
the past were gone. Many
people had to realize that they
wouldn't work their entire lives
at only one place and retire.
Education and retraining
suddenly became extremely
important, and these dislocated
workers had to develop a new
attitude and approach to the
workplace.

The Initial Shock

"I felt real lost", states Emile
Razaire thirteen years after he
lost his general maintenance
position at a major steel
corporation. "I kept asking
myself, 'Why me?' Nineteen
years down the drain. I was 40
years old. and I had to start
over. All I ever knew was the
mill. I didn't know what to do."

John Luce, the father of two
young children (now 18 and 15 years

old), remembers, "I sulked,
collected unemployment, and
blamed myself." Despite the
fact that he has a Bachelor of
Arts degree in Education, John
originally chose a job in a melt
shop. He recalls, "I went where
the money was. wanted my
wife to have the opportunity to
raise our children and not have
to work. As a teacher, I
wouldn't have made enough
money for our situation. So,
when I got laid off, I was
depressed and just kept hoping
the mill would reopen."

The need to blame someone was
a feeling that many dislocated
workers initially seemed to
share. The new reality was hard
to accept, and many workers
continued to wish everything
would return to the old way.
Most individuals were
unprepared and were caught by
surprise.

Adapting To The Change

"Before the iayoffs occurred, my
coworkers in the steel mill
thought I was crazy when I
started to prepare myself and
my finances for what seemed to
be the inevitable. I could see it
coming for a few years," says
John Hogan. When the layoffs

came, John recognized
immediately that things had
changed and that he was going
to have to make sacrifices to
support his family. Those
sacrifices included many
temporary jobs at various
nuclear-power plants
throughout the country. Today,
he's a real "travelin' man." Since
loosing his job as a steelworker,
John has lived and worked in
Wyoming, Colorado,
Connecticut, Texas, Maryland,
and Vermont.

Alex Garland also wasted no
time. He recognized his need
for additional education. After
the mill closed its doors, he
began attending a college near
his home. With the aid of state
funding and grants, he earned a
degree in Criminal Justice and
pursued his lifelong dream of
working in law enforcement.
For Alex, dislocation eventually
created a positive change.

The Need For Two Incomes

For many men...retraining,
starting college late in life,
relocating to find employment,
or accepting lower paying jobs
became a common way of life
during the 1980s. The
dislocation of the primary
"bread winner" had a great
effect on the family...especially
the wives. Many wives had to
return to work to keep their
families together. Also, women
who had never worked before
found themselves in the
changing work force.

Lois Bishop realized that she
would have to reenter the job
market. Lois recalls, "I was in a
panic.

Continued on page erglu
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Continued from page seven

My husband lost his job, and I
hadn't worked as a practical
nurse since 1960. Going back to
nursing seemed out of the
question because technology had
created many changes." Together,
the couple decided they both
needed to look for work in order
to make ends meet. Being a
believer that no honest job is
beneath her, Lois obtained a job in
a school cafeteria and remained
employed at the school for nine
years. Today, she is a valued
employee at an Arby's Restaurant
and is working because she wants
to...not because she has little
choice in the matter. Now, after
much hard work and faith, the
Bishop's situation is stable, and
they consider themselves
fortunate.

Positive Healing and Change
The trauma of lost jobs, financial
adversity, and hoping for the past
to return is over for these former
"dislocated" workers. Today, they
are happy, productive individuals
who face the future with hope.

After having to deal with
unemployment three times
during the last thirteen years,

lune 11)1)-,

John Luce is happily working as a
stock broker for A.G. Edwards. "I
go to work in a suit now, I have
weekends and holidays off, and I
can even play golf during the
week." John and his wife, Karen,
both acknowledge that having to
"shift gears in his life" has been
for the best. Now they have
more time for each other and
their children.

John Hogan recently completed
an extensive course for
certification as an over-the-road
truck driver. When job
opportunities started to slow
down at nuclear power plants, he
knew it was time to pursue a new
interest. John exclaims, "I love to
travel. I was forced into it
thirteen years ago, and now I
enjoy it. Where else could l find a
job that pays me for what I like to
do the most? You couldn't pay
me enough to go back to the mill."

Alex Garland is a happy man,
too. He loves his work and has
experienced opportunities he
never would have had if he was
still working in the mill. Since his
dislocation and entrance into the
law enforcement field, he has
been a member of President
Clinton's motorcade, inspected

high-security areas, and visited
many states and countries.

Lois may have been timid in the
early 1980s when she was forced
to return to work. However,
today, sne is a self-assured,
confident woman who doesn't
underestimate herself.
Acknowledging her positive
attributes, Lois states, "I'm the
only person here over 50, but
they count on me to be more
responsible and to be a mentor to
younger workers. It may not be
the most glamorous job in the
world, but I like it here."

Last is Emile Razaire. The end of
his story is a little different. Less
than eighteen months after the
shutdown, he was called back to
his job. Since the mid 1980s, the
work force at local steel mills has
been greatly reduced and
technology and automation have
increased production and quality.
"Times change, and I have
learned a great deal from my
experiences. I feel lucky...I'm
right where I want to be."

The passage of time has changed the

lives of many individuals. These five
people had the strength and stamina
to survive and adapt to new

workplaces. e'
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